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'I hope in the days to come future thinkers will unlearn 

us, and find ideas infinitely better ~ let us get a little 

alcheID¥ out of the Dandelions!!' 

Richard Jefferies, nature and·books. 

So now our glasses we'll combine 

To fill with Dandelion wine 

And toast thy onward way. 

May time enrich thy fruitful mind 

With health and happiness to find 

New species every day. 

'. 

Lines to Dr. G.C. Druce on finding two ~ew species of Taraxacum . 
to Science. Neither species is now recognised. 

R.A.R. Bennett, Oxford Times. 18.3.1926. 



Notes on presentation 

1. No authorities for scientific names are quoted· in the text. 

A list of all scientific names used, with authorities and references appears 

as an appendix. 

2. All references to scientific works appear fully quoted as another 

appendix. In the text the author and the date of publioation are given. 

~. All phQtogPapGs apPQi~ a~ aRQthQP ippe~dix. 

4. All species names quoted are 'microspecies' unless otherwise stated. 

When the term 'speoies' is used, this refers to·microspecies. The aggre~ 

gate species used by Handel-Mazzetti are termed macrospecies. 

5. Seotional taxa are extenSively used in the text. These are underlined, 

and are preceded by the definite article, but are not preceded by 'T'. 

General are not preoeded by the definite article. E.G. speoies: T.norstedtii; 

section: the Spectabilia; genus Hieracium. 

6. A Taraxacum cypsela is here termed 'achene' in deference to general 

usage. This does not include the projection·of·the achene jOining the 

achene and the rostrum, which is called the 'cone'. The rostrum connects 

the achene and the pappus, and is often called the 'beak'. The exterior 

and interior phyllaries are called 'bracts'. The appendages to these 

bracts are terms 'comae' or 'comiculae' depending upon their size. 

The term 'coloured' means "with anthocyanin pigment s". 

1. All herbarium-sheets of vouchers are deposited at the Fielding-Druce 

herbarium, Oxford (OXF.) Permanent slides are in the.same institution. 

Exsiooatae will· be deposited at a number of other herbaria. 
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Chapter 1 

AN INTROIDCTION TO THE GENUS 

Taraxacum is a large genus in the family Compositae. In this 

family, it is placed in the sub-familY Cichorioidae, and the tribe 

C1chorieae, and it shares with the other members of this tribe 

hemaphrodite florets, anthers which are acute at the base, long style 

arms, which are stigmatic above and become coiled after anthesis, thus 

achieving automatic self-pollination, and a pappus of hairs. 

The genus Taraxacum is diagnosed by its leaves, which are confined 

to a basal rosette; simple, hollow, lacteate scapes; a naked receptacle, 

and an achene bearing a (usually) long rostrum (- beak) with a pappus 

of simple hairs, which is usually white. 

The genus is one of unusually wide distribution, althou~ this 

is thought to be due to efficient dispersal and ~uccess in many 

enVironments, rather than a reflection of its age. Indeed there is not 

a little evidence that the genus as we know it is of relatively recent 

origin (see Chapter 12). Taraxaca are found throughout Eurasia, from 

Ireland in the West to Kamtchatka in the east, to Syria, Northern India 

and Korea in the south and to the·limit of vegetation in the north. They 

are found in the continent of America from Gr~enland and the Aleutian 

Islands in the north, sparingly down the Rocky Mountains ·to Mexico, and 

again at ~he tip of South America (also in the Andes?). They are also' 

found sparingly in New Zealand, Australia,' and the Falkland Islands. 

In Africa they occur along the Mediterranean coast t as far south as 

the Atlas Mountains. They thus occur native in all five continents, and 

\ , . 
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both Polar regions, ana. in those parts of the world in which they are . 
not found native (S. Asia, and most of America and Africa) they have 

become widespread immigrants through the agency of man. 

The genus has been subdivided into 33 sections. These are summarised 

in table 1. 

Section 

Glaciala 

Rhodotricha 

Oligantha 

Leucantha 

Orient alia 

Leptocephala 
r 

Seotina 
I-

I.Iacrocornuta 

Scariosa 

Kashmirana 

Tibetana 

Table 1. The sections of Taraxacum 

Distribution 

Italy, ? Greece 

W. and C. Asia 

W. Asia 

W. Asia 

. W. and C. Asia 

S. Europe 

S. Europe 

W. Asia, N. Africa 

S. Europe 

C. Asia 

C. Asia 

E. Asia 

Habitat. 

Xerophile 

Xerophile 

Xerophile 

Xerophile 

Helophile 

Helophile 

Xerophile 

Xerophile 

Xerophile 

Breeding behaviour 

Sexual. Self-incompatible 

Sexual. Self-incompatible 

Sexual. Self-incompatible 

Sexual. Self-incompatible 

Sexual. Self-oompatible 

Sexual. Self-compatible 

Sexual. Self-inoompatible 

Sexual. Self-incompatible 

Sexual. Agamospermic 

Sexual. Agamospermic 

Sexual. Agamospermic 

Coronata E. Asia 

Calanthoidia. E. Asia 

Sinensia 

Laevia 

Obovata 

Porphyrantha 

Spuria 

Ccratophora 

Fontana. 

E. Asia 

Circum-polar, 
Mount aine of 

Agamospermic 

Europe, Antarctica Tundra Sexual. Agamospermic 

Agamospermic W. Mediterranean Xerophile 

W. Asia (U.R.S.S.) 

W. Asia 

Circum-polar, 
Mountains of 
America and Europe, 
Alps, Carpathians 

Agamospermic 

Xerophile Agamospermic 

Rock-ledges Agamospermic 

Agamospermio 
Wet place. on (one .exual sp.) 
Mountains 
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'Table 1 (oont.) 

Section 

Alpina 

Cuoullata. 

Disseota 

Parvula 

Distribution 

Alps, Pyrenees, 
Carpathians. 

Alps (? Corsioa) 

Alps 

Himalayas 

Obliqua r:. Europe 

Rhodooarpa Alps 

Eu-Erythrooarpa E. Europe, W. and 

Erythrosperma. 

Palustria 

Speotabilia 

Boreigena 

Alpestria 

Vulgaria 

C. Asia 

Europe, W. Asia. 
Amerioa (introd.) 

Europe, W. Asia 

N.W. Europe, 
Greenland 

N. Soandinavia 

Alps 

World-wide 
(native in 
Europe) 

Habitat. Breeding behaviour 

Mountain Agamospermio 
grassland 

Dune-slacks Agamospermio 

Agamospermio

Agamospermio 
(One sexual sp.) 

Xerophile Agamos permi ° , some 
faoultative and sexual. 
Self-inoompatible 

Helophile Agamospermio 

Wet places Agamospermi° 

Biroh-Tundra Agamospermio 

Open ground, 
grassland 

Agamospermio, some 
faoultative and sexual. 
Self-inoompatible. 

The diagnostic feature of each section are summarised in table 2. 



Section 

Glacialia 

Rhodotricha 

Oligantha 

Leucantha 

Orientalia 

Table 2. 

Size, stature 

Small, Adp. 

Medium. Adp. 
narrow, fleshy 

Scape 

J.1any , 
thin 

" 

Medium, leathery, 
prickly, Adp. 

few 

" 
Small, erect 

Leptocephala Medium. adp. Many. 
narrow, flesby thin 

Serotina Medium, leathery 
ovate, tomentose 

Macrocornuta J.ledium. ± fleshy 

Scariosa Medium. adp. 

Kashmirana 

'l'ibetana 

Small. erect 

Stout. adp. 

thin 

Dia£nostic characters in the Taraxacu~ sections 
C;·I.'···~ . "', 

Exterior bract. ~. diam. Achene colour. Rostrum. PaDpUS 

Brown Linear, erect 

" • Bcarious 
margined 

Linear. stiff 
glaucous 

Erect, black 
white margined 

" 

Erect. narrow. 
brown. thin. 

10-15 mm. Grey 

15-25 mm. Brown 

30 mm. Brown 

40. white Grey. long 

15-30 mm. 

" Grey 

40 mm. Grey-brown 
long 

Erect. broader, 35 mm. 
cornate 

Brown small 

Ovate. adp. 30 mm. Brown small 
Bcarious 
margined 

Spreading 25 mm. II 

II 40 mm. " 

o 

Shorter Pale reddish 
than achene 

Shorter Off-white 
than achene 

II " 
" Equals 

achene. thick 
II Pale brown 

Exceeding White 
achene, 
narrow 

II " 

" II 

" II 

" II 

~ 



,.., 2( .) .&t" ... 4'.t eO:1 •• I;' C,· ,~;'" ..-., ..... 
Section Size I stature Scape Exterior bra.ct. Fl. diam. Achene colour Rostru:n PaoEus 
)/.ongolica Stout, adp. Ovate, cornate 50 mm. Straw, medium Exceeding White 

aohene, 
narrow 

Coronata " " " " " " 
in a 'crown' 
above 

Cai"anthoidia " Ovate, adp, " Straw, large " " 
cornate 

Sinensia " Ovate, adp. " n " n 

Laevia Erect. slender Thin n 20 mm. Dark, long oone " " 
very dark 

Obovata Medium, erect, Thin Ovate, adp. 45 mm. Dark, very Thin, exceeding V1 

ovate, entire, spiny achene White I 

lvs. thin 

Porph.vrantha Fleshy " 40 mm. " " 
purple 

Spu~ia . Erect , fleshy Thick, n 50-70 mm. Straw, very long " " 
wooly 
1-3 fl. heads 

Ceratophora Ereot, medium Thick, long Erect, 50 DIID. Straw, rather " n 

cornate small 

. Fontana Ereot, 1 VB. and n Erect, ovate 45 mm. Brown, rather " " 
petioles wide lanceolate small 



: ",: ... ; • ~ ;;"".1 ... 

:; ..... ~~!C~ :;1~" I B~a~ur~ Scare Erterior cr<l.ct. n.. rl i I\.~. Ae-hene colo'..:r RC'st r.ll:! ~!J 

Al~:.r.A S:r.all, adp. Short , Erect, ovate 30 Jt:n. Bro'W!l, rat.her Shorter 'r:hi te 
·thin lanceolate small 

Cucullata Erect, medium . Thick, " 50 mm. " Long " 
long ligules 

squarrose, 
narrow 
ochraceous 

Dissecta Very many lvs., Very " 25 mm. " " " 
adp. highly many, 
dissected thin 

-

Parvula Very many lvs. n n 15-20 mm. " " " 
adp. less 
dissected 

pbliqua M.p. fewer lvs. n 

highly dissected corniculate 35 mm. " " n 0'1 

Rhodocarpa Adp. Ovate, adp. I 

white margined 35 mm. Red, rather " tI 

small 

~-erythrocarpa Erect Usually 40-50 mm. Red, rather II n 

corniculate long, long 
cylindrical 
cone 

ErythrosEerma Lvs, dissected Thin " 20-35 mm. " smaller " n 

PaluBtria Erect, lvs. Ovate, adp., 20-40 n n 

linear wide margined 



... ... ~ ( .) • a ... ~., co~ •• c ,,\,~ ......... 'C. ... ,~ 

Section Size. stature· ~ Exterior bract. J't. diam. Achene colour Rostr':::l Papp'..ls 

Spectabilia 

Boreigena Medium, erect 

Alpestria " 

Vulga.ria 

Ovate-lanceolate, 30-60 mm. Pale, rather long 
narrow margined 

Medium Erect, ovate
lanceolate 

50 mm. 

" Erect t very dark t 40 mm. 
suffused purple 

Linear-Ianceolate,30-70 mm. 
usually reflexed 

Small, brown Thin, 
exceeding 
achene 

Medium, 
reddish 

Small t brownish 

" 

" 

White 

" 

" 

" 

Notes. These few characters are important in the sectional taxono~ of Taraxacum, but it will be 

seen that not only these characters can be used for sectional determination. An experienced taxonomist 

will be able to place a specimen in a section with little difficulty, although many sections 

overlap in a few characteristics. The purpose of this table is merely to give some account of the 

range of variation in the genus, and to give the reader some idea of the appearance of the 

sections when they are mentioned in the text. 

-..:a 
I 
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As might be expec~ed in such a widespread and numerous genus, a large 

number ot species have been described. Indeed with around 2000 species, 

thin ranks among the largest genera known. Only 100-150 of these species 

are amphimictic, however, it having been established for over 50 years that 

lfIlJ.rll Taraxaca are obligately agamospermous. More recent research has 

shown that this agamospermy is invariably assooiated with polyploidy; that 

it. is usually obligate; that it is a form of agamospe~ known as semi

heterotypic diplospor,y; and that it occurs in all but a few sections of 

the genus, and throughout the range of the genus. 

The chromosomes of Taraxacum are small, meta.-, or sub-metacentric, 

and vary from 1.8 to 4 microns in length when tully contracted at meta.

phase. The base-number of chromosomes in the genus seems to be alw8J's 

x • 8. Some chromosomes have rather large satellites, and small super-

numerary chromosomes are not infrequent. In the apoJDiQtio speoies 
, 

'many cytological abnormalities such as aneuploi~, and aneuploid 

chimaeras, po~loidy and polyploid chimaerEB and in meiosis ,many types 

of associations, very uneven segregation, and ocoasionally, interchanges 

are found. Even in sexual species, Maleaka (1962, 1965) has shown the 

polien meiosis to be very irregular. 

Taraxacum has a number of economio uses. Perhaps the most 

apootaoular of these is the produotion of rubber from the latex. 

Appa.rent~ most, if not all Taraxaca possess a latex from which rubbe.r 

C::1Ln be extracted. D\u'ing the 1939-1945 war, when rubber was very scarce 

111 tho Soviet Union, intensive research waa carried out in th~ countr,y 

on tho rubber-bearing qualities of various speoies, and it was disoovered 



'j-j' ~ "r " 'f'" 

If ,t •..• ,.: 

,""', ',' 

r." LIN '.'"lnh ! . :lerb~'U':i,um specimen -.-_ ......... - ...... _--- ,Ph()too:-renh 2 . :'"L';.:U'axaCLlln kOk-sagnyz • 
.. , •• Jr + .. 

~11"j1.is photograph demon:5tratcs t.hc 

chm"acter of corni.culae on the 

bractz . 

:x: 1 
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that a recently oolleoted speoies from W. Siberia, T.kok-sag~yz (photo

graph 1) belonging to the loiacrocornuta, bore up to 90% rubber in its , 

latex. This species was improved by artificially doubling its chromosomes 

with colchicine and crossing this po~loid with plants from the Vulgaria. 

A triploid apomict finally resulted (T.kok-saghyz is a diploid sexual) 

with vigour, larger growth, and of oourse, unfailing seed formation. This 

agamospermio hybrid (usually refe~ed to as 'T.kok-sag~z' in the literature). 

is reputed to have acoounted for as muoh as 6\1fo of the rubber needs of the 

Soviet Union during this war. 

Other, more familiar usee include the old-established 'oustom of using 

it as a (very effeotive) diuretio; from this property the dialect name 

of 'Piss-the-beds' ,(Sootland and N-E. England) and the Frenoh 'PissenUt' 

presumably originate. Taraxaoa are also used in salads in several countries, 

and various alooholic and non-alcoholic beverages, both hot and cold are 

made from the leaves. 

To off-set these useful qualities, the Vulgaria in particular are 

, vigorous and pestilential weeds. The only sure w~ by whioh they can be 

eradioated is through the use of a'general weed-killer, or a hormone weed-

killer suoh as 2-4 diohlorophenoxyacetic acid. 

Despite the obscure and oomplicated t&Xono~, Taraxaca oan be used 

as useful indioator speoies in the fields of phytosooiology (as "in the 

majority of Scandinavian papers in this subjeot), phytogeogra~ (as in 

Bocher, 1938, 1952, ~endelbo, 1959, 1964) and plant histor,y. In the 

last field, I have undertaken the determination of subfossil achenes from 
, 

interglacial and full glacial deposits from S. England, supplied by the 
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:;;::-..-L1l;arta;ent of Quaternary Ecology at the University of Cambridge. 
( !' '; c S 

:o\'orlll interesting results have ensueci including the disoovery of seeds 

~.:on~ir.g to the section Erythrosperma, in an interglacial site containing 
~, r. 1 '. ,".", f, 

~t. r~=4in8 of other thermophilous plants, and the disoovery of seeds of 

\to Alplna at' the Full-Glaoial bed.at Nazeing. The latter reoord is of 

,It.Z"ucular interest as these plants are not now known from Britain. 
0' 

In the fields of genetics and oytology, Taraxacum has many interesting 

;,ro,;ort,10o. Perhaps the most fasoinating of these is the ooourenoe of 

dlf,loid sexual and triploid apomiotio plants of the same speoies in the 

.~O popUlation in a polymorphic relationship, a hitherto undesoribed 

J:hononomon which can lead to interesting conjectures on· the origin of 

'.~om1xi8 in this group. The great plastioity of the Vulgaria in 

f,art,1oular makes them very suitable material for the study of environmental 

v&rl~tion. The production of genetically identioal seed in the apomiota 

aAkoa them very useful for this type of study, and in the study of genetic 

~~d cytological abnormalities as S~rensen and Gu~jonsson have so 

.loe~tly demonstrated. 

One m83 oonclude by stating that there are many cogent reasons why 

• uti8!'actory taxono~ is long overdue in Taraxacum. The maorospecies are 

hoterogeneous, poorly typified, ambiguous, and by far too great in soope 

\0 be ot lllUoh use. The miorospecies are beset by synonyID1, bad 

h.lonOQ3', and the ramifications of a very extensive literature without 

,.o~~nphic or taxonomio monographing (With the notable exoeption of Van 

:Olllt's recent work, whioh, as yet, oovers only a minute proportion of 

H .• t;onua). At the moment the majority of non-speoialist workers use the 
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,lu":roc;:ecieB described in Ha.ndel-Mazzett; monograph of the genus (1907). 

'::.~. la 00 lIr..tch out. of date as to be valueless. In Soandinavia, where the 

~~~or~tl ot workers in the genus have lived, the literature is not too 

1~.r.eod8lble, and is in the native tongue of the land. ~ people have 

'~>O":o::o proficient in identifying Taraxaca in these countries, and the 

;. :A.n~ sciences of these areas are subsequently rioher for the knowledge 

of ~hlJ local Taraxacum-floru. Scandinavia has a huge Taraxacum-flora 

(tOrr.~Y8 as a result of this interest), but this, and the ver,y large 

.)nonJrt;;1, ably handled in ~lander (1941) in' which no less than 71 

'Jr.O:lj'1U in the Scandinavian flora alone are quoted have not deterred 

~~ono=iBt8 in these countries. I see no reason w~ & m10rospecies 

elcusolficaiion in Taraxacum, condensed into regional monographs, and 

.~th the degree of \plitting' modified in some instances should not become 

.~uall.Y acceptable in the rest of the worid. The 13ot~ of these areas 

w~~ld certainly gain from it. 



Chapter "2 

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROBLEMS IN TARAXACUM 

It is well-known tha.t apomiot-io genera suoh as Taraxacum pose 

some diffiou~t problems for the taxonomist. As there is little 

sexuality through the majority of the genus, each individual beoomes 
, . 

a 'gene-pool' to itself. Every line of desoent is reproduotive~ 

isolated, and m83 through somatio mutation, oooasional outbreeding, 

or possib~ position effeot (Oustafsson 1934b), evolve into distinot, 

taxonomically recognisable segregates. In theory every line of desoent 

is an evolutionary unit. In practioe a discrete number of speoies are 

reoognised, many of them of a very wide distribution. In fact the 

geographioal and morphological grade of the apomiotio miorospeoies is 

rather similar to that of amphimictio species in this and other genera. 

It is clear that during the evolutionary history of Tara.xa.oum some 

segregates have proved to be more suocessful than others and these have 

been perpetuated over a wide area to the exclusion of other less 

sucoessfUl genotypes. Thus some species of a very restrioted distribut

ion m~ be of a recent origin, while the majority are of some age and 

have spread to the limit of their genetic capabilities. 

In so~e areas~ and in some seotions, the position is not so.simple 

however. In th.e Vulgaria a large number of relative~ little dif-
.. 

ferentiated species can be described, and the soale ot the resultant 

taxono~ is such to deter all but the keenest specialist (in the 

Scandinavian Vulgaria in part icular this 18 true, and alao in the 
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Ioelandio Spectabilia and the Japanese~Mongolioa and Ceratophora. The 
, 

Ceratophora are also very high~ differentiated in Greenland). The 

position is made worse by the lack of regional or sectional monographs 

in Taraxacum. The large apomiotio'genera are usually soantily treated 

in Floras, neoessarily so for oonsiderations of space. A notable 

exception to this is Sohisohkin's treatment of Taraxacum in the 'Flora 
• 

of the U.R.S.S.'. 

Most apomiotio groups do have their speoialists however, who will 

name without hesitation the majority of material. Taraxacum too has had 

its speoialists; the SoandinaviansDahlstedt, Haglund,Lindberg, Marklund, 

Christiansen, Saarsoo and Railonsala. All exoept Railonsala are now dead 

however. There remains only one other authority in the genus, van Soest, 

of the Ragae, who is oovering muoh wider areas of the genua's distribution 

than most of the earlier workers. 

All Taraxacum speoialists have shared a oommon inability to name 

a peroentage of the material that they examined. This has been partioular

ly so in the Vulgaria, Speotabilia, Ceratophora and Mongolioa. Other 

sections suoh as the Palustria and the Erythosperma are very muoh 

easier providing the material is good. This unoertainty over the Vulga:-ia 

in partioular has given rise to~ doubts about the validity of Taraxaoum 

species over the genua as a whole, whioh in the majority of seotions 

is totally undeserved. It has also engendered a quantity of 8ynO~; 

80me of it, I suapeot, yet to be disoovered. There .eems little doubt that , 

the oonfusion reigning in these groupS is, in part at last, a refleotion 
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of biological phenomena. The VUlgaria , which are better known bio

logically than other groups 'can be shown to be unusually plastic organisms 

(Chapter 3), and some of the species in this section ~ be mere~ variatiOns 

due to environmental effect. 

Sorensen and Gud'jonsson have shown in a remarkable series of experi-

ments (1946; 1958), that several species in the Vulgaria are liable to· 

variation in chromosome number, and that each of eight possible monosomic 

aberrants from a triploid are independent~ recognisable. These aberrants 

have been recognised in the field (Borgvall and Haglund, 1958) but ~ 

nevertheless be responsible for some specific epithets. Gigas aberrants 

(2n • 48) and diploids arising from triploid apomict. have also been given 

specifio epithets. Most important of the experimental evidence resulting 

from work on the Vulgaria has been the demonstration of two separate 

mechanisms by which polyploid apomictic Taraxaca ~ become sexual. Sorensen 

(1958) has shown that certain of the triploid monosomio aberrants are 

capable of a limited sexuality, although apparently at a very low frequency. 

More recent ly Tschermak-Woess (1949) and FUrnkranz (1960) have demonstrated 

that diploid sexual Taraxaca, apparently in no less than 3 seotions, oocur 

at high rate~ in Austrian populations. These have been shown to form 

hybrids through pollination by diploid or polyploid individuals of the 

lame or different. macrospecies (~anz unfortunately works by. the old 

classification of Handel-Mazzetti), and it is olear that considerable 

taxonomic confusion would result from the examination of such a series , 

of h¥brids. 

In view of the fact that it is possible to obtain sexual individu«ls in 
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. a. number of sections of the genus, it .. seemed likely that breeding 

experiments between various 'species might establish relationships between 

the different sections. A number of southern EUropean and Asiatic 

sections, including sexual species, had rarely, if ever, been grown 

in cultivation and breeding experiments have on~ once been reported 

(poddubnaja-Arnoldi, 1939). In view of the fact that the majority of the 

genus is agamospermic, these experiments prOmised to be interesting, 

as breeding barriers might be less extreme than one would expect in a 

predominant~ amphictic group. 

The problem of the very large number of species in Taraxacum and the 

lack of a;n.y co-ordination in the literature is not entirely an academic 

one. The Flora Europaea treatment of Taraxacum is due in 1970, and as a 

full ·account cannot be given there through considerations of space, a 

need has arisen for a modern macrospeoies treatment to supersede that of 

Handel-Mazzetti. It was thought that 80me interesting insight into the 

problem of delimiting the macrospecies might be gained through the use of 

Numerical T~ono~. 

In conclusion, when I first started to work on Taraxaoum it seemed 

to me that a number of problems bore the hallmarks of possible research 

topics, name~ that the techniques of investigation were reasonably 

practioable, and it was possible to enVisage a useful answer arising 

from the questions that I was asking. I was unsure which of the topiCS 

. would prove to be the most useful and fru.itful, sO I 8tarted on' a number 

of promi8ing lines of research. These were designed to answer the 

following questiOns which were those which aeemed moat pertinent at the time. 
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1. Are existing specific limits seriously blurred by hybridisation? 

2. Are existing speoif'ic limits seriousl3' blurred by environmental 
plasticity? 

Is there a method by which an artificial taxonomic grouping can 
be arrived at, should the existing taxonomy prove to be mostl3' 
unusable? . 

Is it possible to draw tentative conclusions of evolutionary 
(phyletic) relationships in the genus through breeding 
experiments and other biological characteristics? 

5. What is the situation in the oentral European populationsinwhioh 
both sexual and apomictic plants occur together? Are both types 
in the same species? Is there genetic interchange between the 
two types? Are sexual plants found elsewhere in Europe (i.e. 
Britain) and if so, are they of an anoestral type, or of a 
secondar,y origin? 

And over and above these questions lay the personal problem of 

mastering the taxonomy of this difficult genus. 



Chapter 3 

ENVIRONmlTAL VARIATION AND GROh'l'H EXPERIMENTS 

Growth conditions 

At the outset of my Mork, I decided that all plants cultivated should 

be grown in a standard and regulated manner. As material collected as 

living plants would have been subject to environmental influence before 

oolleotion, I determined to attempt to grow all the experimental samples 

from &chenes. I found that aohenes from all species tried germinated· 

readi~ on wet filter paper or seed-test paper in Petri Dishes. 

~ermination was usually between 70 and 100% successful, and was completed 

in 2-6 ~s (see germination graphs). Surprisingly, these results 

oontrasted with those of Mrs. Hoy-Liu (1963) using the same technique 

who found that a wide range of species required 5-24 d~s for germination, 

and that only 50-70% germination was recorded in most samples. Nearly all 

my &chenes were sown within a year of collection, and results obtained 

from a few older samples produced results more comparable with those 

of Mrs. Hoy-Liu. I have had one achene germinate after 4 years, but 

none after 5 or more years, and germination atter 3 years is usually 

very poor. 

Failure of germination haa been gratifyingly slight - only 1% of 

all samples have entirely failed, and these have been either over thr,e 

years old, or immature. Poor germination has sometimes resulted trom 

fungal intection. This can be prevented with the use of scrupulously 

clean Petri. Dishes, and b.1 keeping the tilter paper ver.y wet. 
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About a week after germination, usually just after the separation 

of the cotyledons, seedlings were transplanted into plastic soil trays 

with individual compartments some 3 cm. in diameter and deep. All soil 

used at all stages has been John·Innes No.3 compost. It was at this 

stage that 'thinning out' was performed. The selected plants were then 

grown in the trays for approximately a month until 4-5 rosette leaves ~ad 

established. They were then transplanted again into 4 inch diameter 

plastiC pots. Initially 3 inch cl~ pots were used, but were found to 

be highly unsatisfactory, as they limited growth excessively, and, due 

to their clay structure, were heavy, difficult to wash, and liable to 

fracture during hard weather. The 4 inch plastiC pots proved admirable 

in all ways, and appeared to provide sufficient space and nourishment for 

even the largest species until after the first flowering. If the plant 

was required after this (which was not often) repotting was advisable. 

Larger pots were not used through oonsideration of space and expense. 

Flowering occurred f~0f!1 ~ months to 6 months after germination, except 

for the Mediterranean sections Serotina and Leptocephala, which require 

ver~alisation, and the Spectabilis, which rarely flower freely until the 

second year leaves have been established (except for T. norstedtii). 

All plants were grown in a greenhouse with artificial heat and 

light. An attempt was made to keep the greenhouse at between 60 and 70 

degrees Fahrenheit, and this was largely successful. Light was provided 

by 6 Phillips 400 wa~t Mercury Vapour bulbs and greenhouse units •. The 

pots were placed about 6 feet from these on a gravel benoh and were lit 

for 12 hours out of 24. This apprOximates to the dq-length required' for 
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optimal flower-initial formation in Taraxacum which is largely a spring-, 
flowering genus. Buds can be formed during longer light regimes however. 

Bud formation in June, when the plants are subject to high intensity 

illumination from outside for 16-18 hours of the d~, is still considerable, 

though lower than in the winter. 

Due to these special conditions of growth, which were introduced 

to give near standard and optimal heat and light regimes, for both rapid 

generation time and a minimum of environmental variation, watering had to 

be performed every d~. If this was negleoted, mildew and the abortion of 

most buds were rapid oonsequences. 

Seed germination rates 

Records were kept of the percentage germination of each sample 

each dq. These have been averaged, and appear in graphs 1-3. Of the 

4 British SectiOns, the Vulgaria, Spectabilia and Palustria demonstrate 

virtually identical germination ourves, while the Erythrosperma show a 

slower germination rate (graph 1). 

Graph 2 shows germination curves for the other three seotions, of which 

a suffioiently large number of samples have been germinated. The slowest 

'germination rate is shown by the Macrocornuta, of whioh diplOid, triploid 

and tetraplOid species are included. These different ohromosome levels all 

exhibit very similar germination curves, as indeed did all species within 

~ of the sections. A high germination rate ia however .een in the diplOid 

Serotina (two speoies), while the pentaploid Spuria shOW an extremely rapid 

germination, far faster than a:tf1 other found in the genua. This very fast-
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Graph 2. Germination rates of the Serotina, Spuria and Macrocornuta. 
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germination, with almost total germination by the third daf, is not 

mirrored by the other pentaploids grown (sub-section EU-Spectabilia), 

and no doubt demonstrates the evolutionary isolation of the section 

Spuria which appears far removed from any other in the genus. 

As a contrast, graph three records the germination curves of three 

closely related species in the Erythrosperma with di·fferent chromosome 

numbers. There is some indioation that the triploid ~ be slower than 

either the diploid or the tetraploid, an interesting parallel with graph 

2, but it is not possible to readily conneot chromosome number with the 

rate of germination. 

Growth rates 

Eight seedlings were kept from each of the first 100 samples. 

These were grown in pairs in 4 different soil regimes. These were 

John Innes No.3, 1 to 1 John Innes and silver sand, and these two soil 

types, but with the· pots submerged in water to 1 inoh from the rim to 

keep the soil permanent ly saturated. The ma..xl.1DWD leaf-length and width 

were measured on all plants after 3 months and 6 months. When the plants 

flowered, a number of quantitative and qualitative characters were noted 

for each individual. It was hoped to obtain an idea of the inherent 

plasticity of the British seotions by this method. 

FO\11' seedlings were kept from each of the second 100 samples. These 

were all grown in John Innes No.3 oompost, and the same data colleoted 

as for the first 100. ' This was as a oontrol, to determine how muoh 

variation, genetic or environmental resulted in oonditions as standard 

as those provided~ The remaining 200 samples wera grown in duplioate only, . 
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and characte~8 were only taken at flowering for taxonomic purposes. 

Graph 4 is a representation using histograms of the mean leaf 

length and standard deviation of the sections Spectabilia (all T. 

faeroense) and Vu1garia (various species) at 3 months and six months 

under the four soil regimes. The standard deviations are large in 

every case, and very few oono1usions oan be drawn. The most obvious 

conclusion is that the standard deviations are larger in the Vulgaria, 

a conclusion borne out by the examination of other characters and by 

Griffiths (1924) and Kappert (1954). The Vulgaria also apparently grow 

faster, and there is some indioation that both seotions are more suooesstul 

in the wet 0 regimes. The 0 general oonolusion to be offe~ed is that the 

technique employed is not satisfactory, as any environmental influenoe 

is masked by the inherent variability and, or plastioity of the material. 

Mean varianoe 

An attempt was made to investigate the variability found within a 0 

sample, in other words from a single seed-head, which if apomictic would 

in theory be genetioally uniform, in order to discover how variable plants 

growing in standard oonditions really are. This variability may be 

genetio, but in all probability is enVironmental, exoept in sexual plants, 

or individuals with a s4m1al history. Suoh variation is olearly important 

to the understanding of the miorospecies ooncept in the various sections. 0 

It can be oonveni~tly studied by the examination of the varianoe shown 

in samples all grown under standard oonditions as the lecond 100 samples 

were. 

I devised a formula to find the mean variance shown in a number of 
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characters by a sample. This is 

2 100 
E(E(x-x') )-xr 

n-1 
S 

'~nx is the reading 

x' is an artificial mean 

n is the number of plants 

S is the number of characters sampled 

·E is ~the sum of' 

This formula in fact represents a mean of several readings of variance, 

standardised to acoount for the different scales of variability in which 

the various characters are found. The characters used were the most 

variable, and those in which three significant figures were usually 

obtained; name~ leaf length, leaf width and capitulum diameter. It is 

only valid for readings with the same number of significant figures, and 

is not, I believe an accurate estimation, but mere~ a rough guide. The 

combination of a number of characters in a reading of variance is quite 

invaluable however, and I believe I am right in s~ing that no such 

method is in existence, probably because it is difficult to envisage 

anyone but a taxonomist requiring a similar treatment of data. 

With the use of this formula, a Mean Variance can be obtained for 

a sample which is a measure of the variability shown by this sample in 

these conditions. A standard deviation can then be readi~ ascertained 
, 

to show the statistical separation of the various Mean Varianoe figures, 
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and some idea of the variability of samples of different chromosome 

number, or of different sections can be obtained. 

These are shown on Table 3. 

Table .3. The Mean Variance of Various Sample-Types 

Definition of samples Number of samples Mean Standard 
(each containing Variance Deviation' 
4 plants) 

Vulgaria (all chromosome 
numbers) 9 119·2 62.5 

Erythrosperma (,") 19 119·1 47.6 
Spectabilia ( " ) 7 33·5 29.8 . 
Erythrosperma. (diploid 

sexual) 6 171.3 33.0 
Erythrosperma (triploid 

84.3 apomict) 10 27.3 
Erythrosperma (tetra-

8.7 ploid apomict) 2 139·2 

Spectabilia (triploid) 1 96.3 -
Spectabilia (tetraploid) 5 26.5 15.8 

Spectabilia (pentaploid) 1 5·7 -
Vulgaria (triploid) 7 114.7 36.1 

Vulgaria (triploid aneuplo d) 5 122.8 56.5 

Vulgaria (diploid) 1 223·9 -
Two conclusions can be made from this treatment of the variability. 

'found in sibling cultures in fairly st~dard conditions. The first is 

the very much lower variability shown by the Spectabilia. From th~ 

one triploid sample, ~t seems that this low variability maf be 

restrioted to the tetraploid and pentaploid species, whioh oonstitute the 
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vast majority in this section. That this is not a factor resulting from 

the high ohromosome number alone is indioated by the two tetraploid 

_ Er;ythrosperma, which show a high Mean Varianoe. The triploid Spectabilia 

(T. naevosum) is very olose to the Vulgaria, and on this evidenoe and the 

ohromosome number, perhaps deserves to be plaoed in this section. It seems 

that the Speotabilia may well possess either a lower environmental response, 

or a higher genetio stability than the other seotions, perhaps as a fUnotion 

of their speoialised habitat requirements often base rioh flushes, at a 

high altitude. The other two seotions are fundamentally plants whioh 

oolonise bare,ground. 'In these environments, the possession Qf high 

plastio or genetio variability might be at a premium. 

Plastic response in the field 

That the- variability shown in greenhouse oulture may be at least 

partly a plastio response to slight environmental variation oan be 

inferred through an examination of plants growing in the field from 

whioh a greenhouse oulture has been taken. The results here are some-

-times startling. T.oxoniense is the oommonest speoies of the Erythrosperma 

, to be found on the Magnesian Limestone grassland in County Durham. The 

mean leaf length at Sherburn Hill is 51.1 mm., while that of p~ants grown 

from seed oolleoted at the same looality is 181.8 mm. (see Table 4). An 

equally remarkable plastio response to greenhouse oonditions is demons

trated in T.hamatum in the Vulgaria. Plants growing with T.oxoniense 

on Sherburn Hill have a me~ leaf length of 37.6 mm., less than that of 

the latter speoies, while seeds from the same material grown experimentally 
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become large plants with a mean leaf length of 231.0 mm. This response 

to environmental conditions, perhaps largely soil-depth in these instances, 

is usually most marked in the Erythrosperma, as these are typically plants 

of xerophyte localities, with shallow soil. In some cases, the 

Erythrosperma do seem to have a limited oapaoity for growth however, as 

is seen in T.rubicundum from Cassop Vale, and to a lesser extent in the 

Czeohoslovakian T. austriacum. 

The range of variation in size in a species in one locality oan also 

be striking. Two individuals of T.suboyanolepis in the Vulgaria 

measured 34 F.nd 194 mm. in leaf-length. These both oame from grassland on 

Sherburn Hill, but whereas the small individual oame from short grassland 

dominated by Festuoa ovina and Poterium sanguisorba, the large one oame 

. from the Daotylis on the summit, growing in muoh deeper 

In contrast, the Speotabilia show very little response to greenhouse 

conditions, and the chief variation in leaf-size is that due to the age 

of the plant. In the sub-sections Crocea and Naevosa, the first year . 

leaves are habitually at least twice the size of subsequent leaves, and 

are usually of a different shape. This difference can be shown to be 
~ . 

absolutely constant in the greenhouse and in the field. The sub-seotion 

Eu-Spectabilia do not demonstrate this age-change, and neither in m1 

experience do the Vulgaria, although it has sometimes been reported, and 

presumably occurs in some species. 
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Table 4. Plastic response to Greenhouse conditions 

Sample 

T.oxoniense (Erythrosperma) 

Short turf, Sherburn Hill 
Co. Durham. 

T.oxoniense (greenhouse) 

T.rubicundum (Erythrosperma) 

Short turf, Cassop Vale, 
Co. Durham. 

T. rubicundurj (greenhouse) 

T.austriacum (Erythrosperma) 

Kovacovska, C.S.S.R. 

T. austriacum (greenhouse) 

T.ha.ma.tum (Vulgaria) 

Short turf, Sherburn Hill, 
Co. Durham. 

T.hamatum (greenhouse) 

T.faeroense (Spectabilia) 

Various localities. 

T.faeroense (greenhouse) 

(Sub-seotion Crooea) 
T.uvcnostictum (Suectabilia) 

From wet oliff, Caenloohan, 
Angus. (I st. year, greenhouse) 

T.pycnostictum (2nd year greenhouse) . -I' 

Sample 
size 

23 

6 

7 

10 

6 

11 

7 

6 

33 

9 

9 

7 

. Mean leaf-length 
(rom) 

51.1 

181.6 

22.0 

143.4 

37.6 

231.0 

68.2 

174.4 

73.5 
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Character Variance . . 

It i. a well accepted taxonomic precept that some oharacters 

possessed by a plant are more liable to plastio response to the environment 

than others, and that those characters that are least variable are those 

which are likely to be of the greatest taxonomic value. It is interesting 

therefore to extend the oonsideration of Mean Variance (based on the 

variance of leaf-length, leaf-width and capitulum diameter), and plastic 

response (in which leaf-length only was used) to other characters. The 

variance of different characters in different taxa are tabulated below 

(Table 5). ,Characters used as defined in Chapter 4) 

Table 5. Character Variance 

Section Character No. of Mean of character 
samples Variance 

(less than 50 
considered unimportant 

Erythrosperma Leaf length 17 186.2 . 
Leaf width 21 111.4 
Capitulum diem. 22 45.0 
Achene length 23 26.4 
Ache,ne width 21 128.0 
Cone length 21 273.5 
Rostrum length 21 165.1 
Bract length 24 48.4 
Bract width 24 6.9 
Bract length/wid-lh 24 18.5 

Vulgaria' Leaf length 9 216.7 
Leaf width 9 94.7 . 
Capitulum diem. 9 14.7 

Speotabilia Leaf length 7 50.3 
Leaf width 7 42.4 
,Capitulum diem. 7 46.6 
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It will be noticed that in addition to the very variable ~haracters 

of leaf length and leaf width, achene width (but not length) and the 

lengths of the cone and the rostrum to the achene are extremely variable 

even in stable conditions (as here), and may not be ver,y suitable taxonomic 

characters. Of these characters, the last two only are of taxonomio import-

ance. 

Multimedium Cultures 

An analysis was also made of the variability of those plants (the 

first hundred samples) in which siblings were subjected to different soil 

media. These f.iill be known as multimedium cultures. For these, means were 

calculated for each of the paired culture-types in a sample, for a number 

of charaoters, both qualitative and quantitative (as defined in Chapter 4). 

When the means of a character differed markedly for different oulture 

types for a number of samples, the means of the sample means for a 

oharacter were compared for the different culture media. A sigma test of 

significance was performed for these composite means, to inspect the 

apparent environmental effect of this character. P-O.05 was used as the 

level of signifioant differenoe. The results of these analyses are present

ed in Table 6~ This t~e~tm~nt of the data is probably less satisfactor,y 

than the mean variance technique, because the variance inside a culture 

type cannot be shown. It should be emphasised that this teohnique of 

comparing means by the sigma test cannot be used for measurements of 

variability in single medium cultures, and it is employed here for 

purposes of comparison with the mean variance teohnique. In point of fact, 
I 
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I find this latter technique much more preferable for the analysis of 

variability. 

It would be expected that where a number of different culture media 

have been used, that the resultant variability of the plants would be 

greater as a result of environmental response by the individual plants. 

Several of the characters which showed an unimportant mean varianoe in 

the single oulture tests (less than a value of 50), showed much larger 
• 

variability under a multimed1um regime. We thus have considerable 

evidence that much of the variability in Taraxacum ~ be plastic response 

to the environment, although it ia still not olear whether the variation 

in single culture samples is also of this nature. 
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Table 6 . 
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Table 6 oont. 

Charaoter Seotion Medi~ Mean Sample P 

Exterior bract Vulgaria Dry sand 3.93 19 
length/width 

Dry soil 4.14 20 

Aohene length Vulgaria Dry sand 3.01 27 

Dry soil 3.16 29 

Wet Band 3.00 5 

Wet soil 2·9 6 

Speotabilia All 5 

Achene oone Vulgaria Dry sand 24 .10 . 
length 

Dry soil 21 

Speotabilia All 5 
j 

Rostl'Wll length Vulgaria Dry sand 27 Dry sand/ 
Dry soil 

Dry soil 21 ;0.001 

Wet sand 5 

Wet soil 6 

Speotabilia All 5 

Spinulation of Vulgaria Dry sand 2.37 27 
Achene 
Scale 0-5 Dry soil 2.72 29 

Wet sand 2.40 5 

Wet soil 2.83 6 
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Table 6 cont. 

I 

i Mean Character Section lI~edium !sample p 

Leaf' length Vulga,ria Dry sand 61.9mm 14 Sand/SOil .0009 
Dry soil 82.2mm 58 Sand/Wet sand .01 
Wet sand 61.6mm 11 SOil/Wet soil .06 
Wet soil 12.6mm 12 Wet sand/Wet 

soil .023 

. Spectabilia Dry sand 58.5mm 29 Sand/Soil .065 
Dry soil 50.2mm 29 Sand/Wet sand .002 
Wet sand 12.4mm 29 SOil/Wet soil .0001 
Wet soil 14.6mm 21 Wet SOil/ 

Wet sand .12 

Erythro-
sperma. Dry sand 52.4mm 11 Sand/Soil .80 

Dry soil 54.4mm 11 

Leaf' width Vulgaria Dry sand 21.4mm 14 Sand/SOil .0008 
Dry soil 26.1mm 58 Sand/Wet 

sand .01 
Wet sand 11.5mm 11 SOil/Wet 

soil· .015 
Wet soil 22.1mm 12 Wet sa.nd/ 

wet soil .003 

Speotabilia Dry sand 11.9mm 29 Sand/SOil .085 
Dry soil 10.0mm 29 Sand/Wet 

sand .15 
Wet sand 10.3mm 29 SOil/Wet 

soil .003 
Wet soil 12·5mm 21 Wet sand/ 

wet soil .01 

Erythro- Dry sand 15.18D1111 11 Sand/Soil 
sperma 

Dry soil 15.21mm 11 
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Table 6 cont. 

Character Section Medium Mean Sample P 

Calathium Vulgaria Dry sand 33.6mm 16 Sand/Soil .1 
diameter Dry soil 36.1mm 18 

Ligule Vulgaria Dry sand 2.29mm 16 Sand/Soil 
width 

Dry Boil 2.20mm 18 
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In conclusion, the following characters have not been shown to be 

liable to excessive environmental variation. 

Diameter of capitulum. 

Width of ligule. 

Stripe on ligule red or purple. 

Width of exterior bract. 
r 

Presence of red or purple colouring on bracts. 

Presence, of glaucous bloom on bracts. 

Presenoe of red or purple colouring on scape. 

Presence of indumentum on scape. 

Presence of red or purple oolouring in petiole. 

Presence of coloured blotches on leaf. 

Length of achene. 

Spinulation on achene. 

Presence of dark brown pigment in achene. 

In comparison, the following oharacters displ~ed some considerable 

plastic response to the environment (or genetic heterogeneity?) and are 

of doubtful taxonomic use (those marked with an asterisk are used in the 

aectionin which plastioity has been shown). 

* Leaf. length. (Not Spectabilia) 

* Leaf width. (Not Speotabilia) 

* Exterior bract length (?Not Erythrosperma) . 
. 

Achene width. 

* Length of cone to &chene. 

Length of rostNm to achene. 



Chapter 4 

NUMERICAL TAXONOMY 

Numerical taxono~ is a relatively new, exciting technique, which 

has caused a grea~ deal of discussion and controversy. This may be 

because it has been used, mostly in lower plants, as a definitive tech-

nique - one that will handle a taxonomy without further subject,i ve 

manipulation by the taxonomist. This m~ be satisfactory, or even necessary 

in the Bacterii\ and the Fungi. In higher plants, where so much more may be 

known about breeding barriers, gross morphology and cytology, it is a less 
( 

satisfactory technique, and is best used as an additional guide to 

relationships. 

In numerical ta.xonomy, the prooesses are purely meohanioal and 

require no more than a certain arithmeti,cal dexterity, and a great deal 

of patience, unless one has access to a oomputer. The skill, whioh will 

determine the success or failure of the operation and the usefulness of the 

resulting taxnomy, lies in the choice of characters and the ohoioe of 

samples, not in the ohoice of speoies. The samples that are chosen are 

known in the jargon as Operational Taxonomio Units, or O.T,U.s, and as 

suoh they will be hereafter referred. These are the representatives 

of the ta.xa one Wishes to olassify. 

Technique 

A ve-q oareful examination of all possible oharacters in the genus 

wu made. Characters whioh can 'be used for a simple numerioal taxono~. 
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have to obey the following requirements: 

,1. Characters should be readily divided into 'present or absent' 

categories. 

2. In ~ group of O.T.U.s, present or absent should not exceed 90%. 
3. The oharacter should not be linked with any other character 

used, .but should vary independently. 

4. The charaoter should not be liable to excessive environmental 

plastioity. 

5. Th~ oharacter used should not be part of anothsr character ~sed, 

(e.g. one oannot use 'rostrum. nil, rostrum present' in the same 

treatment as 'rostrum more than 1mm., less than 1mm'). 

6. The character should be determinable on living material, dried 

material, and from good type desoriptions. 

50 characters were ohosen that obeyed these oonditions. 50 were 

chosen in order that a percentage determination of the ooeffioient of 

similarity might be readily be made without a greater arithmetioal effort 

ihan it requires to multiply by two. The oharacters that were used are 

set out in table 1. For each sample that was to be used as an O.T.U. t 

a punch card was punohed for the presenoe or absenoe of the 50 characters 

on a predetermined basis. An example of the type of punch-oard used is 

shown in fig. 

The project was severely handioapped by the low number of O.T.U.s 

used. This limitation was necessitated by a number of factors. The 

need to use type desoriptions of the taxa, rather than relying upon 

~ own desoriptions of material growing in standardi.ed oonditions was' due 
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to diffioulty in obtaining a suffioiently large number of species in 

cultivation. Many type desoriptions are unsatisfactor,y however, either 

in their general laok of information (most of the Handel-Mazzetti types fall 

into this oategor,y) or beoause the oharacters of the achene were not 

available to the author. Obtaining the types of ~ hundred species 

seemed an impossible task to accomplish in the time, so it was decided to 

use type desoriptions, but to exolude those that were unsatisfactory. 

At the time of this work, I was unable to obtain, or in some cases unaware 

of the existence of several important papers on the ta.xono~ of Taraxacum. 

Indeed, several of van Soeat's most important and informative papers have 

appeared sinoe I finished the numerioal taxono~ seotion of ~ work. 

In addition to the punoh cards made out for type desoription punoh 

carda were also made for all samples grown from seed (and the few propagated 

from roots oollected from roots in the wild) in the greenhouse. It is 

hoped at some future date that the oards from a rather large number of 

speoies grown in a standard environment (at the moment about 120 species in 

23 sections have been ,cultivated) Can be compared with punch c~ds made 

out for all the types, using the desoription and the type specimen. As 

this treatment will entail the ordination of well over 2000 O.T.U.s, and 

will thus involve the 'calculation of a minimum of 2,000,000 coefficients of 

similarity, it will be dane with the aid of a digital computer, 'for 

whioh a number'of exoellent numerical taxono~ programmes exist. 

In order to carrr out a numerioal taxo~omy, a number of oarda 

representing O.T.U.s from type descriptions was assembled. These would 

belong to a section, or a number of smaller related .eotions. By oomparing 
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l Table 7. Association Characters for Numerical TaxonomY 

Punch Leave 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 

11 
12 

13 
14 
15 
16 

17 

Achene length 

Achene width 

Aohene l/w 

Cone length 

Achene 

Spines on achene 

'73.5 mm 
..., 0.9 mm 

.., 3.5 mm 

'10.6 mm 

smooth 

short ( 

Extent of spinul.ation· '0-2/s 

!chene )igments present sand 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

Achene 

Rostrum length 

Achene 

Plant 

'brown 

grey 

red 

violet 

cinnamon 

dark 

't 7.0 mal 

tapered 

semal 

18 Pollen present . 

19 izterior bracts dentate 
or ciliate 

20 Exterior bracts of a 
different colour on 
each side 

21 Exterior bracts adpressed 
to erect 

22 Exterior bracts ovate to 
ovate-lanceolate 

23 Exterior bracts marginate 

24 Exterior bract ooloured 

25 Exterior bracts glauoous 

0.1 mill) 

'3.67 mm 

1.0 r mm 

3.6'; mm 

0.7i'mm 

rugose 

long (0.2 

3-5/s 
or not 

" 
" 
" 
" 
'.' 
" 

7.1> mm 
or not 

or apomictic 

or not 

or glabrous 

" 

or reflexed 

or linear
lanceolate 

mm) 

or not (see photo
gra.ph 3 ) 

" 
" 

. 
'. 
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Table 7 oont. 

Pun,eh 

26 Exterior braots dark 

21 Interior bra.ots dark 

28 Interior bra.cts glaucous 

29 Interior bracts oorniculate 

30 Ligules purple to red, including violet 

Lea.ve 

or not 

" 

" 
" 31 

32 
33 
34 

Ligules involute 

Calathium . 
Style ~ld stigma. 

..., 35 diam. 

yellow 

coloured 

glabrous 

Calathium 36.., mm diam. 

or not 

Scape 

35 Scape 
)6 Scape 

31 Petiole 

38 Petiole 

39 Petiole 

i Leaf 

B Leaf 

C Leaf 

D Leaf 

E Leaf 

less than * leaf length 
more than a .z. leaf-length 

winged 

coloured 

glabrous 

glauoous 

dark 

inoised to t distanoe to mid-rib 

acuminate dentate 

F Terminal lobe acute 

e Leaf 7169 mm long 

r 44 mm broad 

(4.4. 

H Leaf 

I Leaf l/w 

J Leaf lobes l/w 7 3·9 
K Leaf lobes recurved 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

or acute dentate 

or rounded 

leaf 170 '1 mm long 

leaf. 45 ,'7 mm broad 

leaf 1/w 4.5/ 
leaf lobes l/W 4.0 '7 
patent or squarrose 
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Selection Characters. Punch. 

A Aneuploid 

E 2n • 16 

1 

o 2n • 32 

U • 2n. 40 

L 

M 

N 

Dyads 25% + 

Triads 25% + 

Tetrads ~ + 

• ?"",'~', .. ~ .....t, {_ o:r. v, t ........ ;.J t\." ,~ ..... h •. '. (-. j, 

t~\\'lA \,-t.. t~J C!J -tlt. Mlt~<-t\ .. t"lc., 
'\-<-'-"'" .......... -.M t-..... &:1,~ r .... 't<,,"11\,~ ,\ ...• "!'I ,,~.·.'iC 

,I.'" u\ ~ t (,.t. r"'" 1..<.\ At 'Ilt •. r! ", .. " f' I"'f I .. ' Ie , 

jk ~'l u ~ t;"" .~.\ L.4 "''''' it-; I f "-)... ...,cL ~ , ""' ,I "J 
r'" r

M 
'-I .. , t., .. ..vI ....... ~ ~~ ~. u( : •. I 11..<. ." ...... c, 'I (" ""<.Vi' 



.'ho 0Sl"v:oh 3 Taraxacu.ru stevenii heo.d, demonstrating t.he very \~ide 
, cari O~'3 marGins to the exterior brae ts, (.\0 is found. in the all: c tria, 

~cnrio~a rulU several primitive scctionG . 

x 2 
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the punched edges of two cards, it is possible to determine the number 

of presence and absence oharacters two O.T.U.s shared in common. This 

figure was multiplied by two to give a percentage reading of similarity 

between the two samples. This is the ooeffioient of similarity, whioh 

is calculated by (a~b) 100 where x is the number of oharacters the 

samples have in common, and a and b are the number of oharacters in each 

uample (in this case 50). 

The coefficients are calculated between all the O.T.U.s involved in 

L~ operation •. A type of shading is deoided to denote different classes 

of similarity. I used black to denote 85% and above, ohecks, 75% and 

above, and squares, 65% an~ above. No shading denotes a coefficient of 

.imilarity between two O.T.U.s of under 65%. The O.T.U.s are then 

.huffled along the axis of a Kulozinsk¥ square until the most satisfaotory 

ordination is achieved. This will be when the most closely similar 

taxa are adjacent; but in the large ordinations of entirely apomictic 

segregates such as the Palustria, Spectabilia and Erythrosperma, where 

relationships are very oomplicated and 3-dimenaional, it m8f be when the 

O.T.U.s of high similarity are oentral, and those of low similarity are 

urginal. 

Now one m~ see where ·the groupinga lie. It is possible to programme 

cO:llpuhr techniques GO that the computer decides on the oroupiu.o'"'S at So 

certain order of similarity whioh the taxonomist deoides. In ~ oase, 

v1th manual operation, the grouping was more subjeotive than this. An 

1ndication of some suggested groupings are presented with·the Kulozins~ 

'1i~&l'e8representing ordinations. shown in'diagrams 1-7 •. 



;,j'ln;rams 1-7. Numerical taxonomic ordinations. See chapter 4 

for further information. 
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~ chief cons~deration in embarking in a programme of numerical 

t&Xono~ in Taraxacum was to see if species could be grouped into a 

unit inside a section which was workable. The advent of 'Flora Europaea' 

required that a treatment valid throughout Europe be devised whioh did 

not encompass all the European species, which at over a thousand in 

numper are somewhat unwieldy. Furthermore, a great deal of work was 

necess&r,1 before it could be finally decided which of the micr~species 

could be regarded as reliable. There seemed four other possibilities 

apart from using the microspecies. 

The first, the mainte~ance of Handel-Mazzetti's account in his 

'Monographie der Gattung Taraxacum', 1901, written"before the miorospecies 

classification got under wa;y in the genus, seemed untenable as even major 

groupings in the genus have altered sinoe his ~, and ma.ny of his 

apecies have very heterogeneous types (T.indicum for instanoe has a type 

containing no less than: 4 present-da;y speoies). 

The second possibility was the maintenanoe of the present-d~ sectiona, 

either as seotions, or as aggregate o~ 'sensu lato' species. This idea 

has much to oommend it, but the variation in the genus seems to be 

inadequately represented, even for a condensed Flora suoh as this~ 

A third possibility was that more aggregate species be oreated on the 

oasis of subjective, or 'olassical' taxono~. In other words, where it 

was felt that a seotion oould be usefully subdivided into turther 

aggregate speoies, theBe speoies should be desoribed as new 'sensu-lato' , 

species. It was felt that the exeoution of this exeroise might be aided 

oy the numerioal taxono~ of some of the more oritioal groupa, the fourth 
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Due to the drawbacks mentioned in the part of this chapter concerned 

with teohnique, the most diffioult seotion of all, the Vulgaria has not 

been tackled at all. Nevertheless, the treatment of th4t Palustria is as 

complete as type desoriptions allow, and those of the Alpina, Fontana, 

Ceratophora, Spectabilia and the primitive seotions are probably oomplete 

enough to give a representative pioture of grouping in these seotions. 

A treatment of the EWhrosperma
f 

Eu-Emhrocarpa and Obliqua is the largest 

treatment attempted 70 O.T.U.s being ordinated together. Unfortunately 

ihis did not account for the species in these groups recently described, 

nor did I have the information now available to me on the more obscure 

apeoies which is given in The Catalogu.e of the Erythrosperma (van Soest 

1966c). Both in the treatment of this group, and the Speotabilia. there are 

,.harp disagreements between some of the groupings arising from the 

numerical taxono~, and van Soest's judgement of where proba.ble relation-

.hips lie. In ma.il3 oases there were alBo agreements, and the technique 

cUd. not appear to be totally without merit, many of itB. undoubted short

comings being due to the poor quality of some of the informa.tion fed into 

the syatem. A vivid example of how misleading the results could be was 

in the Rhodooarpa. I used two taxa, T.rhodocarpum and T.sohroeterianum 

aa two O.T.U.a, unaware that they were in fact synOJ211ll8 (at that 'time 

there exiated nothing in the literature to tell me otherwiae), and the 

two O.T.U.s, although adjacent showed a low level ot relationship! This 
I 

was , no doubt, due to the ver,y different quality of the type desoriptions 

of T. rhodocarpum (Dahlatedt) whioh like the rest of his work at this time 
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was a model of perfection and of T.schroeterianum (Handel-Mazzetti) which, 

a.180 true to type, was an atrooity! Luckily this was the sole Handel

)t.auetti desoription that I was foroed to use, and the majority of types 

in the genus are very good. Nevertheless, I remark upon this example 

in order to emphai'ise the unreliable quality of this work. I would not 

wish it to be thought of as defini t i ve , although I think it has some value. 

I have disoussed these treatments very ,:fUlly with van Soest, and I am 

in continuing correspondence with him about the 'Flora Europaea' acoount. 

I have believed fro~ the beginning that the results of the numerical 

t&Xono~ must not be used in any w~, unless supported by strong experimental 

and morphologioal data. In many oases groupings arising from the 

numerical taxono~ have been disregarded as of little value (e.g. the 

separation of ~.graiense from the main body of the Fontana, or the 

similar separation of T.oreophilum from the Alpina), or even pure non-

sense (as in the grouping of T.litanderi in the Pachera (now included in 

the Laevia)and T.rufocarpum in the Laevia sensu Schischkin). In other cases 

van Soest and I had a strong feeling that the results of the numerical 

i&Xono~ were supported by other data. For instanoe the idea that the 

Palustria was a homogenous group that could not be usefully separated is 

borne out by the numerioal t a.xono~ of this group (diagram 2). In the 

Ceratophora, a olear demaroation appears between the European and some 

of the Canadian ta.xa, a grouping which had previously '1::!een 8uspeoted, 

while the Ery"throsperma show an interesting justifioation for the use of 

achene oolour as an important ta.xonomio character. The grey-brown speoies, 

T.simile, T.diaaimile and T.isthmicola show a 010 •• relationship with the 
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Obliqua,which have-the same coloured achenes. Similarly, the large -
fulvou8 achened species T.fulvum, T.falcatum and T.fulvicarpum (the last 

often treated as Spectabilia) are grouped, as are the southern European 

tulvous achened species T.squamulosum, T.spinulosum, T.stenospermum, 

T.oxoniense and ~fulviforme. The interrelationships in the Erythrosperma -
are too complioated to be shown on a 2-dimensional diagram however, and 

indeed all the 'advanced' sect ions that have been treated show a very 

complicated relationship in depth. Note, for instance in the Spectabilia 

how the central members of the T.speotabile agg. show a relationship 

with such Naevosa 88 T.maculigerum and T.firmum, as well as wit.h the plants 

near T.praestans, whioh are relatively unrelated to the T.maculigerum 

group. 

Indeed', it beoame increasingly evident as work progressed that 

whereas in the more primitive, largely sexual sections relationships 

were olear-cut and 2-dimensional (witness the ordination of the Olacialia, 

Serotina, Obovata, Lepto cephala and Scariosa), in the more advanced 

seotions they were not. This is doubtless due in part to the greater 

differentiation of the sexual species. Nevertheless, an interesting 

feature of·the ordination of the advanoed sections was that some speoies 

have a high overall similarity with other species, while other species have 

a very low overall similarity. I suggest that the species of high simi-

larity ~ have arisen from the main line ot descent of the seotion, 

perhaps after apomixi~ had arisen in these plants. The speoies of low 

similarity on the other hand ~ have branched ott the main stock early, 

perhaps while apomixis was not yet widespread, and while they were still 
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sexual, evolved rather rapldlr'~o their present isolated position in 

the section. Suoh a ra.pid ohange in the genetio struoture of an indivi-

dual population might b~ effected particul~ily in populations of sexual . 
plants occurring in areas where apomiots had beoome more frequent. In 

such a situation, at least partia.l genetic isolation from the apomiots 

might be achieved, partioularly if the apomiots produced no pollen, or 

diad pollen, as it is likely that the early apomicts would (see diagram 11). 

In this kind of population structure, the sexual gene-pool might beoome 

very limited, and random fluotuations of gene-proportions (gene- drift) 

would be prominent. In this way non-adapt i ve or only slight ly adapt i ve 

speoiation would readily ocour. 

In many cases, the groupings have been ignored for the purposes of 

Flora Europa.ea, and only when it i8 felt that the groupings are well 

warranted have they been used. Both for Flora EI1ropae,a and for the 

general purpose of referring to the groupings arrived at by numerical 

taxonomy, a system had to be devised for naming the, aggregates. This 

follows the Rules of Botanioal Nomenolature as far as possible but 

introduoes some new conoepts, the situation not having,arisen before, as 

. far as it i8 known. 

If a name exists which agrees, without ambiguity with the new aggregate~ 

this name has priority, and should be used with the authority, followed 

by's.l.'. (In fact this taxon would not be of a sensu lato status, 

having already been ~escribed to encompass the broad definition as I 

wish to use it. Nevertheless, it is agreed between Dr. Walters (family 

editor) and Mr. Sell of Cambridge, Profeaaor Valentine and I113'self that all 
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\ 
aggrega~e ·taxa. in Flora Europua as found in apomict:iD groups should be 

designated 's.l.' to avoid confusion with the microspeoies.) Example: 

T.vulgare (Lam.) Sohrk,s.l.; for the section Vulgaria, maintained as a 

single, large, very variable and thoroughly indivisible (exoept as 

microspecies) taxon for Flora Europaea. 

If a name does not exist which preoisely defines the aggregate, the 

oldest valid name in the microspecies inside the aggregate should be 

employed, followed by the authority, and s.l •• Example: T.unguilobum Dt.s.i.~ 

a small but distinct aggregate taxon whioh both numerical and conventional 

taxonomies agree should be described in the Flora. 

If a speoies is maintained by itself, the oorreot name is presented, 

but without s.l.. Example: T.glaciale H.M .. 



Chapter 5 

EMBRYOLOGY 

As the embryology of Taraxaoum is already well documented, it would be 

superfluous to present more than a rough sketch of the processes here, 

with some oomment on my own work in this field. For a fuller aoooUnt, the 

investigator is reoommended to the papers of Gustatsson (1933, '1934a,b), 

~1areoka (1961), Haran (1952), Sears (1911), and Poddubnaja-Arnoldi and 

Dianova (1934), Poddubnaja-Arnoldi (1939a, b). From these and other works, 

the following pioture of the embryology of Taraxaoum has emerged. 

The female meiosis in apomiotio Taraxaoa is, aooording to Gustafsson 

(1934b), rather oomplioated. The ohromosomes do not pair at pachytene, 

and develop through to late diakenesis as univalents, kept apart ,apparently 

by some 'mutual repulsion'. At metaphase, this mutual repusltion ceases, 

and the chromosomes come. together in 'secondary assooiations', in muoh 

the same frequenoy as the more straightforward male meiosis. Thus if the 

male meiosis is 'low association' with mostly univalents, there will be 

few seoondar,y assooiations in the female meiosis. Converse~, if the male 

meiosis is of a 'high assooiation' type, with mostly bivalents, and some 

trivalents and univalents, the secondar.y assooiations of the female meiosis 

will be of this type. It seems olear that the seoondary associations result 

from the same kind of mutual attraction of homologous ohromosomes whioh 

causes pairing at pachytene in a conventional meiosis, but that due to a 

repulsion in the earlier stages,this oannot take expression until metaphase 

I, and ohiasmata are not tormed. The chrcmosomes spread out along the , , 



~pindle· to the poles, but they ~o not resolve into telophase nuclei, 

and a membrane forms around an elongated restitution nuoleus. A 

homotypic meiosis II results in two diploid' diad nuclei. The micro-

pylar diad degenerates, and the antipodal diad develops to form an 8 

nucleate embryo-sac in the usual manner for this family. Gustafsson (1933) 

olaims to have observed a pseudohomotypic meiosis, in which the chromosomes 
. 

as,univalents at metaphase I divide homotypically to result in two 

diploid interphase nuclei, which then behave as the diads in the semi-

heterotypic method formerly mentioned, resulting in, an embryo-sac. 

Fagerlind (1947) doubts the existence of this method, whioh, if it exists 

must be exceedingly difficult tO,detect in view of the fact that the 

meiosis is not simultaneous. 

The egg-oell and the tused polar nuclei of the embryo-sac develop 

autonomously into embryo and endosperm respectively about 36 hours 

before anthesis in the apomiotio Taraxaca. The endosperm, which 

has twice the chromosome oomplement of the plant, develops slowly, and 

24 hours before anthesis it may be still at the 4-oell stage, while 

the embr,yo has reached the 16 or 32-oel1 stage of development. By 

~thesis, the two tissues reach a roughly equal cell number however. 

In experimental work the precocious development of the embryo is of some 

value, as examination of the ovules some 24 hours before anthesis will sh~w 

whether or not the ovules are behaving apomiotioally.' Unfortunately, the 

absenoe of embryo formation does not automatically indicate the presenoe 

of sexuality. It has been ahown by Haran (1952) that up to 10~ of the 
• I 
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embryos may not develop in a plant which is quite i~capable of sexual 

bthaviour due to a very low rate of synapsis at meiosis. It is likely 

\hat this incomplete seed-set may be due to a little synapsis in some ovules, 

vith the resultant loss of chromosomes from some restitutional nuclei. In 

~hese ovules, the embryo-sac withers if the egg-oell has not developed 

t-cfore anthesis (photograph 5), and it is probably practicable to detect . 

• orualityby the presence of undeveloped, but unwithered embryo-sacs 24 

hours before anthesis. 

The embryology of the sexual specieshas been fully described by 

r~dubnaja-Arnoldi (1939) and Marecka (1961). This differs from that of the 

Ayomicts in the meiosis, whioh is fully synaptic and regular in most instances, 

L'ld in the fertilisation of the egg-cell and the fused mclei by the 

(onerative nuclei of the pollen tube. The fertilisation of the egg-cell, 

and of the fused polar nuclei does not differ from that of other sexual 

M=bers of the Compositae. Matecka (1965) reports some meiotio disturbanoes 

1ft the anthers of Taraxacum serotinum, a wholly diploid sexual species, and 

lhia may also occur in T.pieninicum (Malecka 1961). I have found no such 

d11turbances in the meiosis of the diploid plants with which I have worked •. 

In Chapter 8, I report the finding of triploids which are apparently 

facultatively apomictic. . It seemed very important to examine the embryology 

of these plants for confirmation of this p&rtialsexuality; and also to 

dllcover whether the female meiosis in these plants was synaptic, as ~ 

hid surmised. The technique used was that of paraffin-wax sectioning, 

t, described in appendix 1. 

In the triploid planta whioh were thought to poaseaa aome sexuality, 
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(triploid T.isopByllum from Kovacover Kopce), I examined the ovules 

U bours before anthesis. At this stage nearly all the embryo~sacs of an 

obligate apomict (as in most tripoids, and all higher polyploids) would 

~&ve developed into embryos, and the rest withered. As I had expected 

however, the presumed facultative apomicts from populations containing 

.exual diploids, showed a high percentage of undeveloped, but not withered 

e::lbryo-saos. An example is shown in photograph 4. These had precisely 

,~he appearance of semal embryo-sacs, and it presumed that this is what 

About 30% were of this type, the rest already being 32 to tbey were • " 

128 cell stage embryos. This proportion of semal embryo-sacs agrees well 

vi t.b tbe percentage bad seed-set of these plants, and the percentage of 

.exual diploid off-spring which arose when these plants were pollinated 
I 

with diploids. 

Buds were also examined ate earlier stage (about 4 ~s before 

~~hesi8) in these plants. From these preparations, two stages of female 

•• 10sis were obtained (photographs 6 and 7). These are not easy to 

~alyse, but it is clear that the centromeiers are pulling apart vigorously 
V) , 

in the metaphase, which implies that associations with chiasmata are 

rrtsent. The very exact orientation upon the spindle also suggests 

that this is a meiosis with primary rather than secondary associations. 

~ht second photograph shows the spindle very clearly, 8lld one set o~ 

telophase I chromosomes, the other presumably being lost on this section 

(I was only keeping one seotion in 3, so this C8llnot be verified, but the 
. 

Ipindle is tangentially orientated to the section.) , In this preparation, 

there is no suggestion of restitution. Although the embryololioal 
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evidence for facultative apomixis in high association type triploids is 

not as complete as I would wish, it is, I think now proven for at least 

some of these plants, and, in addition, a synaptic reductional female meiosis 
• 

has been shown to occur in polyploids which are in part apomictic. I will 

use this evidence in chapter 8 to suggest, with the help of other data that 

the nature of the meiosis is the controlling factor in determining the 

reproductive behaviour of a Taraxacum ovule." 



Chapter 6 

CYTOLOGICAL VARIATION 
• 

In this ohapterI wish to make a brief survey of the ooourrence of 

8Jleuploidy and cyt ological ohimaeras in Taraxacum. Although these are 

. phenomena which have been but rarely recorded in the genus, I hope to 

ohow that both are rather frequently met with in some apomiotio seotions. 

Aneuploidy 

No cytological work in the genus previous to S~rensen and Gud."j6nsson 

(1946) definitely records aneuploidy in the genus, although Custatsson 

(1932) gives some oounts as 2n-23-24 eto. it is not apparent whether this 

i8 a genuine reoord of an aneuploid ohimaera, or merely an uncertainty as 

to the oorreot count. Earlier work, for instanoe Rosenberg (1909), often 

shows similar variation in ohromosome counts ("2n.2Ow301") whioh is 

definitely due to uncertain oytology. In later work, Takemoto (1954, 1960) 

and Hoy-Liu (1963) reoord the oocurrence of aneuploid ohimaeras in some 

species (see appendix 4), and Hoy-Liu, FUrnkranz (1963) and Mosquinand Hayley 

(1966) reoord oells of different ploidy levels in the same tissue. I have 

II . , 
. not found this last situation in rq investigations. Sorensen and GudJonsson, 

and ~anz Cloo.cit) both reoord diploid, triploid and aneuploid oounts 

m different individuals of the same speoies, and this is a situation whioh 

I believe mq be frequent in some areas (see Chapter 8) ,but ohromosome counts 

on different levels of polyploidy in different individuals belonging to the 

lame speoies are very rare. The only oertain reoord of this seems to be 

counts of 2n • 24 and 32 for T.sohroeterianum, and the same oounts for 

T.maouligerwn, although in the latter oase, I &Ill not oertain whether 
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Gustafsson's plant was oorreotly identified as he places this oharaoteristio 

member of the Speotabilia in ~he Vulgaria. The majority of speoies in whioh 
• 

obligate apomixis is the rule are in faot very oonstant in ohromosome 

~umber, and aneuploidy has on~ onoe ever been reoorded at the tetraploid 

level or above (T.tundrioolum), except in cases where the plant is known 

to have been of sexual origin. 

At the triploid level, aneuploidy is sometimes rather frequent however. 

If we enquire into the oauses of aneuploidy in Taraxacum, we are, like 

Oudjonsson, likely to come to the oonolusion that this condition must arise 

u a result of an irregular mitosis or meiosis: As many triploid Taraxaoa 

probab~ possess a very irregular female meiosis (see Chapter 8), it is likely 

that aneuploidy is ~ result of inoomplete restitution after a very irregular. 

but synaptio female meiosis. Gustafsson (1934a) figures megaspores of 

aneuploid origin, and it seems like~ that a large number of triploid 

embryos ~ not, be euploid, but that only monosomio and above-triploid 

embryos are usually able to survive. In higher polyploids. the female 

meiosis is. (aiways?) asynaptio, and in these oiroumstances, it is probable 

that aneuploid megaspores will be of a ver.y muoh less frequent occurrence. 

Higher aneuploids of a sexual origin (Sorensen 1958) are perfeotly 

health1. so that the aneuploidy is not likely to be a disadvantage in these 

plants as it is in many sub-triploid aneuploids (Sorensen and Gu~jonson 

1946) • 

If we agree that ~euploids are like~ to arise apomiotioally from 

plants with a synaptio female meiosis, we ~ then follow the argument 

presented in Chapter 8 in suggesting that these synaptio triploids ~ also 
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be capable of some reductional meiosis, which will result in diploid or 

near-diploid sexuals. It is thus possible that we are likely to find 

aneuploidy in conjunetion with diploidy. However, it is clear that a 

population containing sexual diploids will contain a proportion cf aneuploids 

through the fertilisation cf haploid egB-Cells with the irregular pollen 

of apomicts. MY work indicates that these aneuplcids will be sub-triploid 

(see Chapter 8), but SorenSen (1958) has shown that aneuploids of a higher 

ohromosome number ~ result from the fertilisation of some unreduoed 

egg-oells of monosomio triploid sexual aberrants. This phenomenon is 

clearly not of great importance however, and the offspring of suoh a oross' 

will be near-tetraploid, a type of aneuploidy not yet found in the field. 

Therefore, whereas sub-triploid aneuploids ~ arise from sexual individuals, 

or from synaptio facultative apomicts, super-triploid aneuploids are only 

likely to arise from plants in the latter oategory. 

Sorensen'and Guejonsson (1946) have very thoroughly investigated the 

occurrenoe of "primary" (2n-23) and "secondary" (2n-22) aberrants in 13 

Ipeeies of Vulgaria (although oytology is restricted to T.polycdoh and 

T.laoinios1frcns, it is olear frcm morphological data that these aberrants 

oocur in the other species as well). Although they have shown (Sorensen 

1958) that sexual diploids ~ arise thrcugh the fertilisaticn of the 

reductional egg-cells which seem to oocur in one of the mcncsomic ~berranta, 

they have no evidence that the female meiosis of the triploid. is ever 

reductional. As the triploid aneuploid aberrant a that they record arise 

at a very low rate (bet~een 8.0 and 0"1% depending on the species. average 

2.2%) it i. probable that the •• aberrants arose through irregular 
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segregation in an asynaptio meiosis as recorded by Gustafsson, and that 

synaptic meioses were not found in the female organs of the eu-triploids, 

(irregular segregation due to the synaptic meiosis of a triploid, such 

as is discussed in chapter 8, is likely to give a much higher proportion 

of aneuploid· progeny). These authors have also found that 2n-22 aberrants 

arise from triploids at a very low rate (less than 0.1%) but that they 

arise from the monosomics at a.very much higher rate than the monosomics 

arise from eu-triploids~ In faot the monosomic state seems to be more 

liable to produce further aberrants than the original triploids. As has 

been explained in Chapters 7 and 8, each of the different monosomics which 

can oocur (8 in all) produce a different, readily recognisable phenotype 

in these species. Although I have not consciously noticed any of these 

phenotypes in the plants I have grown in experimental conditions, it is 

probable that I have selected against these aberrants at the seedling , 

level, as I have tended to grow on the most developed seedlings (Chapter 2). 

Haglund (1947) haa olaimed to have oolleoted reoognisable monosomio 

aberrants in the field, and several plants whioh I' have oolleoted for the 

herbarium are probably monosomic. Although I have obtained chromosome 

oounts of 2n-23 from seedlings on a number of ocoasions, the only oase 

in which a 2n-23 plant haa flowered is in the Palustria-speolea 

T.austriniforme. Herbarium material of this species in Herb.Cantab.-and· 

Herb.Kew. indic~tes that the speoies is uniform but whether it is 

uniformly monosomic, or whether the ohromosome number does not have an 

appreciable phenotypio effeot in this section i. not known. 

" . ." Sorensen and Gud:;jonason also record 2n-25 and 2n-26 aberrant. I but 
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!~ tot state either the rat~ at which these aberrants occur, or whether 

, •. tJ are morphologically separable. I have personally r~corded plants of 

;~.25, 26, 27, 28 ana 2n-29. When these plants have come· into flower, 

'to'1 have proved not to be deviant from the species to which they apparently 

~ .. long, but in the majority of cases it is not yet clear whether this is 

! .. ~&use the species concerned always has an aneuploid number, or because . 
~l'I' differing chromosome number is not having a marked phenotypic response. 

~~o Duper-triploid ane~ploid counts are shown in Appendix 3.· Only in 

7.tnnylobum and T.polyodon do I have definite evidenoe that the phenotype -
11 unchanged by·above-triploid aneuploidy. 

From my mass chromosome counts of Durham populations it is apparent 

\b&t in some localities aneuploidy is much more prevalent than in others. 

~r.(ortunately, these plants have yet to flower, so it not yet possible 

\0 determine whether super-triploid aneuploidy has any phenotypic response, 

~t examination of the mature rosettes suggests that a species will show an 

l4entical morphology with chromosome numbers between 2n-24-2n.29. . 

'~o=parative counts in Durham populations are given in table 8. and 

;totographs of aneuploid cella in photograph 10. 
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Table 8. Chromosome counts in Vulgaria populations in Co. Durham, 
showing the unequal distribution of aneuploi;y 

Locality ~pecies 2n-16 11 1~ 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 2~ 29 

Thrislington- T.sellandii 10 
Ferryhill corner 

Bishop Niddleham 
Turn 

Above Coxhoe 

Bishop Middleham 
quarry 

Old Cassop 

Sherburn Village 
Corner 

Sherburn House 

T.cordatum 
T .sellanltii 

T.duplidens 
T.cordatum 
·T .subcyanolepia 

T .. sellandii 

T.hamatum· 
(and other app?) 

T.namatum 

I 

6 

7 

8 

6 

1 5 

1 1 12 

1 

1 

1 2 

3 

1 2 1 3 T.auPlidentif,ous 
and one 2n-33 

. The population at Sherburn Hill and Seaton Carew, both of which showed 

80me aneuploiay are not included, as bybridiaation between aections occurs 

at the former locality, and the taxonomic situation at the latter is very 

confUsed (aee Chapter11). In at least the former locality, we oan auppose 

that a proportion of the aneuploiay ia a produot of pollination by apomiota . 
onto sexu.als (table 9). 

Table 9 

19 20 21 22 23 24· 32 

1 

Sherburn Hill 
Seaton Carew 

T.aubcyanolepis 
T.lacistophyllum 
T.brachyglossum 
T.unguilobum 

2 
1 

2 
1 1 

15 
15 

(j( o%oniense) 
(6(specta.

bilia) 

T • maculigerum 
T.hamatum 
T.aubcyanolepia 

,-.-
------.~---

'r\ 
i , 
• I 

! 
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Conolusions from the ohromosome oounts of Durham populations: 

There appears to be a muoh grea.ter liability for aneuplo,idy to ooour 

in some populations than others. There is some indication that when this 

aneuploidy is super-triploid that it.may be assooiated with populations 

in whioh se~al plants are found, as these populations may have triploids 

with synaptio female meiosis which might be more liable to produoe aneu- . 

ploids. The' Sherburn House aneuploids ~ be a cue ot this kind (diploids 

are found in this population). 

It is not yet clear whether the various Vulgaria species differ in 

their ability to produce aneuploids, or whether there 'is any speoifio 

difference due to aneuploidy. That there is a differenoe between populat-

ions and ;that higher polyploida do not produce aneuploids seems beyond . 

question. 
t 

Aneuploi~ ooouring in populations in whioh a tair~ high peroentage 
l 

of sexual plants oocur will be sub-triploid in the main, and will be caused 

by semal, not apomict ic means. 

The 2n-33 plant at Sherburn House may be the result of an unreduoed 

triploid monosomic sexual (elegans aberrant) crossed with n-10 pollen. 

This plant is healthy, and belongs to the Vulgaria. This tentative 

conclusion is reached beoause this is the only known case ot a super tetra-

ploid aneuploid and the only te~raploid Vulgaria yet known, apart from 

Gu~j'nsson's plants of t~i~ kind. 

Sl;rensen and GuGl:j'O'nsson (1946) mention that the oommonest aberrant 

after triploid monosomios that they enoounter are gigaa 2n-48 aberrants. 

'l'hes.might be ,formed either by mitotio restitution in the germ t,is8ue ot 
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. 
the parents or by restitution ~n the homotypic phase of a restitu'ional 

heterotypic meiosis (giving a monad, as is frequently found in pollen 

formation in Taraxacum). ~hey find that gigas aberrants arise in from 

0.2-0.8% of triploids in 6 of the 13·species they worked with. As in the 

secondary aberrants, the monosomics give rise to gigas aberrants much ' 

more'readily than the eu-triploids, these var,ying from 0.2-3.4~ in 9 out 

of 10 possible'aberrants in T.polyodon and T.laciniosifrons. These gigas 

aberrants are very readily reoognised, and a number of authors have 

reoognised gigas variants of various Vulgaria-speoies. I ~self have 

several gigas specimens colleoted around Durham. I have not cultivated an 

entirely gigas plant, although I have observed gigas oells in T.pycnostictum 

and T.faeroense, both higher polyploids belonging to the Spectabilia, 

so the phenomenon is not restricted to triploids. The ootoploid (2n-64) 

oount recorded in T~shikotanense in the Ceratophora by Takemoto has not 

been included in Appendix 4, because it seems likely that this also was 

a gigas individual or tissue (this number has not otherwise been recorded 

for a Taraxacum species). The tetraploid cells recorded in the diploid 

species T.platycarpum, T.pumilum and T.wallichii doubtless arise in the 

same kind of w~ as gigas oells in apomiotic pOlyploids, and indeed the 

first polyploids in the genus must have originated in a similar manner. 

Cytological chimaeras 

A certain amount of information on cytologioal chimaeras has alreadJ 

been given on· the previous pages. It is clear that it is oommon to find 

more than one ohromosome number in the root-tips of Taraxacum species. 

Table 10 tabulates the frequenoies at which I have found the various types 
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of chimaera to ooour. 

Table 10. The Ocourrence of oytologioal ohimaeras in the 
Taraxaca I have examined 

Total number of Number of diploids/triploid Number of higher 
families on whioh families with ohimaeras po~loid families 
ohromosome oounts Sub-triploid Super-triploid 

. with ohimaeras 
have been made 

349 8/234. 4/234 5/115 

2.8% 1.4% 2.3% 

Conolusions aboUt oytologioal ohimaeras: 

They S8em to ooour in diploids and triploids (with some synaptio 

meioses) and higher po~loids (With asynaptio meioses) at roughly equal 

rates. 

They ~ involve the gain or loss of 1-2 ohromosomes, or they ~ 

~ on different ploidy levels. The first type is rather more oommon. 

There may be some tendenoy for a oell in an euploid tissue to lose . 

chromosomes, rather than to gain them. This emphasises the fact that 

~euploid oells oocurring in euploid tissue will most usually be of 

11totio origin, whereas aneuploid plants, whioh will be' of meiotio, or less 

frequently mitotio origin, more frequent~ have extra ohromosomes, not less. 
. . 

Cytologioal ohimaeras are not thought to be very important in. 

'!'araxaoum, but their presence re-emphaaiaea the oare needed in all oytolog,y. 



Chapter 7 

KARYOLOGY 

. Most cytologists whQ haye worked on material belonging to Taraxacum 

bave come to the oonolusion that it is not possible to differentiate 

between the different somatic ohromosomes arising at metaphase. Although 

custafsson (1932) professes to be unable to identify ~he ohromosomes with 

certainty, he has deduoed that some triploid speoies at least are of auto-

polyploid origin from the idiograms whioh he has drawn. From this data, 

which is not published, he has been able to agree with earlier authors 

that the apomiotio Taraxaoa are of hybrid origin, and that the hybridity 

has itself been instrumental in initiating apomixis. In ohapter 8, I 

have disou~sed this viewpoint in the light of more reoent knowledge, and 

1 bave reaohed the tentative oonolusion that hybridity has only given rise 

to apo~ixis, -insofar that the meiosis of triploid hybrids is more likely 

to be unstable than that of autotriploids, and thus restitution will tend 

to 09cur in hybrids. 

By far the most thorough karyological work in the genus has been 

performed by Gu4jonsson (in S8rensen and Gudjonsson 1946) and it seems 

likely that in a work in which 8 different ohromosome aberrants oan be 

completely correlated with morphologioal variations in the gross -structure 

of the plant, the results are likely to be very reliable. I quote (100. oit • . 
p. 32): 

2'could hardly be identified with certainty, but by intensive 
work day by day during several months, and a minute study ot 
hundreds of drawn plates, I gradually acquired suoh & lmowl~dge 
of the different ohromosomes, and their difterent modes 01' behaviour, 
that a reliable idiogram oould be drawn~ 
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Alt~ougb I have had the additional benefits of modern cytological 

techniques (including the root-tip squash technique, and the aids of 

pretreatment), I have not felt able to tackle a task of this size during 

my research work, and the few idiograms that I have drawn are not of the 

accuracy that will result from experience and the examination of many 

plates. This is certainly due, I hasten to add, to my lack of endeavour -

I am sure that many of my preparations are suitable for karyological 

analysis. 

The only other karyological work in Taraxacum is that by ~ecka 

(1962) and it is difficult to know how to comment upon this. It is 

IUlfortunately handicapped in that only the macrospecies names of Handel

Il.azzetti (1901) are employed, and these are' of very little systematic 
. . 

value (as I have argued at fuller length in chapter 9). The Polish workers 

,cannot be entirely blamed for this. however, as according to Professor 

Soest, I am the only person to have examined the Taraxacum flora of 

Poland since von Handel-Mazzetti, and only very briefly at that. We have 

no assurance that the met~culous precautions and careful ~ndeavour of 
/ . . 

Gu«jonsson was repeated by Mlle. MaleckI., and from her results we oan only 

lIuppose that this was the case. The microphotographs which are used as 

supporting evidence are of a very inferior quality indeed, but this may 

be a reflection on Polish printing, rather than the original cytolo'gy. 

It ~s very important to examine the reliability of Mal"ecka's data very 
./ 

closely, because she directl3' refutes the conolusions drawn by GudJonsson, , . 

and oomes to the conoiusion that many polyploid Taraxaca are of an allogamous 

origin. She ,is further unable to find the same genomio oonatNotion as 
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Gudjonsson, in any of the plants she has examined. 

In ta.ble 11, the basic .findings of Gud'jonsson are summarised, and 

in table 12, those of .Malecka are presented for comparison. 

Table 11. The karyology of the species investigated by Gudjonsson (1946) 

Species 2n. A B C D E" F G H 

'r ~ obtusilobum 16 2 .2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

1'. confertum 16 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

T.polyodon 24 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

T.laciniosifrons 24 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Chromosome Mean iength Constrictions 

A 3.3 submedian primary, submedian secondary. 

B 3.0 submedian primary, submedian seoondary. 

C 2.3 submedian primary, submedian seoondary. 

D 2.0' submedian primary, submedian seoondary. 

E 2.8 median primary, submedian secondary. 

F 2.6 median primary, 2 submedian seoondaries. 

G 2.0 median primary only. 

H 3.0 median primary, 2 submedian secondaries, satellit-
es. 

It should be pointed out that not only are the results in these 4 speoies 

the result of a very large number ~f examinations, but that there is oon

siderable oircumstantial eVidence, and .ome actual kar,yoloif, that another 

11 speoies in this .eotion are similar in oomposition to T.polYodon and 

T.laciniosifrons. 
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Table 1 t. The karyology of species investigated by Malecka (1962} 

Speoies 2n- AB CD EF G H ''Type II" 

T.pieninicum 16 1 2 2 4 2 4 -15?1 

T .laevigatum 24 3 3 3 6 3 6 

'l'.obliquum 24 3 3, 3 6 3 6 

T.palustre 24 3 3 6 6 3 3 

T.pa.lustre 40 5 5 10 10 5 5 

T • offic inale 24 3 2 6 6 3 4 

T.officinale 24 2 4 8 6 2 2 

'l'.officinale 24 2' ·2 7 10 1 2 

T.alpinum 24 2 2 10 2 2 6 

T.alpinum j2 2 5 10 8 2 5 

T .alpinum' 40 4 4 10 12 4 6 

'l'.nigricans 3a 2 5 10 8 2 5 

C~romosome "type II" is 2.5 in length, and has one, sub-median constriction. 

In none of the samples that ~ecka examined was it possible to show 

&n even distribution of Guctjonsson's karyotypes, and indeed, she was only 

able to recognise 6 basio chromosomal types. Even allowing that type II 

11 equivalent to Gudjonsson's . chromosome C, we are not able to find any 

evidence of autopolyploidy from 'these results. It has been pOinted out 

~owever (Qustafsson 1947) that even an equal distribution of chromosomal 

~.i'Pe in the genome is not evidence of definite autopolyploidy, it being 

quite conceivable that different species or even seotions might show the 

lue karyology, despite the possible presence of translocatiOnil and inversions. 
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At this unsatisfactory state of affairs, we must leave past work 

In the genus with the knowledge that some speoies in the Vulgaria show 

j sets of individually distinguish~ble chromosomes, and that the ohromo

Go~e complement of a genome is identical in diploid Vulgaria. Mlle. 

):.atecka's results do not agree with this conclusion. 

~. results are tabulated below. These are very tentative, and are for 

~he most part based on one metaphase plate only for each species. Photo

era phs of these plates, and their interpretation is to be found in 

;:hotographs 11-18. 

Table 13. MY own karyological data 

~p.cies 

':'.aerotinum 16 

';' • bossarabicum 16 

:-.iaophyllum 16 

:'.v1ride x 17 

,:,.polyodon 

-: .lU'gutum 

; .hibernicum 24 

':'. bracteatum 24 

:' .gulmargense 24 

4 

6 

9 

12 

12 

6 

4 

5 

6 

6 

3 

2 

1 

3 

3 

6 

4 

4 

4 

4 

3 

3 

2 

2 

4 

4 

2 

6 

4 

6 3 

15 

';'~O numbers at the top refer to ~ own ohromosome numbering soheme. Where 

\~.eae seem roughly equivalent to Gudjonsson's chromosome typea,this is 

~r.dicated; 
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~,.?" , t:t:t-,~ ~ a...,,,,\ • \~~ 
, . .. 

':t".::.:'.:"'~:' ';.' -" .. ~ • .. 
, .... 

s~:~t!~i~~ ~.~ ,,",,_ . ..;., , • 
~, ,.s + ss~ellite, , .0 t ::edia."l • H 

5,2.0 , media."l • ? 

6,2.5 , median • F? 

7,2.8 , median -E? 

8,1.2 , median New? 

9,4.0 , -me.iia:1 l\ev? 

Only 5 out of the 9 chromosome types which I recognised are ref~rabl~ 

to earlier work (especial~ Sorensen and Oudjonsson 1946). 

cr'he chromoscr:e tITe 9 a:1d $ are respecti'nl.y larg'Gr and smaller thN\ 

o~h'rs noted be!"re. 

Only chromosome S showed a sub-media:1 c~"lstriction, rathor th~~ ~ 

aed.ian one. 

The constrictions were often very hard to determine, and this m6\Y be a 

.... Jor contributing factor to the evident unreliability of these results. 

The other main reason why the results are disappointing is that they 

are only taken' from one (or ~t the most 3) metaphase plates per species. 

There is some indication that karyology of Taraxaca may be unreliable 

\n any case, except perhaps when taken from large samples. Perusal' of 

Appendix 4 will show that the number of satellited chromosomes, which are 

very readily recognised, i is very variable, between species, between families 

!naide a species, between siblings, and even in the same individual. Presence 
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, satellited chromosomes seems to be uncorrelated with S:U'IV known factor" ,. . -.., 
ilihough it may be a' consequence of the fixing or hydrolysing techniques, 

~ ~ the greater variability in chromosome size found in the plants I 

u.amined compared with those examined by the earlier workers. In point of 

!lCt., it might be p,ossible to obtain comparable results using the forms 

or fixing, staining and sectioning used by Gudjonsson and by Maaecka 

, (U&v~hints Fi~tive ,with Karpetchenko's modification, with staining in 

~.nuan violet). This has not been tried. 

Satellited chromosomes are on}y found in the more advanced sections 

~d t.his has been used as evidence in determining evolutionary pathways in 

,~e genus 12. In the pentaploid and' hexaploid Spectabilia and Paluetria 

tll'y are not. found, and indeed they are very unusual in'these sections. 

~t.t Errthrosperma and Vulgaria usually do show some satellites, but these 

, .. rely are of a constant number, equal to the level of polyploidy. 

1-2 supernumerary ohromosomes are found in some speoies. An 

ulIlIIple of a species with one is T.hibernicum (photograph 11). B chromo-
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Chapter 8 

SEXUALITY ANDAGAMOSPERMY 

The earliest r.eferenoe to agamospermy in Taraxaoum seems to have 

been by the Swede Murbeok (1904). Papers by Juel (1905), Ikeno (1910), 

Osawa (1913), Sears (1917, 1920) Sohkorbatow (1912), Rosenberg (1909), 

stork (1920), and Gustafsson (1932a, 1933, 1934, 1935a, 1935b, 1941) 
1-

confirm this behaviour and greatly increase our knowledge into the oocurenoe, 
J 

mechanism and cytology of this agamospermic genus. Later papers by 

poddubnaja-Arnoldi and Dianova (1934), Poddubnaja-Arnoldi (1939), Haran 

(1952, Malecka (1958, 1962) and Sorensen and Guctjonsson (1946) furthe~ 

increase our knowledge about the Karyology, Aneuploi~ and ocou~~noe of 
A. 

the agamospermic speCies, but by 1935, the mechanism of agamospermy was 

already rather thoroughly known. The embryological information is sum

marised in Chapter 3. Perhaps the most outstanding feature of the combined 

work were the repeated findings that all agamospermic species were poly

ploid (most commonly triplOid, but also tetraploid, pentaploid, heXaploid,' 

with one recorded octoploid, Takemoto 1954. ) 

The first diplOid sexual Taraxaca were found by Gustafsson (1932) whp 

round diploids in the Soariosa (T.minimum) , Serotina (T.serotinum), 

~ptocephala (T.bessarabioum), Mongolioa (T.platycarpum) and Vulgaria 

(T.confertum). Shortly afterwards, Poddubnaja-Arnoldi and Dianova (1934) 

round several diplOid sexual speoies in Asia, namely T.kok-sagpyz. 

;.multisoaposum, T.monoohlamocdemeum (Maorooornuta) and T.nutans 

(?Calanthoidia). These findings established the ooour~noe of diploid ,.. 
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sexua.ls in the Mediterranean and Asia, and further papers by Gustafs60n 

(1931) and Marecka (1961) described the occurrence of totally diploid 

sexual species in northern Europe'(T.obtusilobum and T.pieninicum). Both 

species are in otherwise agamospermic sections (Vulgaria and Eu-Eryyhrocarpa 

respectively). Further, Holmen (1952) found that T.pumilum (leevia)from 

Greenland is also a diploid sexual species. My work has found a number 

of other diploid sexual species, namely T.kotschyii (Rhodotricha), 

T.stevenii (Orientalia),T.oliganthum (Oligantha), T.leucanthum (Leucantha) , 

T.haussknechtii (Serotina) and T.bit;ynicum (Scariosa), all Asian, and 

T.viride (Fontana) in the Alps. Hoy-Liu (1963) also gives a nUmber of 

diploid species from Asia, namely T.elegans, T.fulvo-brunneum (Kashmirana), 

'T.beyboekii (Tibetana), and T.wallichi (Macrocornuta). I have also found 

diploidy in the last species. 

To sum up, most of the Asian sections have been shown to oontain at 

least some sexual speoies. It is thought (Ohapter 12) that the 5,most 

'primitive' seotions in the genus, found in the Near-East, are entirely 

sexual. Other sexual species are found in largely agamospermio sections 

both to the east and the west of the presumed oentre of origin of the genus, 

some ocourring in apparently highly 'advanced' sections (e.g. the Vulgaria) • 
. ' 

Nevertheless, the vast majority ot Taraxacum species are thought to be 

totally agamospermic. To date, the ohromosome numbers of 156 Taraxacum 

speoies are known (see appendix 4). Of these, only 23 (14~) are totally 

diplOid and sexual. This is almost certainly an over-est1mate, as those 

sections with the most species (Vulgaria, Spectabilia, Ceratophora and 

Erjthrosperma) have very few aexual speoies (only 3 known altogether). It 
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is probably true .to say that 1ess than 5% of the total number of species 

ate wholly sexual. 

In 1949 came the first hint that the distinction between sexuality and 

agamospermy is not so clear-cut as had previously been thought. Tschermak-

Woess discovered a number of sexual individuals in the region of Vienna, 

. and showed that they were all diploid. Most interesting, sexuals were 

found in no less than 5 macrospecies, which can ~e taken to belong to 3 

different sections (see chapter 9). • This work was followed by Furnkranz 

who has conducted a lengthy invest'igation in the Vienna area (1960, 1961, 

) 
., 

1965. Br'-ly, Furnkranz found that varying proportions of populations were 

diploid and sexual, up to 70'/0 sexuals being found in the Erythrosperma., 

but the proportions were very variable, and many populations had. fewer, 

or no sexuals. FUrnkranz discovered that it is possible to determine the 

chromosome number of an individual through the examination of its pollen 

(discussed later in this oha.pter). He also found that intersectional 

bybridisation was found in the field and could be readily induced in 

the laboratory (chapter 9) and that apomictic pollen crossed onto a sexual 

segregated sexual and agamospermic offspring; usually, but not always 

depending on the chromosome number of the offspring (also discussed later 

in this chapter). We suspected from FUrnkranz t s results that a polymorphism 

tor sexuality and apomixis might be occurring in the Vienna populations, with 

semals giving rise to agamospermio individuals through pollination with 
, 

agamospermic types and that these might revert to sexuality through facul-

tative a.gamos:per~. This seemed the only ~othesi., however' unlikely, that. 

would. account for sexual and agamospermic individuala of the same specie. 
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(apparently) occurring in the same populations with different chromosome 

numbers correlated with the breeding behaviour. This last condition seemed 
. 

to rule out the possibility of sexuality or agamospermy governed by climate 

or light regime, as is found in some grasses, while the maintenance of· two 

autonomous lines of the same species, with different chromosome number 

and breeding behaviour (as is found in ~, Cardamine etc.) seemed unlikely 

in view of the ability of the agamo~permic plants to fertilise the sexuals. 

The sexual line would soon have been hybridised out of existence if there 

was no possibility of sexuals arising anew from the apomicts. That the 

two types occurred in the same locality, and seemed to belong to the same 

species precluded the possiblity of a physiological (as in Hieraoium of 

different species) or" geographic (as in Antennaria) breeding barrier. 

A polymorphism seemed a possibility, but this invoked a faculta~ive 

apomixis in the triploids, which had only been reported once before in 

Taraxaoum, by Sorensen (1958) as a very rare condition, although F'iirnkranz 

(1961) claims to have observed it in tetraploids without recognising the 

significance of the observation. 

The work of S8rensen is of a very different nature, and although it 

seems to be less important in order of magnitude in causing the ocourrence 

of sexuality into populations, it is nevertheless of such extreme interest 

that I am disoussing it fully. In an earlier paper (SO'rensen and auc:rjonsson 

1946), the occurrence karyology and morphology of a complete series of 

triploid monosomio aberrant. i. reported for a number of speoies in the 

Vulsaria. This is discussed in ohapters 6 and 1. In the second paper, 
., . . . 

Sorensen reveals that of the eight possible aberrants in T.polyodon. 
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T,cordatum and T.laciniosifrons, two show some sexuality. Aberrant tenuis -
seems capable of reproduction only by the fertilisation of wholly reduced 

egg-cells. Aberrant elegans shows only unreduced (restitutional) egg-cells, 

but the chromosome numbers and morphology of crosses made onto this 

aberrant sho~ that it is capable of both agamospermic and sexual reproduct-

ion. The progeny of the hybrids made onto the unreduced egg, are naturally 

. approximately tetraploid (n-23 x n-8-10 ). As these aberrants arise 

at between 0.05 and 0.1% per generation, it is clear that they cannot have 

a very significant part to play in wild populations, particularly as both 

aberrants are weak, and may not be able to survive any competition. In 

fact, the greatest praise is undoubtedly due to the authors of this very 

elegant work in detecting the aberrants at all, let alone of determini~g 

their reproductive behaviour. The results of the work as summarised 

above do lead to an interesting conclusion. The aberrant elegans shows 

no female meiotic reduction, and yet it is capable of some sexuality, which 

the rest of the polyploid apomicts apparently are not. Clearly there is 

a control determining whether a plant shall be agamospermio or sexual, 

which is independant of the female meiOsis. As we have seen that agamo-

. speI'lll3' in Taraxac.um results in the production of precociOUS embryos, it is 

possible that this control determines whether the embryo develops before 

anthesis, or 'only after fertilisation. If the embryo does develop' 

preCOCiOUSly, we can assume that sexuality is impossible. 

Yet in aberrant tenuis, of the same speCies, the egg-cell is invariably 

a result of a oomplete meiotic reduction, and is never capable of developing 

autonomously. Agamospe~ has yet to be reoorded in a Taraxaoum plant Wlth 
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l~SS than 2n-22. It seems to me that two basio prinoiples of Taraxacum 

reproduotion oan be inferred from these data: 

1. The meiosis and embryo development of the plant are independent, and 

in any system ensuring agamospermy, oontrol of both restitution in 

female meiosis and preoooious embryo development is neoessary. 

2. Control of meiotio reduotion seems to be on ohromosome H, whioh is 

only present twioe in abbe tenuis. Control of preoooious embryo 

development seems to be on ohromosome D whioh is only present twioe 

in abbe elegans. To ~ mind, a reduoed egg-oell seems to ensure that 

the embryo does not develop before anthesis (as no diploid apomiots 

have ever been found), and therefore the sexuality of abbe tenuis 

is a product of a reduoed egg-oell, rather than an effeot of the missing 

ohromosome H on preoooious embryogeny. 

It should be noted t~t none of these tentative oonolusions dr~wn 

trom the papers of FUrnkranz or Sorensen have been made by the authors 

themselves and any of these comments seemed good leads for future work, rather 

than definite conolusions. But a, link had emerged whioh seemed to join 

the two apparently distantly related problems of these two authors. This 

link is the obvious, but seldom oommented upon question of the restitution 

or reduction of female meiosis. It was in the oontrol of female meiosis 

that I felt the key to the question of the origin and oontrol of ~amospe~ 

l~. 

It was neoessary in the first place to obtain material from· populations 

in which both diploid sexuals and triploid agamospermio plants ocourred 

together. During the first summer of ~ work, I colleoted pollen samples 
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(by fixing unopened heads in 3.1 acetic-alcohol) from many sites 

throughout·Britain, and later examined the pollen in the laborator,y. 

~anzreported (1960) that all diploid sexuals have regular pollen, 

and all apomicts have highly irregular pollen, or no pollen at all. It 

therefore seemed that examination of the pollen should give $ good idea where 

sexual plants were to be found, and indeed that pollen regularity might be 

as definitive a technique as ~ranz claims. In fact, the examination 

of the pollen of plants of known chromosome number showed that whereas 

FUrrikranz's teohnique is an oversimplifioation of the problem, at least 

when applied to British populations, it is possible with experienoe to 

deteot the presenoe of sexuals. in populations. 

The pollen of Taraxaoa oan be divided into three main types. Most 

(all?) tetraploids have a large proportion of pollen grains of oonsiderable 

size (35-45 miorons diameter). These grains oan be shown to be diad, 

that is to s~ the produot of a restitutional male meiosis (photograph 19). 

The peroentage of diad grains in these plants oan vary between 50-60% 

(T. oxoniense, whioh is able to fertilise diploid plants with reduotional , . 

pollen) to 1~ (T.naevosum a triploid, as well as several tetraploid 

Speotabilia). All pentaploids, and a number of tetraploids (about half 

the speoies examined) have no pollen at all. Many triploids have pollen whioh 

is clearly the produot of a rather irregular reduotional male. meiosis, and 

this oan be shown to be so, the grains originating from triads, pentads, 

hexads, and the majority from tetrads. This pollen is rather regular, but 

the differenoe in the sizes of the grains, whioh var,r from 15-30 miorons 

diameter, with a proportion of very small (5-15 microns diamater) grains 
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resulting from micronuclei, is. still distinctive. Unfortunately, this 

type of pollen tends to .gradeimperceptibly into regular pollen with a 

diameter of about 25 mi~rons which is characteristic of the diploid plants 

found in agamospermic populations. Experience has shown that only those 

plants with ab~olutely regular pollen can be safely determined as being from 

a diploid. The diplOids T.serotinum and T.pieninicum would clearly not be 

detectable by this technique, as they both have irregular pollen resembling 

a triploid, resulting from an unexpectedly irregular male meiosis (Ma!ecka 

1961, 1965), but all diploid species in which I have examined the male 

meiosis and pollen show both to be very regular. (Photographs of regUlar 

and irregular pollen in photos 20-21). For discussion of the significance 

of ~he various types of male meiOSis, and their analysis, see below. 

In all, 195 populations in 31 vice-counties ranging from Hampshire to 

Sutherland have been examined for regular pollen. In all, some 1500 

plants have been examined. Regular pollen has been found in 14 populations, 

(7%), at proportions varying between 75 and 5%. The distribution of these 

plants is shown in diagram 8. Owing to the rigorous exclusion of all 

plants which showed any irregularity of pollen, it is possible that 

these figures are an underestimate. Although pollen regularity can 

provide a useful guide to the breeding behaviour of Taraxaca, it is 

olearly insufficient to rely entirely on this evidence. In support. 278 

chromosome counts have been made on seed collected in the wild in ~ritain. 

This was cytolOgically examined just after prmination, as desoribed in 

Appendix 1, grown to maturity, and the breeding behaviour and gross 

morphology c~efUlly studied of the adult plants. The results of the 
) . 
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. cytological examination is tabulated in detail in appendix 3, but they 

are summarised below in table 14. 

Table 1~. Chromosome counts in British Taraxaca 

Chromosome 2n-16-18 2n ... 24 2n-24 2n-32 
oount Always Pollen Pollen Pollen absent 

seXllai reductional rest i tut ional, Pollen absent or 
Usually always rest i tut ional, 

apomictio apomiotic always apomictio 

Number 10 712 8 88 Total: 218 

Percentage 
of total 3.6 61.8 2.9% 31.7 

Of the 182 plants with reductional pollen, triploids or diplOids; 10, 

or 5.5% are diploid. From pollen examinations of populations in the field, 

about ~ had regalar pollen. This inoluded restitutional plants, whioh 

formed some 10% of all plants for whioh pollen examination in the field 

was made. Therefore the percentage of plants with reduotional pollen 

whioh showed regalar pollen is 8% This is not statistically separable 

from the peroentage of diploid plants of 5% obtainable from ohromosome oounts • 

. The diploid plants belong to the speoies T.austriacum and T.bracBy

glossum (Epythrosperma) and T.polyodon and T.subcyanolepis (Vulsaria), but 

there is no indioation that seXllality is likely to be restrioted to these 

speoies. All the diplOid plants have been found in lowland Co. Durham, 

but in view of the fact that plants with regular pollen have been found 
, 

elsewhere in the oountry, and that over 7010 of the plants with reduot ional 

pollen ot which the ohromosomes have been counted originate in Durham, it 
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is not thought like~that sexuality is restrioted to this county. 

The percentage of diploid plants in populations which have been 

cytological~ examined, varies from 0-14%. This is nowhere as high as 

the proportions discovered through pollen examination, and this is thought 

. to be due either to the bad seed-set of m~ sexuals, so that a lower 

percentage of the seed-he~ collected would be sexual, or due to the 

earlier flowering of the sexuals. I' Fu.rnkranz reports that the sexuals in the 

Vienna area flower up to a week earlier than the bulk of apomicts. I fixed 

flower-heads for pollen examination about a month earlier than the dates on 

which I collected aohenes for ohromosome counts (the respeotive dates were 4-

4-1965,to 11-5-1965 for pollen, and 21-5-1966 to 6-6-1966 for oytology). 

It takes between 12 and 18 d~s for seed to set, so about 1-14 d~s differ-

enoe in flowering time is represented by the two oolleotions. 

The Durham populations ~ contain a considerable quantity of sexual 

plants, and this ~ be true of triploid Vulgaria and EEYthrosperma 

throughout Britain and indeed western Europe (although perhaps not in 

Scandinavia, where there have been extensive oytologioal investigations 

by Guci'jonsson and Gustatsson without finding any se:.cuals apart from the , 
wholly diploid T.obtusilobum) • 

. II 

Although FUrnkranz was unable to supply me with material from the 

Viennese populations, and Sorensen had oeased to work on the monosomio 

sexuals, I was luokily able to obtain at an ear~ stage in 'ftJ3 studies 

material from Czeohoslovakia of an essentially similar nature ~o that 
I, 

of Furnkranz. In the spring of 1965, Professor Valentine very kindly 

collected a quant1ty.of aohenes from south-facing limestone slopes at Kova-
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coverFbpce and Hlohovec, C.S.S.R. These plants mostly belong to 

the Erythrosperma (one Vulgaria and one hybrid). 

The majority of the plants collected from Kovacover Kopce, and from 

Hlohovec proved to belong to the Erythrosperma-species T.isophyllum ~agl. 
. . 

There were also one seed oollection of T.austriacum v.S., belonging to 

the same section, and one seed collection of a plant which aeems to be 

a hybrid between T.iso;&yllum and a Vulgaria-species. The chromosome 

counts and breeding behaviour of these collections are summarised in 

table 15. 

Table 15 S~r,; of the cr~omoso=e counts a~d breedin~ behaviour 
of plants grown from seed collected at Kovacover Kopce 

and Hlohovec C.S.S.R 

2n- 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

T. isoph.yllum 6 1 5 

T.austriacum 1 

Hybrid . 1* 1* 
Sexual Agamospermic 

* Both chromosome numbers were found in different individual from 
the same seed head. The diploids were sexual, the triploids apomictic. 

Both T.isophyllum and T.austriacum seem to be restricted in distribut-

ion to regions of central Europe. One individual of T.austriacum has 

been found growing in olinker at the dook-side at Haverton Bill, 

Kidcilesborough, England, and it seelllS almost oertain tha:l; this was an 

alien. It was diploid,2n.16, and sexual. It is diffioult to'know whether 

T. austriacum is alw8¥a aemal, as on~ two seed-heads have been examined. 

It seems 1ike~ that in these populations at azJ.Y rate, sexual and apomictic 
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individuals of T.isophyllum occur together, possib~ in rough~ equal 

proportions. Whether this is true of this speoies throughout its range 

is not· known, and indeed, this is a ver,y tenuous conslusion to draw from 

12 seed-samples from two different localities. What is needed is a much 

more thorough investigation on the site, and I am going to oarr,y this out 

in the summer of 1968. It is not yet clear whether the high rates of 

sexuality that' FUrnkranz reports in 'T .laevigatum' might refe~ to this 

particular species', or whether, as ~rnkranz 's data seem to suggest, sexual 

diploids appear at a high frequency in several oentral European species, 

a phenomenon whioh does not apparently often occur in Britain. The 
, 
possible reasons for,this are discussed later. 

T'lle diploid and triplOid ':'. iso~hllli,;.!!1 were grown to maturi ~y in 

standard oonditions of light and heat, as is described in chapt~r 3. 

When these plants flowered, it became apparent that the diploids could 

not be separated from the triploids on any morphological characteristics, 

save that the triploids were a. little bigger. Photogra.phs of herbarium 

specimens of diploid and triploid T.isop;yllum from Kovacover Kopce 

appear as photographs 23 and 24. Professor van Soest, the Taraxacum 

authority, saw a.ll ~ material from this loca.lity, and agrees with me 

that the "diploids and triploids are without doubt referable to the same 

species. When this material fruited in the inseot-proof greenhouse, the 

diploids set no seed, except when artifioial~ pollinated by other 

individuals, and were 'presumed to be sexual and self-sterile, (.see chapter 

9). The 7riploids set seed, with a.bout 65-100% of the ovules setting 

good seed, the seed-set being roughly oonstant for each individual. 
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The seed-set was of the same order when the heads were emasoulated by 

slicing the florets off the head above the ovule about 3 days before ,. 
anthesis, when the buds were about 10 mm high. This is the stage at 

which female meiosis oocurs, 'and long before the precooious development 

of the embryo ooours in apomiots, to avoid the possibility of oleisto-

gamous self-pollination having taken place. It seems well established 

that this triploid T.isop~yllum was, unlike the diploid, behaving 

apomiotically. It was of the greatest interest to me that the seed-set 

was usuallly far from perfect however. Most apomiots whioh I had grown 

in the same oonditions set perfect seed whether emasculated or not. 

(These, in common with the triploid T.isop~yllum showed near-perfect 

germination of all good seed, whioh oan be very readily notioed by being 

coloured and full. Undeveloped seed is translucent, without any oontents, 

and is extremely narrow. It seems unlikely that germination frequenoy 

is a oharacteristio of seed fertility in Taraxacum, but rather seed 

content.) The poor seed-set of triplOid T.isophYllum is analysed in 

Tables 16 and 17. It will be notioed that some individuals of T.brachy-

glossum from Greatham Oreek, Co. Durham, also showed bad seed-set of 

this type, and are inpl~de~ in the analysis. In all these plants, some 

families showed bad seed-set throughout, some showed bad seed-set in some 

individuals but not in others, while other families of the same species 

from the same looalities showed good seed-set • 

. It seemed a possiblity that this bad seed-set might be a function 

of the meiotic behaviour of the female ovule, for it was immediately 

apparent that those plants with good seed-set had pollen of ~he restitution-. . 
al type, while those plants with some bad seed-set had pollen of the 

o 
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Seed-set in triploid Taraxaoa from populations oontaining sexual Diploid -
Plants 

Table 16. Progeny from different seed-heads in the same population. 
T.isophyllum v.S., Hlohoveo CoSoSoR. 

~ Seed-set: in insect-proof greenhouse 

65 
15 
15 
80 
80 
80 
90 -

Table 11. 

100 
100 

mean 100 

78 
100 
100 mean 
100 100 
100 
100 
100 
100 -

PrOgen.v trom the same triploid seed-head 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 mean 
100 100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

~ Seed-aet' in heads from two aiblings flowering in inseot-proof greenhouse 

85 40 
90 60 
90 60 
90 60 mean 
90 65 61 
95 mean 10 
95 94 70 
95 

100 
100 
100 
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reductional type in the Greatham Creek population. All the T. isophyllum 

triploids showed bad seed-set and reductional type pollen. It was 

clearl1 worth investigating the possibility that those plants with bad 

seed-set in fact had a partially reductional female meiosis, echOing the 

behaviour of the male meiosi~ reflected in the reductional pollen, and 

thus resulting in some reductional embr,yo-sacs which might be capable of 

sexual behaviour. This argument followed observation of the fate of the 

male meiosis of these plants, in which some meiotic nuclei were rather 

regular"bivalents chiefly being formed, and which segregated into rather 

regular tetrads; and other nuclei in which a higher number of irregular 

aSsociations, chiefly univalents,were found, in which partial or complete 

restitution was occu~ing (q.v.). Why should this not be also happening 

in the female meioses of these plants, leading to facultative sexuality 

in the triploids, and thus accounting. for the conspecific diplOids found 

in one of the populations, at Kovacover Kopce? 

An obvious initial test was to artificially pollinate the heads of 

these triploids with bad seed-set, to see if the seed-set was thus 

improved by fertilising the presumed sexual ovules' which wer.e not setting 

seed in the insect-proof conditions. A number of these flowers were 

pollinated artificially with diploid T.isophyllum (using the technique of 

rubbing the flowe~heads together, see c~pter 9) and the seed-set of all 

these plants shoWing bad seed-set improved markedly after pollination 

(see table 18). 

Another test to see whether facultative sexuality was i'n fact 
. . 

occurring was also performed. It was argued that if certain ovules 
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Table 18. The effect of pollination by diploid plants on triploid 
- T. brachyglossum Dt. from Durham, England, showing bad seed

set in insect-proof conditions 

% seed-set 

111C 

163A 

Means 

Unpollinated 

35 
35 
40 
45 
55 
60 
60 
65 
85 

65 
65 
85 
95 

100 

10 
80 
85 
95 

Pollinated 

80 
80 

100 
100 
100 

10 
10 

85 
90 
95 

100 

90.0 
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contained reductional embryo-sacs, capable of behaving in a sexual manner, 

that when pollinated with haploid pollen from a sexual diploid, the seed 

arising from the reductional ovules would be expected to be diploid, and 

the progeny thus partially sexual in behaviour. In view of the fact that 

pollen regularity seemed a good indicator of the diploid state, it was 

decided to plant out numbers of progeny of the cross triplOid T.isopGyllum 

~ % diploid T.isophyllum, and triploid T.brachyglossum ~ x diploid 

T,isophy11um, together with controls of non-pollinated seed from plants 

with bad seed-set, and pollinated seed from plants of T.bracayglossum 
I 

showing perfect aeed-set. The results of the examination of the pollen of 

all these progeny are tabulated in table 19. It will be noticed that the 

on~ offspring to show some plants with regular pollen are those resulting 

from plants with bad aeed-set, pollinated. None of the controls 

oontained ~ putative diploids. This result strongly suggested that 

reduotion and sexual behaviour was only oocurring in the ovules of the 

triploids of both species that were giving rise to bad seed-set. In 

order to confirm that sexual diploids were indeed arising from the triploids 

plants were repotted from 2 families wh~ch had shown some individuals 

with regular pollen (one family from each species involved were used). 

It was unfortunately impossible to know which of the individual plants 

from each of the two families had shown regular pollen, as the heads 

oolleoted for pollen examination 4id not come from individually labelled 

plants. Nevertheless, o~ the 12 plants repotted, 6 from each family 

known to contain plants with regular pollen, two were diploid 2n-16, and 
, . 

two were· hyperdiploid 2n-18 and 2n-c.20, and all four showed ~otally sexual 
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Table 12. Results of the examination of the Erogenl of triEloid 
a~omiotio Elants with bad seed-seta Eollinated bl diEloid 

Elants in insect-Eroof conditions 

2r0ss Sample size Pollen regular Pollen irregular ze regular 

164 x 148 13 9 4 69. 
158 x 148 9 6 3 66. 
173 x 148 30 10 20 33. 
171 x 185 24 4 20 16.7 
164 x 154 14 3 11 21.4 

- -
90 32 58 35.5% 

I 

Controls 

173 unpoll1n. 28 0 28 0 

156 x 185 14 0 14 0 

177 x 185 22 0 22 0 

404 x 183 19 0 19 0 

164 unpollin. 31 0 31 0 

164 x 1470 10 0 10 0 
(autopolyp. ) 

124 0 124 0 
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charaoteristios, setting no' seed in inseot-proof oonditions, exoept 

when ~ross-pollinated. 

It was now proven that sexual diploid plants oould arise from triploid 

Taraxaoa showing at least some agamospermy. It was still not olear what 

was the exact method by whioh this oould ooour however. As .. I have already 

stated, it was suspeoted that this was due to an irregular female meiosis, 

with synapsis, and partial or oomplete reduotion in some oells, but also 

with the majority of meioses suffioiently irregular to inhibit segregation 

at 1st &f1aphase, resulting in some restitution. It was thought that 

embr,yologioal studies of triploids with bad seed-set might provide a·lead 

in this direotion. As is related in ohapter5, it was found that triploids 

with bad seed-set showed a proportion ~f undeveloped embr,yo-saos, 12 

hours before anthesis, together with well developed embr,yos in the same 

head. Undeveloped embr,yo-saos in obligate apomicts have alw~ withered 

by this stage, and the embr,yo-sacs in these triploids were indistinguish

able from' a sexual Taraxacum embryo-sac.. Two stages of female meiosis 

were found, ,and in each it is quite apparent that a synaptic meiosis 

i8 proceeding. In one preparation segregation can be seen to have 

ooourred. This is the first evidence of a reductional female meiosis in 

a polyploid Taraxacum. 

In view of the fact that some triplOid Taraxaca can be shown to be 

the progenitors of diplOid sexuals, it is olear~ of great interest to 

gain oonfirmation of ~anz's findings that diploid sexuals pollinated 

. with pollen from tetraploid T.palustre, give mostly triploid progeny, 

which are only 25% apomiotic. He a180 fincm that interspecifio (:t - int.x-
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seotional) hybrids between diploids show a strong tendency to become 

po~1Ploid through somatic mutation. 

In ~ experienoe (which admittedly does not cover many Palustria) no 

.naturally occurring tetraploids ever have much tetrad (n-16) pollen, and 

that which does occur is mostly rather irregular. Assuming that '1:,. 

palustre' produces mostly tetrad pollen, it is surprising that such a 

high degree of sexuality prevails in the triploid hybrids. :FU.rnkranz has 

not, to ~ knowledge, ever pollinated a diploid with pollen from a poly

ploi~ of the same species, and it is in the result of this experiment 

that we are bound to be interested if we are to determine whether a sexual/ 

apomictio po~orphism ocours in the field. I pollinated a number of 

heads of diploid T.isopAyllum with pollen from triploid T.isophyllum. 

The chromosome numbers of the resulting progeny are shown in table 20. 

If a oomparison is made with chromosome numbers in the wild population 

(table 15), it will be notioed that the two tables show a great discre

pancy in the interploid chromosome numbers. Whereas the artificial crosses 

show a peak at 2n-18, and continue right through to 2n-24, the naturally 

ooourring plants are mostly euploid. It is thought that this may be due 

firstly to the fact that all the artificial crosses are a result of 

pollination with irregular pollen from a triploid, while many of the 

naturally ocourring plants will be a result of diploid x diploid, or 

triplOid agamospermic parentage, thus keeping the same ohromosome 

number as the parent(s). Far fewer interploid plants would therefore 

be expeoted to arise in the field. Secondly, I have yet to grow to 

maturity a plant with a ohromosome number between 2n-19 and 21 incluSive. 
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I believe these plants must be weak or inviable (the counts recorded come 

from ~eedlings before establishment). In both the wild and artificial 

populations, plants from 2n=16-18 proved to be entirely sexual (and fully 

fertile), and those from 2n-22 to 24 mostly agamospermio, although the 3 

plants in this range created by a diploid x triploid oross shared with 

the wild triploids a see~-set of approximately 70% without pollination and 

were presumably facultatively apomictic. 

Table 20. Chromosome numbers of the Ero~en~ of a diEloid female x 

triEloid cross. T.IsoPAyllum Hagl. 

2n- 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

3 6 14 3 2 2 0 1 2 

Before discussing the mechanisms of sexuality and apomixis more fully, 

it is worthwhile oonsidering the male and female meioses of Taraxacum 

in greater detail. It has already been noted that the pollen of Taraxacum 

can be shown to originate from a restitutional meiosis, an irregular 

reductional meiosis, or a regular reductional meiosis, and that these 

different m~iotio types are rather closely oorrelated with the chromo

some number of the plant. These different meiotio types are pictured 

in photographs 26-32, and the meiotio and tetrad analyses of reduotional 

and restitutional triploids are tabulated in tables 21-24. It is 

apparent that sexuals are only found in conjunotion with plants with 

irreglliar reduotional pollen, and that these latter are exolusively triplOid. 

'l'his conolusion beoame very clear during the analyses of the pollen of . 
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Table 21.. Meiotio analysis, T.hamatum Raunk., County Durham 

1. 

4 

2 

2 

3 
2 

2 

1 

1 

Mean 1 

11. 
6 

4 

3 
2 

3 
3 

2 

3 
2 

2 

4 

4 

6 

3 

3 

4 

4 
6 

6 

6 

6 

8 

6 

5 
6 

6 
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Table 22. Meiotio analysis, T.praestans Dt. County Durham 
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Table 23. Tetrad analysis in Triploid T.hamatum Raunk. From 
- County Durham. High tetra!\type resulting from strong 

association type meiosis 

1>Ionad Diad Triad Tetrad Pentad. Hexad 

14 1 21 5 2 

1 26 58 
8 34 33 
4 11 46 1 3 

Total 21 18 164 
Mean % 9.4 21.2 51.5 

Table 24. Tetrad analysis in tetraploid T.naevosum ~. from 
County Durham. High dyad. tYpe resulting from weak 

association type meiosis 

Monad Dyad 

TO'l'AL 7 101 

Mean ~ 2.6 40.0 

Triad 

28 
10·5 

Tetrad Pentad 

119 
44.5 

Hexad 
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British populatio~ as ~egular pollen was unfailingly found in populations 
. . 

which otherwise possessed pollen which was irregular, but in the main 

reductional. As sexual plants will have a reduotional female meiosis, 

I wondered whether the female meiosis of triploids with reductional pollen 

might not also be in part reduotional. If this was the oase, that the , 
female meiosis, in some plants at least, eohoed the male meiotic behaviour, . 

'. some female gametes would be reduotional and ethers restitutional in 

the same flowering head. As an egg-oell whioh is to develop apomictioally 

normally requires to be restitutional, and as a sexual egg-cell is 

reductional, this seemed an interesting point to follow up, in the 

investigation of the facultative apomicts. As is related earlier in 

this ohapter, and also in ohapter 5, a reduotional and synaptio female 

meiosis has been found in a triploid with bad seed-set, and reduotional 

pollen. We are still a long distanoe from proving that in some triploids 

the female meiosis shows a similar behaviour to the male, which is 

unfortunate, as the male meiosis is a great deal more easy to examine that 

the female. Nevertheless, it now seems likely that the female meiosis 
... 

is important in determining the reproduotive behaviour of an ovule. Only 

~ great deal of work on the female meiosis oan prove that this is oorreot, 

and I am expeoting to engage upon this projeot next. Unfortunately, the 

most oomplete analysis of the female meiosis in Taraxacum by' Gustafsson 

(1933, 1934a, b) does not lead us to believe that this view is oorreot. 

In Gustafsson's threemain~esearoh organisms, T.dissimile, T.kalbfussi, 

and T.norstedtii there was no indioation that the male and female meiosss , 
were essentially similar. The first speoies does not have pollen, but 
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displays an asynaptic female meiosis (with secondary associations). 

T.kalbfussi has a rather asynaptic, but very irregular male meiosis, of 

the type that might produce 60% diads (as in T.oxoniense, for instance). 

T~e female meiosis however is once more devoid of primary associations. 

In T.norstedtii, which is a hexaplOid, unlike the other two, which are 

tr~loids, the male meiosis is rather regular, with mostly bivalents 

formed, and although segregation is rather irregular, the pollen is almost 

entirely reductional. The female meiosis once again is asynaptic and 

restitutional however~ (T.norstedtii is an exception amongst higher 

polyploids in that it retains the ability to form pollen at all). If we 

examine these results, it becomes clear that only T.kalbfussi is relevant 

to our problem. Higher polyploids have never been suspect of any type of 

sexuality, and T.norstedtii is the only species I know of above the 

triploid level which produces reductional pollen. It has been suggested 

that T.norstedtii is an autoploid, and I have recently found a closely 

related tetraploid which I have called T.pseudonorstedtii. There might 

therefore be a very high homology between a number of sets of chromosomes, 

which results. in a higher degree of pairing at male meiosis than one 

might expect. In T.dissimile there is no male meiosis. In T.kalbfussi 

there is clearly a strong difference between male and female meiosis. 

There is no reason however why some species should not have attained a 

totally asynaptic female meiosis, while retaining some synapsis in the 

male meiosis, while other species maintain the same behaviour in both 

types of meiosis. T.kalbfussi is of the same type as & number of triploids 

and tetraploids with rather asynaptio male meioses, with 80me restitution, 
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and yet in these plants there is no suggestion of sexuality. Clearly 

\ we have to propose that the evolution of asynapsis in species occurred 

preferentially on the female side. This suggests that some kind of 

external system in the ovule creates the mutual repulsion in early asynaptic 

femie meiosis recorded by Gustafsson. Gustafsson has supposed that this 

migtt be an enzyme system. It seems possible that the faoultative apomiots. 

the high assooiation plants, may be species in whioh this asynaptio system, 

also shown to a lesser extent in the male meiosis, has not evolved. 

Before we finally examine our information relating to the causes and 

mechanisms of agamospe~, it is worth adding one further piece of evidence. 

This is of a rather different nature; it oonoerns the, nature and reproduot

ive behaviour of autoploids. The oonneotion between diploi~ and sexuality 

has already been fully emphasised. The question arose in o~ mind as to 

whether the diploid state did. not allow a.g-~osper:v. cj" virlt;.e o~ :!.-;s 

. speoies ;ossessed some ge~etio information whioh was n~t present in ;01y-

ploids, or whioh was obscured in the polyploid. One way of ottaining 

information on this subject seemd to be by making a diploid polyploid, 

without reoourse to pollination by polyploid apomicts, through the 

teohnique of colohicine-induced polyploi~. The technique whioh was used 

in these experimen~s is desoribed in appendix 1. 

Seedlings from a number of diplOid speoies were treated with colohicine. 

~~en the seedlings h~ reaohed the age of two months, epidermal strips 

were peeled from th~ top surfaoe of the leaf(a very simple operation in 

this genus) and the diameter of 10 stomata measured for eaoh leaf ( to be 
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entirely accurate, the greatest distance at right angles to the line of 

the guard cells, from the outer wall of one guard cell to the outer wall 

of the other was measured after the tissue had been immersed in tap-water 

for ten minutes; by this time the stomata were invariably fully opened). 

It was found that untreated plants possessed stomata with a diameter of 

betwe~ 8 and 9 unit~ (I did not calibrate the eye-piece micrometer gauge) 

while treated plants showed stomatal diameters of either 8-9 units, or 

11-14 units. The two types were very clearly demarcated, and it was 

assumed that the plants with the larger stomata had become polyploid. A 

number of these died, and most of the remainder did not flower. In 

T.viride, the plants with large stomatal size were all stunted, with thick 

mishapen leaves, and none have flowered, although the plants with small 

stomata which survived are of normal morphology, and have flowered freely. 

In no other species was there any other external sign of presumed poly

ploidy. In T.serotinum, none of the treated plants have yet flowered, as 

this plant never flower until its second autumn. In T.isophyllum, two 

plants with large stomata have flowered, and it is with these that we are 

conoerned •. The species treated with colohicine and their subsequent 

fates are recorded in table 25. 
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Table 25. The resu.lts of colchicine treatment on diploid Taraxacum 

seedlings 

Species percentage percentage Number Chm. 1 Sexual 
with. large with large flowering No. ? 
stomata stomata 

surviving 

T. isophyllum 43 25 2 32 Yes 

T.viride 13 10 0 - .,. 

T.serotinum 15 100 0 - -
T.bessarabicum 0 - - -. -
T .kotschyii 0 - - - -
T. isophyl;um x 0 - - - -
T.polyodon 0 - - - -

The last cross was colchioined in the hope that a hybrid might exhibit 

behaviour at varianoe with that of the tetraploids arising from single 

speoies. Unfortunately, none of the seedlings beoame polyploid, and this 

experiment will have to be repeated. 

As·can be seen, the oolohioining experiments were only suocessful with 

regard to T.isophyllum. These two plants were both shown to be entirely 

tetraploid (photographs 32, 33), and possessed regular pollen of the same 

size as the diplOids (photograph 34), despite the faot that they were 

na 16, not n-8. These plants flowered freely, and were totally ~exual and 

self-sterile. Crosses were made between the tetraploids and diploid 

T.isoppyllum. Good seed was set in the orosses in both direotions, and 

the F1 has thrived in both oases. In both orosses, the F1 is entirely 

triploid (photograph 35). Here the resemblance ends however. Although both 
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families showed good regular pollen, like both parents, the 2n=32 female 

x 2n=16 male triploid proved to be totally sterile, while the 2n=16 

female x 2n=32 male was as fertile as either parent. No agamospermy could 

be detected in any of these plants, despite repeated emasculations. Thus 

whereas the diploid and tetraploid plants were fully fertile, and the pollen 

of the triploid is also apparently fertile, the triploid ovules are inca

pable of functioning in any manner in plants resulting from tetraploid 

mothers. 

It has been suggested earlier in this chapter that the key to the 

reproductive behaviour of a Taraxacum plant may be the fate of the female 

meiosis, but that agamospermy is unable to function without an additional 

and uncorrelated precocious embr,yogeny, which cannot develop with a 

haploid egg-cell. The autotetraploid was entirely sexual, and from the 

chromosome number of the off-spring when crossed to a diploid, we can 

. assume that it had a fully reduotional female meiosis resulting in an=16 

egg-cell. From this information we ~ surmise that the female meiosis 

was regular, with very few if any univalents or multivalents forming. 

On the other hand; the triploid was sterile in plants with a maternal 

tetraploid. As all the genomes present in all these plants would be 

identioal, these facts are at present inexplicable. We can only assume 

that in one family the meiosis of the autotriploid was suffioiently . 

regular to allow good segregation to reductional megaspores, while in the 

other, the meiosis was irregular, so that no reduction was possible. In 

this case, we note that the plant was not ~~os,ercic, so that the 

meohanism ensuring the development of the ? restitutional egg-cell could 
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not have been present. And yet, this plant comes from a population in 

which triploid facultative apomicts of the same species in an apparently 

po~orphic ~el&tionship with the sexuals. Clearly triploidy is not by 

itself enough to initiate agamosper~, and when a triploid pollinates 

diploid sexual in these populations with some triploid apomictic off

spring resulting, the.ttiploid pollen apparently contributes a genetic 

system which allows the triploid unreduced egg-cell to develop preco

oiously. 

If a diploid was homozygous for a gene which automatically produced 

precocious embryos, the offspring would be haploid, and thus presumably 

at a considerable disadvantage (alw~s supposing that the meiosis of 

diploids is always reductional , which seems to the the case). There 

seems to be no alternative but to suggest a genetic system controlling 

precocious embryogeny, which only works in the presence of unreduced egg

oells. This seems quite a plausible theory, particularly as haploid 

embryos ~ abort at a very early stage in their development. If we 

suppose this to be so, diplOids would be sexual, whatever their genetiC 

constitution. Triploids would be apomictic, if th~possessed the gene 

system for precocious embryogeny, and unreduced egg-cells. Reduced egg

cells would of course be sexual. If unreduced egg-cells occurred in a 

plant without the genetic equipment for precocious embryogeny, they would 

presumably cease to function. 

The only difficult! with this theory seems to be that the selection 

pressure in populations oontaining some apomicts for precocious embryogeny 

would be i~tense (plants not posseSSing this system being sterile), and yet 
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our artifioial triploid is apparently of this type, without a preoocious 

embryogeny system. There is a pressing need for the repetition of this 

experiment, whioh appears to be unreliable, not on~ from its distressing 

inability to fit in with the rest of ~ data, but also from the widely 

different results obtained from apparent~ identical plants. ·We can only 

suppose that the sterile plant from the maternal tetraploid was an unusual 

t ... ~ ..... " ~··"t mu an~ .. or:, La .Ae acsence o. o.~er aa a. ~he other artificial triploid, 

which was sexual, we can suppose had rather good meiotic pairing, perhaps 

as a result of its autoploid origin (see ~ earlier comments on 1. 
norstedtH) •. 

A scheme whioh represents ~ theories concerning the origin of 

apomixis in Taraxacum is set out in diagram 11. This is a condensation 

of many of the views expressed in this chapter. It makes the important 

additional point that some triploids may have evolved from backcrosses of 

tetraploids to diplOids before an asynaptio restitutional meiosis 

evolved in the tetraploids. This scheme may explain why both reductional 

and restitutional types seem to occur in the triploids, but only restitut

ional meioses are found in tetraploids. It suggests that the potential for 

preoooious·embryoge~ arose before that for restitutional meiosis, so 

that triploids, with an irregular meiosis, may have been among the progeny 

of wholly or mostly sexual tetraploids. When these tetraploids later 

developed an asynaptic restitutional meiOSis, they may also have backcrossed 

to diploids resulting in mostly restitutional triploids. 

This scheme follows the facts as we know them, but it extends beyond 

knowledge into the realms of speculation. It presents merely what I 
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consider to be the most likely w~ that apomixis ~ have evolved in its 

various types in this genus. 



Diagram 11. A possible scheme for the evolution of apomixin in Taraxacum 
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Chapter 9 

HY13RIDISATION 

Very little. hybridisation has been observed in Taraxacum, and very 

few artificial crosses have been attempted in cultivation. This is 

doubtless due to the relatively recent discovery of sexual plants in this 

genus, and the difficulty found in obtaining most of them. The first 

attempts at interspecific nybridisation were made by Poddubnaja-Arnoldi . 

(1939). She made all possible crosses between the sexual species T.kok-

sag;n:" T.:=ultiscc.':losum, ::. bessarabic~ and ':'.seroi;int;.m, and she a.lso 

crossed. the polle:l of -;1e a;o:li.ctic species ':'. c;--;:er:':t:-':::, ':' .lre'lic~r ..... :'r:·,,;, -~~:\l::l 

and ':'. '''::::i::':-.s:'e' o::to all of t::'ese ser.lals. She fcr~d t!lat ':'.~:'J~:-S2.~·;.-.-z 

and ~.lli~ltisc~~ost:-ill set good seed when pollinated by the sexual species, 

but no seed when pollinated by the apomicts. As two of the apomictic species 

are tetraploids, and thus can be expected to produoe restitutional pollen 

whioh will not funotion on the stigmas of sexual species, probably through 

a mechanical effect of size, this is not surprising. T.offioinale might 

have been anything, including a tetraploid. Results from this work whioh are 

rather more curious are those regarding the other two sexual species, 

T.serotinum and T.bessarabicum. These did not set any seed when pollinated 

with any other sexual species. Yet .these two speci~6 are usually (D,lways?) 

self-fertile, and good. seed would be expected to set, irrespective of the 

crossability of the speoies in question. All the hybrids that Po~dubnaja-

Arnoldi was able to create set very bad seed, and were most~ totally 

sterile. This result does not agree with the general conolusions of ~ 
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work, but I have yet to make any of her crosses except T.serotinum x 

T·, bessarabicum and, as I would expect between these two self-fertile 

~ecies, ~eed-set was very good. I have not yet germinated the seeds from 

this cross to discover whether nybridisation has occurred. 

The only other worker to report the results of experimental nybridis

ation in Taraxacum has been ~rnkranz (1960, 1961, 1965). He reports both 

the discovery of h.Jbrids in the field,' and the synthesis of r..ybrids in the 

experioental ~rden. He fo~~d that all the taxa with which he was~or~ing 

were interfertile, and that crosses could be successfully perfor~ed with 

a triplOid apomictic male parent. i{here the results of these crosses are 

of interest in the' present work, they are discussed in chapter 8. 

FUrnkranz reports the discovery of hybrid. swarms between T.officinale 

and T.laevigatum (the Vulgaria and the Erythrosperma?), a situation that 

I have found in England. It is unfortunate that the old aggregate names 

of Handel-~azzetti should have been used in this interesting work. The 

names T.officinale, T.laevigatum, T.palustre, T.alpinum and T.obliquum 

are virtually without taxonomic meaning, being in most cases the result 

of very heterogeneous typification, and in most cases not even being 

equal to a section. Even in this ancient classification, we must be 

uncertain about the ta.xono~. liot only have no vouchers been deposited, 

or live material maintained, but the name T.obliguum is certainly 

incorrectly used. This plant occurs on the coasts of the Low countries, 

and has not been reoorded within 800 miles of Vienna. It is probable that the: 

brown fruited Erythrosperma (the Dissimilia nt) are intended by this 
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epithet. From FUrnkranz's work we can adduce no more information than that 

he created hybrids 'between a number of different looking Dandelions, some 

of which were undoubtedly sexual, and that the hybrids' possessed inter~e-

diate characteristics. In his latest paper (1966) he uses his results to 

destroy the biological foundation on which the justification of a micro

species classification lies (see chapter 1). It is difficult to see how 
I, 

Furrikranz is able to condemn a system, particularily one which has stood 

the te'st of time and much usage, of which he patently has so little 

knowledge. 

Nevertheless, there is much of value in FUrnkranz's work. He states 

that hybrids between diplOid T.laevigatum and T.officinale showed triploid 
. 

chimaeras, mitotic instability, and gave rise to triploid achenes in some 

oases. This is a most interesting lead to the type of origin that our 

polyploid apomicts may have had. These hybrids, he reports, closely resem

ble T.obiquum (the Dissimilia?) while hybrids between diploid T.palustre 

and T.laevigatum closely resemble T.officinale (the Vulgaria?) a very 

heterogeneous group! Nevertheless, the suggestion is made that many of our 

present d~ apomictic groups may be of hybrid origin, which must surely 

be correct. To suggest that hybridisation was a direct cause of apomixis, 

is going a little far perhaps. That ~brids might possess the necessary 

instability to give rise to polyploi~ and unstable meioses seems to have 

been proven. It is significant that these triploids were sexual however 

(just as ~ autotriploids were). Clearly another factor is required to 

work upon a restitutional egg-cell-that of precocious embryogeny. FUrnkranz 

• • I. 

suggests that areas in which hybrids occur today possess more ~crospec~es, 
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the inferenoe,being that these miorospecies are apomictic segregates 

arising from' hybridisation. In fact, if these segregates are successful, 

beoome well differentiated groups with geographic and ecologioal identity, 

there is no reason why they should not be given speoifio rank. Neverthe

less, it is olear that this situation does not oocur. In the hybrid popul

ations whioh I know, a maximum of three speoies ooour. It is true that 

a wide range of hybrid segregates some of which are apomiotio, are found. 

But the variation is continuous, and ,the parental types are suffioiently 

frequent for their identity to be established, and the inferenoe drawn that 

the hybrids are not very suooessful. A suocessful agamospermio strain, a 

oandidate for speoifio rank, is unlikely to be fixed in an ~rea where it 

is oontinually·back-orossing with sexuals, unless it is genetioally 

identioal with the sexuals, as is olearly the oase with T.isonhyllum at 

Kavaoover Kopce. 

Furnkranz also notes that his plants were self-sterile. Mal:'ecka also 

reports self-sterility in the sexual T.pieninicum (1961). Although both 

these observations esoape remark, the question of self-sterility and self

fertility in apomiotio Taraxaca is one of the greatest interest, 'which 

seems to have bee~ ignored. 

Information about the self-sterility/fertility of sexual Taraxaca 

can be su.mma.riE!ed in table 26. 
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Table 26. Self-Sterility and Self-Fertility in Diploid Sexual 
Taraxaca 

Seotion Speoies SeU- Self- Referenc~ 
fertile sterile 

Lept ocephala T.bessarabicum + Personal 

Serotina T.serotinum + " 
T.haussimechtii + " 

Hhoc.otrichia ?ko'tscilyi + n 

Orient alia. T.stevenii + " 
Irlacrocornuta T.wallichii + " 
Fontana T.viride + " 
Erythrosperma T.austriacum + " 

T.isophyllum + " 
T.brachyglossum + " . 

Vulgaria T.subcyanolepis + " 
T.polyodon + " 
T.duplidentifrons + " 

':l'.'officinale' + Furnkranz 1960 

T. ' laevigatum' + " 
T. 'palustra' + " 
T. 'obliquum' + " 

It will be noticed that whereas all the species belonging to otherwise 

agamospermic sections, and the two very primitive Asianspecies with very 

ahort rostra are self-sterile, the three primitive species with-long 

rostra, found in the Mediterranean region and the'Near-East, are self-

fertile. It is difficult to envisage an evolutionary system whereby self-
CV".I~ t-'~"~e. l·""" selt,· ~Hf."~ .' 

Bterility~ self-fertility always possessing the . immediate advantage as long 

as cross-pollination is not oomplete (many authors inc. Stebbins 1950)1, and 
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O~e is t~~s ~orced to believe that the Serotina and Le~tocephala are not 

on the main evolutionary line of sexual Taraxaca,but had evolved self

fertility, whereas the evolutionary development that we can suppose gave 

rise to the Western agamospermio seotions did not evolve self-fertility. 

It is tempting to suppose that they did not need to, as agamosperlD3' .. 

rapidly developed in these lines, and thus achieved automatio seed-set by 

another method. The remaining sexual lines in this evolutionary advanoe 

m~ also not have aohieved self-sterility, although we unfortunately do not 

know the behaviour of T.obtusilobum, T.oonfertum, and T.pieninioum, nor 

do we know the be~aviour of T.minimum and T.pyropappum, of the Mediterranean 

diploids, and of T.pumilum in that apparently quite separate advance of the 

Laevia. In fact of the totally sexual speoies in agamospermic seotions, 

we only have information on T.viride, whioh is self-sterile. Of the 5 

speoies and FUrnkranz's medley, which have been found in apparently 

polymorphic populations (see chapter 8), we know they are all self-sterile. 

As these plants belonged to populations whioh oontained a seed-produoing 

safety-faotor in agamosper~, it is not surprising that self-fertility did 

not evolve •. Crosses made to determine whether self-fertility is under 

simple genetio control, and whether it is dominant or reoessive have so 

far failed to flower. 

Sorensen and Ou~jonsson (Sorensen 1958) have demonstrated a quite 

different kind of sexuality in Taraxaoum (see ohapter 8) in whioh oertain 

monosomio triploids are oapable of a limited sexuality. In several oases, 

diplOid sexuals arose from a oross onto suoh a monosomio. Through these 

plants, and with the diploid sexual speoies T.obtusiloOum these workers 
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carried out extensive hybridisation experiments inside the section 

VulPjaria, using 11 species all told. From certain monosomics pollinated 

by T.obtusilobum, offspring were obtained which were clearly of inter

mediate appearance between the two parents. These were either near-diploid, 

presumably caused by a reduotional female meiosis, followed by fertilisation 

. with haploid pollen, or about 2n-30, presumably through restitution followed 

by fertilisation by haploid pollen grain. Restitution seemS to have 

ocour~ed chiefly in the aberrant elegans (ohromosome D missing, see 

chapter 7, 8); while ab.tenuis (ohromosome H missing) shows mostly near

diploid offspri~g, presumably resulting from reduotion. In both oases the 

genetio oontrol of preoocious embr,yo development seems to be missing, but 

with the loss of ohromosome H, the loss of asynaptic oontrol seems also 

to have oocurred. In both cases the monosomics and the resulting diploid 

offspring produce fertile hybrids with all agamospermic plants; at a high 

rate in the dip~oid, which is entirely sexual; but the po~loids are 

usually ag~ospermic. In conclusion, it is safe to say that all r~duced 

egg-cella in T.obtusilobum, the monosomio sexuals, or F.I. d~ploids, are 

oapable of being fertilised by any pollen in these Vulgaria, and that the 

performanoe, breeding behaviour and seed-set, whether of sexual or apomiots, 

depends on the amount of ohromosomal inbalanoe displayed in the meiosis, and 

on the ohromosome oomplement of these plants. Plants of 20.19, 20, 21, and 

. probably some of 2n- 22 and 23 are unoertain in their performanoe. In ~ 

experienoe 20 = 19, 20 and 21 plants probably never germinate. 

I have made a large nUmber of orosses onto sexual plants belonging to 

12 speoies. In the case of the three self-fertile sexual speoies, it is 
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on~ possible to s~ with certainty that hybridisation has occurred by 

examination of the offspring of the cross. None of the offspring from 

crosses onto T.serotinum, T.haussknechtii and T.bessarabicum are of a 

sufficient age for this to be determined. In all other cases the sexual 
IS 

species are entirely self~sterile, and it therefore simple to determine 
'I-

whether hybrid seed has been set, in insect-free conditions. Unfortunately 

there have been occasions when the greenhouse has been invaded by insects 

after damage to the insect-proofing, or in very hot weathe'r, when it has 

been necessary t'o leave the greenhouse door open for short periods. 

Throughout crossing experiments, I have left a percentage of sexual heads 

unpollinated as controls. In well over 90.% of unpollinated heads (except 

of course in the self-fertile species) there has been no seed-set. In about 

8% there have 'been 1-3 seeds set. In these very low seed-sets, cross-

pollination ~s thought to have been by thrips or aphids, both of which have 

sometimes been present, despite regular fumigation with nicotine. In 

about 2% of the plants there has been a much higher seed-set, in the order 

of 20-40%, and in two instances as high as 6C'/fo. Larger insects such as 

Diptera, Apis and Bombus have occasionally been found in the insect'-:proof 

house, and it is thought that in these cases these are responsible. 

Nevertheless, it is clear from these controls that repeatable res~l~s 

.- .... . -", 
heads t~ee~~er of ~:~~S ;ust after ~t~esis, at a stage when the sti~ 

are loaded with pollen, but have not yet st~ed to recoil back to achieve 

automatic ·self-pollination. It should be noted that the low figures of seed-
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set for crosses in all intra and interspecific crosses (table 27) is due to 

the fact that not all the flowers on a Taraxacum head mature together. In 

the field, successive visits by insects make complete fertilisation a 

possibility. In the greenhouse, one cross is unlikely to fertilise more 

than 70% of the stigmas, even in optimal conditions. An average seed-oet 

~4o% is usual in intraspecific crosses in table 27, and it will be noticed 

that the seed-set in many interspecific crosses in fact reach this level. 

Although a large number of crosses have been made, the hybrid seed 

has been germinated and the breeding behaviour and fertility of the hybrid 

tested in only a few crosses. The results of these tests on the FIs are 

~resented in table 29. In' addition, the results of a large number of 

crosses onto facultatively,apomictic triploids are presented ,in table 17 • 

It is clear that some interspecifiO hybridisation occurred in this 

experiment, whi~h was primari~ deSigned for another purpose. 
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Table 27. Seed-set in inter-specific crosses 

-
Female Parent 
(diploid) 

T.stevenii 

T.}{otschyi 

T.wallichii 

T.viride 

T.austriacum 

Male Parent 

T.viride 2n .. 16 

T.polyodon 2n=16 

T.brachyglossum 2n=24 
T.stevenii 

T.austriacum x 
T.fontanum 2n=18 

T.bessarabicum 2n-16 

T.kotschyi 

T.bessarabicum 2n-16 

T.stevenii 2n=16 

T.succulenteum 2n=32 

T.pycnostictum 2n_32x 

T.repletum 2n=32x 

T.fontanum 2n-24 

T~rachyglossum 2n=24 

T.po~odon 2n=16 

T.polyodon 2n=24 

No. of 
Crosses 

3 
1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

3 
2 

1 

T.duplidentifrons 2n-16 2 

T.hamatum 2n=24 1 

T.austriacum x 
T.succulenteum 2n=17 

T.naevosum 2n-24 

T.austriacum 2n-16 

T.viride 2n=16 

T.succulenteum 2n-32 

1 

1 

1 

4 

5 
T.naevosum 2n_24x 1 

T.fontanum 2n-24 2 

T.duplidentifrons 2n-16 3 

T. cimbriouml 1 

Mean % of 
seed-set 

30 

o 
o 

10 

20 

90 
70 
15 
10 

30 

10 

13 

50 
25 
30 

80 

8 

o 
o 

78 

7 
2 

5,0 

47 

90 
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Table 27 (cont.) 

Female Parent Male Parent No. of Mean % (diploid) Crosses of seed-set 

T.brachyg1ossum 2n=24 14 24 

T.rubicundum 2n=24x 
5 8 

T.isophy1lum 2n-24 2 3 
T.isophy11um 2n-16 20 35 
T.austriacum 2n=16 23 42 

T.isOpbyllum T. kok-saghyz 2n=24 1 30 

T.euryphy1lum 2n-32 JC 
1 0 

T.fontanum 2n=24 1 60 

T.pycnostictum 2n_32JC 1 0 

T.dup1identifrons 2n-16 1 0 

T.polyodon 2n-16 10 28 

T.disseminatum 2n-24 1 90 
'c T.rubicundum 2n-24 2 0 

T.brachyglossum 2n-24 21 35 
T.austriacum 2n-16 18 36 

T.isophyllum 2n=24 10 13 

T.isophyllum 2n=16 44 33 

T.polyodon T.stevenii 2n-16 1 25 . 
T.fontanum 2n-24 1 10 

T.viride 2n-16 2 51 
T.1itorale 2n=24x 

1 . 10 

T.brachyglossum 2n-24 1 50 
T.isophyllum 2n-16 8 31 
T.polyodon 2n-24 3 3 

~.duplidentifrons T.viride 2n ... 16 1 95 
T.austriacum 2n-16 1 10 

. T. isophyl1um 2n-16 2 36 

x pollen chiefly diad. 



Table 28. Total Seed-sets 

Type of cross 
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Sample 
size 

1. "Diploid sexual x diploid sexual, all species 150 

2. 

3· 
4· ,. 
6. 

7· 

Diploid sexual x triploid apomictic, all species 102 

Diploid sexual x diploid sexual, same species r 73 

Diploid sexual x triploid apomictic,same spec~es 13 

Diploid sexual x diploid sexual, different sp~cies123 

Diploid sexual x triploid apomictic, differen~1 
specl,es 74 

Diploid seXual x apomict producing mostly diad 
. pollen (low association) 14 

marked with cross in table 

:Mean seed 
of set, I;) 

34.6* 

17·9* 

40·7 
8.0 

37.0 

All percentage. differences in total seed-sets which show a significant 

separation are listed below: (significance at p-0.05). 

1·· with 2,7.' The others are not relevant 

2. with 1,7. 

7 with 1,2 

3 with 4,6 

4 with·3, 5, 6 

5 with 4 

,6"w1th 4. 

" 
it 
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'Table 29. Germination and performance of hybrids 

Hybrid ~o Germin- 70 Flowering Chromo- Apomictic 
at ion (7 months) some Sexual 

numbers 

T.viride 2n=16 x 
T.fontanum 2n-24 50 lUI 16, 17, 18 
T.viride 2n~16 x 
T.suooulenteum 2n-32 70 2/9 18, 20 + 
T.viride 2n=16 x 
T.stevenii 2n-16 100 8/8 16 Seed-

set 1a1o 
T.viride 2n=16 x 
T.po~odbn 2n-24 50 1/9 17, 18 + 
T.viride 2n=16 x , 
T.po~od'on 2n-16 ' 50 7/9 16 Seed-set 

normal 
T.viride 2n=16 x ' 

, 
T.brachyglossum 2n-24 60 Nil 17, 18,20 
T.polyodon 2n-16 x 

11/11 T.isophyllum 2n-16 30 16 Seed-set 
16-20% 

T.polyodon 2n-16 x 
T.litorale 2n-24 50 Nil 21. 23 
T.serotinum 2n-16 x 
T.bessarabioum 2n-16 70 Nil 16 
T.austriaoum 2n-16 x 2 
T.fontanum 2n-24 80 4/6 17, 18, 19 Seed-silt (1 faoul. 

normal I 1 total) 
T.austriaoum 2n-16 x 
T.suooulenteum 2n-32 100 17/17 16,18, 19 Seed-s~t 

normal 
T.austriaoum 2n-16 x 
T.cimbricum (Apom.) 100 19/19 16, '18,21 SOOd-.\t 1 faoul. 

normal 
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It is olear that many more crosses between many more taxa are necessary 

before a definitive account of breeding barriers between sexual and between 

sexual and apomic~ic species in the genus can be given. Nevertheless, it 

is possible to draw several tentative conclusions from the data presented 

above in tables 27-29. The most obvious conclusion is that no absolute 

barriers to fertilisation seem to exist in those taxa that crosses have 

been made, and as these represent the full range of the evolutionary 

diversity found in the genus (except perhaps the Laevia), this may be 

true 'for the whole genus. An exception can be made for the numerous 

obligate agamospermic species which never bear pollen. There is no possibil- , 

ity that they can cross with any species at all. Seed-development and 

germination and development seem likewise to be unaffect~d by the cross. 

Where slight fertilisation barriers may exist (as in T.austriacum and 

T.viride when pollinated by the rather distant T.succulenteum in the 

1,lacrocornuta), the~e are not absolute by any means. Absolute, or very 

strong breeding barriers are only found when the pollen used is nearly 

totally diad. This diad pollen, which can germinate readily (witness 

the high polyploids found in ~anz's and S~rensen's work) seems to 

be unable to pollinate ~ species. This is probably a mechanical failure 

due to the large size of the grain. It is too early to say that this may 

and T.roh·odon, only one pollinatio:l each was msnaged. T.viride,whi~h 

formed fertile hybrids with T. stevenii is presumed to be equally advanced 

and rather related to the other speCies, so no conclusions can be drawn. ,. 



Chapter 10 

CIL'ffiACTER BliERITANCE 

In several of the sexual speoies oultivated, oharaoters have varied 

in a olear-out manne~ between individuals of a single family (siblings). 

As no intermediates have been deteoted in these oases, it is thought that 

these oh~aoters may be unde~ the cont~ol of a single gene with a dominant' 

allele, and that the families grown have either been the result of a 

heterozygote orossed onto a heterozygote (in whioh oase the filial gener

ation would be expected to segregate 'in an approximately 3.1 ratio) or a ' 

heterozygote baok-crossed onto a reoessive homozygote (with a resulting 1.1 

ratio). As these oh~acters ~ conceivably be of value in future experi

ments as marker genes, they are tabulated below (table 30). 

Table 30 

Speoies Gene Ratio Dominant 

T. serot inum ,Leaf entire E E 9 -? E 
(Jasi; Roumania) Leaf disseoted e. e 5 ' 
T.stevenii Ligules striped red. L L 3 -? 

,. 
Ligules striped (!;rey I 

... 
12 

T. isopbyllum Ligules striped dark 
puce p p 4 

Ligules striped grey P P13 P 

Achenes purple A A 9 -? A (oonfirmed Achenes greyish a a 4 below) 
(f.achr;z::carEum) 

T.austria.cum Ligules striped d~k 
puoe p p 4 -? Ligules IItriped grey P P 5 
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So fa~ only one cross has been made to verify some of the inferences 

drawn above. In this, a plant from a totally achrycarpous family of 

T.isophyllum was pollinated by a plant from a totally purple family 

of T.isouhyllum (which ~ still have been heterozygous however). All the 

11 offspring which have so far set seed are purple, thus confirming the 

dominance of A. 

It is of interest to note that whereas the presence or absence of 

leaf dissection in T.seroti::u::: and the achr;.-car'l:'~ll ~tant in Zr;,-t1:rcs-:er:l7:. 

have· been recoe;nised. i:l t~e literat-.u-e as ;olJ;;loI'?~is:as of no taxo~c:::c 

importance, ligllle stripes are of taxonomic importance in the :r-JthrosDerxa, 

and had not been recognised as being liable to intraspecifio variation. 

In most species in this section they m~ of course be constant for a 

species, especially in the apomicts whioh have less opportunity for 

maintaining variation. 

The achrycarpum phenotype has also appeared in 1 out of 9 offspring 

of a cross between sexual T.polyodon (Vulgaria, with brown achenes) and 

a purple T.isophyllum from an all purple family that we must presume was 

heterozygous. As the results of this cross agree with the presumptive 

parentage As. (isop~llum) x &a, it seems that the Vulgaria, and indeed 

perhaps all non-red or purple -fruited species are homozygous for 

the allele. 

Another interesting occurrence appeared in a cross between two 

families of T.isophyllum, in whioh 30% of the offspring were albino, 

without any green pigments. These naturally failed to establish. It 

would seem that both parents here were heterozygous for albinism, and that 
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.t of the offspring were subsequently homozygous rec~ssive, thus allowing the 

phenotype to appear. As.the sample was rather large (approximately 50 

seedlings) it is unli~ely that the other possibility, that albinism is 

dominant, and a pOint mutation had occurred in the germ~cell initials of 

one of the parents, would derive suoh a olose segregation to the expeoted 

3.1 of a heterozygote oross." 

In the few int~r~pe~ifio crosses which have been grown to flowering, 

it is not possible to traoe the inheritanoe of all the oharacters, as we 

oan suppose that most species would be homozygous for the important 

taxonomio charact"ers, and thus the ]'1 hybrid would only show which 

characters are dominant. Where the hybrid possesses intermediate characters, 

it is not possible to determine whether this is due to incomplete dominance, 
:.', 

or a po~genio effeot. Where it has been possible to show that ch~acters 
.. . 

are dOminant, or intermedlate in the b¥brids, these are tabulated below 

(table 31). 

Notes on table 31 

Key to the numbers. 

559· 
560. 
563. 
565. 
566. 
569· 
511. 
512. 

T.austriacum x T.fontanum 
T.isopbyllum x T.polyodon 
T.isophyllum x T.succulenteum 
T.viride x T.succulenteum 
T.stevenii x T.viride 
T.viride x T.polyodon 
T.viride x T.polyodon 
T.austriacum x T.cimbricum 

2. There was very little segregation of characters among the hybrids, 

suggesting that the speoies were mostly homozygous for the oharacters 

noted~ 
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3. In.563 and 512 the offspring were very near~ entirely maternal in 

all characters. The int,erploici chromosome !lumbers of the of:spring, 

and the high seed-set of the cross, together with the apomictic 

behaviour of two individuals of 512, suggest that the oross was 

effective, and that outside pollination from another T.austrianum 

individual was unlike~. It is possible that a rather cQmplete 

pollination from triploid Erythrosuerma ocourred through a str~ 

insect before I made the oross, or alternately, that most of the 

Erythrosperma characters are dominant. The other possibilities of 

spontaneous triploi~ and apomixis and, Or self-fertilisation seem 

4. unlikely. In 559, 2 offspring were very weak, and of a maternal 

appearance, while another 3 were more robust, and inter:nediate 

. in appearance. One of these was apomiotic. Only the last three are 

definitely of hybrid origin and these only have been used in the table. 

The origin of the weak plants and of 563, and 512 should be solved by 

the results of a number of F2 crosses that have been made. If the 

plants are hybti4, oharacters should segregate in the F2. 

5. All proven hybrids were very large, and most flowered rather sparingly • 

. Some were of a very weak appearance and these are thought to be 2n=22 

and 2n-23, having a triploid male parent. This has been proved in one 

oase (2n=22). All had a very intermediate appearanoe, the charaoter 

inheritanoe being as shown in the table. The gene inheritance is ,only 

known for the aOhrycarpum genotype, which is shown to control aohene 

pigment in the Vulgaria as well as the Erythrosperma. Not all plants 

resulting from the crosses onto T.austriaoum may be hybrid. 
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Table 31~ Dominance of characters in F1 hybrids 

Hybrid 
(for key see 
above) 

560, 565, 566. 
569. 571 

560, 565, 566, 
569, 571 

565, 566 
566 

560,- 566, 565 
56;, ;66 
56; 
560, 565, 566, 

569, 571 

560, 566, 571 
559 

560, 559 

566 
566 

560, 565, 559 

560, 565; 566, 
599 

559, 560. 566 

560 

559, 560 

.559. 560 

Character Complete 
dominance 

? Incomplete ? Poly-

Robust/slender 

Leaf length and 
breadth 

Leaf thick/thin 

Leaf bright green/ 
d".1ll green 

:~af ~latro~s/~airJ 

:eaf e~1ire/:o~a~ef 

Much more 
robust than 
either parent 

noughly twice 
as long as th. 
longest paren~ 

Thick 

Bright 
green 

Glabrous 

Lea:£' ~la~co ... s/ green Green 

Petiole purple/green 

Petiole winged/ 
unwinged 

Leaf-lobes many, Nany, narrow 
narrow/few, broad 

Scapes glabrous/hairy Glabrous 

~erior bracts very Very marginate 
marginate/not so 

Exterior bracts 
ovate/lanceolate 

Exterior bracts 
erect/recurved 

Recurved 

~erior bracts Corniculate 
oorniculat e/ flat 

Flowers many/few 

Ligules broad/narro~ Broad 

Ligules striped grey/ Purple 
purple 

dominanoe genic 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Tenq.ing to 
lanceolate 

+ 

+ ? 

+ ? 

+ ? 

+ 

+ ? 

+ ? 
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Ta.ble)1 ~on.) 

Hybrid Charaoter Complete ? Incomplete ? Poly-
dominance dominance genic 

566 Achenes fusiform/ Fusiform 
abruptlY contracted 

566, 559, 560 Achenes with long I Long narrow 
narrow cone/conical cone 

I 
566 Rostrum short, thick/ Rather 

long, narrow I long 
. 



Chapter 11 

HYBRIDISATIOl1 IN WILD POPULATIONS 

The on~ recorded instances of Taraxaca hybridising in the field are 

given by ~rnkranz, and are discussed in chapter 9. He describes plants 

which he belives to be hybrid in nature, and using the microspecies 

terminology, these would in fact be intersectional hybrids. It is extreme~ 

unlikely that a taxonomist or an evolutionist would notice hybridisation in 

Taraxacum unless 1) he knew sexual plants from the area and 2) the parents 

were of different sections. In these circumstances, it is relatively 

easy to notice hybrids, even from herbarium specimens. I have recorded the 

following hybrids from herbarium material: 

Fe:::ale :parent ( .. ' ser ... a. ... , :·:ale ;a=e!lt CountrJ of origin 

T. serotinum Vulgaria sp. Roumania 
" Erythrosperma. sp. " 

T. bessarabicum Palustria sp. Austria/Hungary 

T.isophyllum Vulgaria sp. Czechoslovakia 
Vulgaria sp. T.anglicum Britain 

T. brachyglossum T.polyodon? " 
T.subcyanolepis T.oxoniense " 

I have not yet visited the population of Czechoslovakia and Austria 

in which sexual individuals seem to be so frequent, but according to 
,. 

FUmkranz, h¥brids are common, at . least in Austria.· As for Czechos lovakia, 

one of 12 seed heads brought from Kovacover Kopce showed both diploid and 
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triploid progeny from the same seed head, and thus must have been of a 

sexual ancestry of some kind (although whether from a diploid or triploid 

mother seems uncertain). These progeny were clearly T.isophyllum x Vulgaria 

sp. It can be expected that intersectional hybridisation may be frequent 

at localities where T.isophyllum occurs, always supposing a plentiful 

supply of Vulgaria-species, with which it seems perfectly interfertile. 

In Britain, three species have been definitely shown to have sexuality, 

although others may, and probably do fall into this category. Of the three 

sexual species, it seems unlikely that T.austriacum is more than a 

casual (chapter 8). The other two, T.subcy~~oleEis and T.brachy~lossu~ 

are both widespread species in grassland; the latter species at any rate 

being restricted to calcicole habitats. The former species belong to the 

Vulgaria, the latter to the E;ythrosperma. The diploid T.subcyanolepis , 

not separable from the triploids of the same species, nevertheless contrives 

to appear unfortunately similar to the Scandinavian whollydiploid species 

T.obtusilobum. It is possible that it is indeed T.obtusilobum, and is 

speoifically distinct from the triploid T.subcyanolepis which occurs with 

it; or that it olosely resembles T.obtusilobum, but is in fact T.subcyanole

pis in a diploid form, or that T.obtusilobum is in fact an aggregate 

name given to a number of diplOid forms in Sweden, which may have belonged 

to one or more speoies including T.subcyanolepis and T.cyanolepis. I. 

subscribe somewhat to the last possibility, and so these. plants will be 

known as T.subcyanolepis in this o ountry, T.obtusilobum being, although 

older, a'nomen confusum. 
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-Despite the fact that t~e diploids do not seem to be at a very high 

percentage in any of the populations investigated, considerable intersectional 

hybridisation seems to have occurred in some of the populations containing 

sexuals. The two sections Erythrosperma and Vulgaria are readily separated 

on a large number of characters, and this is even more true for the species 

T.subcyanolepis and T.brachyglossum. Although these species were probably 

providing most of the sexuals in the area, other species occ,urred in the 

areas investigated, and some of these doubtless acted as ~le parents. 

Furthermore, for the scatter diagram teohnique that I wanted to employ, 

characters with a continuous variability were requisite. Consequently, 

the following characters were used as the most representative of inter-

sectional identity: 

diameter of the scape, 1 cm. below the head, measured fully flattenedj 

diameter of the capitulum, When the florets stand, or are held horizont
ally; 

length of the longest ezterior braot which could be found that was not 
overla;;ed by another e~e~io~ bract, ~e~~ed f~o~ the ti; to ~he 
;o~t of ~~ct~e .ith t~e sca;e, ~ t~e cen~~. 

the 5 populations tabulated below in table 33. At the same time, heads 

were collected from each plant in order that the nature of the pollen of a 

plant with known characters might be determined. In addition, a minimum 

number of 50 seed samples were taken from each population, and a number of 

characters of intersectional importance listed for the seeds. ,The populat-

ions were chosen especially, as they were all suspected or known to contain 

sexual ~ndividuals. Sampling involved the subjective choice of an area, and 
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then walking in a straight line across it, picking a head from every 

flowering individual encountered. 

Table 33. Populations sampled to investigate hybridisation in the field. 

Sherburn Hill, Co. Durham. Short magnesian limestone grassland. This 

was dominated by Sesleria caerulea, although Taraxaca mostly occurred 

growing in sheep-tracks dominated by Festuca ap. 

Species present: T.subcyanolepis (Vulgaria). 

T.oxoniense· (Erythrosperma). 

Some T.lacistophyllum away from the main populations, growing on the 

quarry face probably does not participate in the hybridisation. It is 

a triplOid with restitutional pollen. 

Diploids, hyperdiploids andregular pollen have been found in ~ 

subcyanolepis and hybri~ at about 15% of total population sampled (perhaps 

at 20-30% in the species?). 

Hyb~idisation considerable. At least half the plants have hybrid 

characters (see ciagram 13) 

Thrislingto~ Plantatio~z COrr.~Ortt7 Co. ~~~h~. Eabitat as above. 

Species present: ~. ~oh·od.on (~: ..... lgaria). 

(T.subcyanole'Dis Yulgaria) 

T.oxoniense (Erythros'Derma). 

One plant with regular pollen was a hybrid, but it was not thought that 

T.polyodon, the chief Vulgaria-species present, which, like T.oxoniense only 

has slightly reductional pollen, was a parent. The Vulgaria parent might 

have been T.subcyanoleyi~. No cytology. Hybridisation slight. Perhaps 10% 

of the plants have hybrid char,a.cters. 



Dia~a~s 11 and 12 

Scatter Ciagracs oi populations containing representatives of the 

Vulgaria and Erythrosperma, in one of which (Seaton Carew on the left) 

sexual plants have not been found, and in the other (Sherburn Hill, 

on the right), sexual individuals occur. See chapter 9 for further 

information. 
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Table 33 (con.) ., 

Alnmouth z Northumberland. Grey dune system, dominated by Agrostis stolo

nifera, but species-ric~. 

Speoies present: T.hamatum (Vulgaria) 

T.brachyglossum (Erythrosperma) 

T.braohyglossum from this station has reductional pollen. Regular 

.or near regular pollen is found in about 10%.of this species. T.hamatum has 

mostly restitution~l pollen, and is not suspected of sexuality. No cytology. 

Very'oonsiderable hybridisation, with over 5~~ of the individuals 

showing hybrid characteristios. This presumably oocurred through pol~inat

ion of facultative and sexual T.brachyglossum with partially and totally 

reduotional pollen from T.hamatum. 

Bamburgh$orthumberland. A grey dune system, similar to Alnmouth. 

Species present: T.hamatum (Vulgaria) 

T.brac8yglossum (Erythrosperma). 

Situation apparently very similar to that at Alnmouth, 15 miles to 

the south. Regular pollen found in about 12% of T.brachyglossum, and the 

remainder of this species with reductional pollen. T.hamatum with 

partially restitutional pollen. 

~ens~ve hybridisation, with at least 40% individuals with hybrid 

characteristics. T.oxoniense ocours in neighbouring dunes, but does 

not participate. 
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Table 33 (con.) 

Seaton Carew, Co. Durham. Damp Festuca turf on sand, Agrostis stolonifera 

turf on slightly saline mud, grey dune system, dominated by Agrostis 

stolonifera, yellow dune system with Ammophila, Elymus and Agronyron 

junceiforme, all within a few yards, and all oarrying a large Taraxacum 

population • 

. Zinc works end; 

Species present: T.hamatum (Vulgaria) 

T.spilonnyllum (Vulgaria) 

T.cordatum " 
T.cophocentrum " 

T.brachyglossum (Erythrosperma) 

T.unguilobum (Spectabilia) 

T • maculigerum tI 

The situation here was confused by the richness of the Taraxacum-flora 

which may have included still more sp'ecies. The rare Scandinavian 

Erythrosperma-species T.laetum, T.obscurans and T.scanicum are all 

recorded from~his very interesting locality, and it appears that 

T.hibernicum and T.serratilobum are among the Spectabilia-species which are 

also found here. 

Neither T.unguilobum or T.maculigerum have pollen, so we can presume 

that ttese species ~ere ~~e-:re~. 

~io:;.e of tr.e otr.er s;;ecies, inch.ding the laua1l7 facult a.t iva 

T.brachyglossum showed whol~ reductional pollen, or regular pollen. No 
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Table ~ (con.) 

-evidence br intersectional hybridisation was found (see diagram 12, in 

w~ich sa=pli~~ was limi~ed to T.crachyglossu~ and the Vulgaria-species). 

North Gare end. 

About t mile to the north, in grey dunes, T.brachyglossum oocurred 

alone, well separated from the T.brachyglossum at the Zinc Works end. At 

the North Gare, 21% of the plants had regular pollen, and the pollen of the 

rest was reductional. One diploid, and three hyperdiploid plants were 

found at this locality. No hybridisation was evident, presumably due to 

the fact that only one species was present. It is of interest that: 

1) T.brachyglossum seemed to differ in meiotio behaviour, and thus in 

breeding behaviour in two neighbouring localities. 

2) The rath~r short distance between the two populations (perhaps 500 

metres between outliers of each) seemed sufficient to stop infiltration 

of reductional genes into the zone of obligate apomicts, and also to 

stop hybridisation ocourring in either locality. 

Conclusions about investigations into ;ybrid populations in the field. 

1) Hybridisation IDa¥ occur between a reductional ovule and a reductional 

pollen grain. The latter occur, at a low rate, in a greater range of 

species than reductional (sexual) ovules. 

2) Where sexuality is not known to occur, there is no evidence of 

hybridisation, although no ana~ses have been made (hybrid populations 

are readily spotted by eye). 

3) All hybrids are seed-bearing. Sexuals, faoultative apomicts, and 

obligate apom1ots have all been found in hybrids, with chromosome numbers 
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from 16 to 33, with 16, 17, 18, 22, 2), 24, 26, 28 predominating (see 

chapters 8, 9). 

4) Apart from the flower oharacters used in hybrid analysis, all of which 

seemed to be valid differentiae for the two sections for the species 

involved,· the following charaoters were also used as differentiae. 

These came from the achene collections made fro~ the loca~ities 

invest igat ed: 

Length of oone/length of achene. 

Width of achene/length of achene. 

Achene colour. 

Degree of'achene spinulation. 

Length of rost~length of achene. 

The first two characters proved to be valuable for separating the sections 

with the species used. The next two characters are also useful, but do not 

vary continuously. Length of rostrum/length of achene proved of no value. 

It would thus be perfectly possible to use achene oharacters for a hybrid 

index, always supposing that floral and achene oharacters could be oh~ained 

for the same plant, which is not often possible in the field. Achene charao

ters are less suitable for a scatter diagram, as the range of· variability 

is not v~r,y great in the first two characters. Attempts to correlate 

achene characters with chromosome number on a scatter diagram in a hybrid 

popula~ion, met with a conspiouous lack of success. 

5) Sexuality is only known in this country from T.brachyglossum and 

T.subcyanolepls at present, but only a few populations from & small area 

of the oountry are yet known. Regular and reduotional pollen have been found 
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in plants from a number of other areas, and other species may well be 

sexual in Britain. 

6) Although it is possible to determine the parent speoies without much 

trouble when intersectional hybridisation is oocurring, this may be muoh 

more difficult if the hybridisation is intrasectional. So far there is no 

evidenoe of intraseotional hybridisation, but a looality has yet to be 

found where sexuals oocur with other speoies of the same seotion. Suoh 

localities doubtless exist, and intrasectional hybridisation m~ be of 

frequent occurrence • . 
7) Wnen intersectional ~bridisation occurs, up to 6~ of the population 

may not ~e readily assigned to one parent species or the other, and most 

of these are rather intermediate in sectional oharacteristios. It is 

possible that neW species may arise through restitutional meioses and 

obligate apomixis becoming fixed in a hybrid biotype with an evolutionarily 

successful genotype. In fact, there is no evidence of particular inter-

mediates being very successful in the field as yet, and indeed it seems that 

most hybrids may be at an evolutionary disadvantage compared with the 

parents. This is suggested by the apparently high rate of production of 

hybrids, compared with the integrity of the parental types, introgression 

being absent. This suggests that the hybrids die out quickly, and for this 

",reason d~ not backoross much, for they are quite fertile. It is clearly an 

immediate disadvantage for a sexual plant to be in a position to hybridise, 

and it m~ be that this problem has been solved many times in the past by 

the sucoessful establishment of an apomictic hybrid of evolutionary 

potential. The reason that no such suooessful hybrids are tound in the 
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few populations which still have sexuals, and still hybridise extensively 

to their own detriment, may be that they have not yet arisen, which is 

why sexuals are still present! One must hope for the future of the genus 

'that all facultative sexuality is not lost in this manner, for despite the 

great adaptability of the obligate apomicts, they would not be suited to 

weather a catastrophe such as the occasional radiation storms which 

apparent~ are important in changing the biological face of the Earth. 



Chapter 12 

... :~ CO~O:l with the e;reat :najority of plant material, it is !lot pos-

sible to use direct (i.e. fossil) evidence in elucidating the evolutionary 

histor,y of Taraxacum. Nevertheless a great deal of indireot evidenoe 
L 

exists which is relevant to this subject, and with the important reservat-

ion that it is impossible to be certain whether our interpretation of 

this evidence is correct, it is possible to make an eduoated guess as to 

the more important evolutionary trends in Taraxacum. 

In deciding the early history of Taraxacum, it is informative to 

examine briefly the closest relatives outside the genus. In the tribe 

Cichoriae there are a number of genera which bear a superfioial resemblance 

to Ta.raxacum. These inclu.de :.:ycelis, Laduca, Cicerbita, Cichoriu::J, Crepis, 

Hieracium and Tragonogon, all genera with a Palearctic distribution, and 

the majority of which are rather suocessful. In addition, several of 

these genera share with Taraxacum the property of agamospermy. Perhaps 

the two closest widespread genera are Leontodon and Scorzonera, Eurasiatic 

genera with a centre of origin in the Middle-East. Recently, a new genus, sO 

far comprising two species has been found in Iran. This was discovered 

during the preparatory work to Rechinger's 'Flora Iranica', and has been 

named "lendelboa after the discoverer. l'lendelboa seems to· be intermediate. 

between Taraxacum and Scorzonera and is very close to Taraxacum sect. 

Rhodotricha in many respects. It differs by a rugose pappus, and other 

minor characters. Unfortunate~. the chromosome number of Wendelboa is not 
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.yet known, but it is known to be sexual. It seems very likely that 

v;endelboa and the Rhodotricha have evolved very 1i ttle from the ancient 

stock which gave rise to the genera Taraxacum and Scorzonera. 

As the closest relatives of Taraxacum are sexual and diploid, it is 

reasonable to assume that the first Taraxaca were also sexual and diploid. 

Fu,rt'hermore, it is unlikely that the very great diversity which has 

evolved in Taraxacum could have arisen from chiefly apomictic stock. It 

is also reasonable to assume that the genus is monophyletic in origin. 

species share a number of diagnostic characters in common (see chapter 1). 

It is possible to assume that all Taraxaca arose originally from one area, 

as we shall see later in this chapter. 

One of the most striking aspects of the genus to the biosystematist 

is that in a genus which shows a very complicated relationship in depth 

between most taxa, a group of sections, very distinct from the rest of the 

genus, are the' only Taraxaca to contain no apomictic members. These 

sections bear a number of characters in common. These are tabulated in 

table 32. Further, it will be noticed from this table that all these 

sections exoept the Glaoialia are limited to the Middle-East, and are 

mostly found in Iran, Turkey, Afghanistan, Turkestan, lCadakhstan, the 

Crimea and Georgia. It is in the centre of this area, in Iran, that 

Hendelboa is found. There seems very good grounds to suppose that these 

sections are of a primitive nature; that they are very close to the original 

representatives of the genus. The Serotina and Leptooephala are mostly 

sexual sections whioh also ooour in this area, but also further west, ~to 



Diagram 13 . In this map, the number of sections occurring in each 

country is indicated. A black line surrounds those countries in 

\o/hich the majority of the sections are thought to be entirely GCxuol. 
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the I,:editerranean. 'l'hese sections have a number of rather less primitiv~ 

characters, and furthermore they are self-fertile. They seem to represent 

an ear~ evolutionary advance in the genus. The Glacialia may be a 

relict of a still earlier advance into the :.:editerranean, when the 

primitive ty;es ft"ere n:qre widespread than they are today. 

oountr,y is mapped, as has been done in diagram 13, it is clear, that the 

centre of diversity in the genus coincides with the area in which the 

primitive types occ~r, and also with the area in which the greatest portion . 
of sexual sections is known. This finding agrees with the. age and area 

hypothesis of 1-1illis (1925) in the most elegant manner. Indeed, Taraxaoum 

would seem to be one of the most convincing examples which can be.used in 

support of this hypothesis, which has come under considerable criticism. 

The evolutionar.y trends which resulted in the more advanced, chiefly 

apomistic sections in Taraxacum are bound to have been of a oomplicated 

nature, as the genus as we know it today is a very complicated one. I have 

summarised what I feel to have been likely evolutionary pathways in 

diagram '14. I have 'discussed my views on the evolution of polyploidy 

and apomixis in Taraxacum elsewhere (chapter 8), and these are clearly 

relevant to the following discussion. 

Apart from the primitive sections, there is another obvious dis-

continuity in the genus. This is the section Laevia. This Arctic-Alpine 

section is found ver.y sparingly in the high arctic (above the 70th parallel) 

and also in a few scattered alpine sites in Europe; in Tierra del Fuego, 

the Falkland Islands, Australia and. New Zealand, and probably in various 



Diagram 14.· Some hypothetical evolutionary pathways in Taraxacum. 
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Table 32. The Primitive Sections of Taraxacum 

Primitive character Self-incompatible sections Other sectionc 
with dip~oid sexuals only 

Rostrum to achene absent, x x x x x 0 
or shorter than achene, thick 

!chene fusiform I x x x x x Laevia 

'Achene without spines 
or tubercles x x x x x 0 

Exterior bract scarious c>, 
with dark midrib x ·0 x x r Scarious, Palustria 

Leaves and scape farinose 0 x 0 0 x Spuria ..... 
v. 

Involucre less than 8 mm. x x x x Leptocephala, Parvula -'='-x 
I 

~erior bract linear-
lanceolate, adpressed x x x x x Spectabilia, Serotina, Leptocephala 

Pappus not white x x x x x 0 

Section ~ t"' (') 0 0 
::T (I) ..... t1 ..... 
0 ~ PI .... .... 
P- o 0 (I) [ 0 

~ 
.... 

~ c+ III 
t1 t-' PI .... p- .... t-' ::T 
0 III III .... PI 
::T III 
PI 

Distribution 
:;:: =<: CJl =<: ~ . . . . • 
~ :.> :.> 
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isolated sites in the Andes and Rockies. The very heterogeneous species 

T.andinum, T.mexicanum, T.scopulorum and T.rupestre probably include some 

Laevia biotypes, although these names are at present used to cover all 

montane Dandelions growing in various regions of America.' In this problem 

at least, the ~ericans are very backward~ The Laevia are very individual 

in appearance, although not particularly primitive, as we understand 

Taraxacum characters. There is one sexual species in Greenland, T.pumilum. 

This is a most remarkable place for a sexual species of Taraxacum to occur. 

Triploidy, tetraploidy and pentaploidy are also recorded in this section. 

The inference is that this is a very early offshot of the genus, perhaps of 

Tertiary origin. It is presumed to have migrated north in Asia, and then 

oircum-boreally, and down the Asian and the American mountain chains, thus 

accounting for its very remarkable discontinuity in the southern hemisphere, 

which led Dahlstedt, without any other good reason to describe the southern 

plants as a separate section, the Antarctica. I have included 'them with 

the Arctica and the Glabra in Schischkin's section, adapted from Handel

I~zzetti, the'Laevia. Van Soest's section from Alpine Europe, the Pachera, 

pose a difficult problem, as they are intermediate in many respects 

between the Laevia and more advanced sections. Indeed, they m~ be of 

~brid origin. Nevertheless, they possess a sufficient number of the 

remarkable characters of the Laevia to be included in this section. 

It is probable that the immigration of the self-fertile species of 

the Mediterranean also ocourred before the first glaciation. There seems 

to be little doubt that this was also a quite separate happening. The 

main advance of Taraxacum, which gave rise to the bulk of the sections and 
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-species is thought to be correlated with the glaciations. The rapidly 

shifti.ng open habitats whioh the post-glacial aftermaths would have created 

seem to be an habitat in which the evolution of apomixis (a second time, 

for most of the Laevia species are apomictic) might be of considerable 

advantage. Handel-l,Iazzetti (1901), van Soest (1958b) and others have 

disoussed very fully the possible ways in which apomicts might have taken 

advantage of the glaoial environments. It seems that sexual, faoultatively 

apomictio and obligately apomiotic plants, evolving rapidly in ciroumstanoes 

'of frequent genetio and geographic isolation, followed by remeeting would 

quite possib~ give.r~se.to the very oomplioated relationship in depth of 

a very large number of biotypes which is found today. It is clear that 

in most oases the seotions are 'natural' taxa, and they ~ represent the 

main hybrid types, from whioh s~gregation, recombination, and then later 

in the obligate apomiots, somatio mutation, gave rise to a relatively 

small number of suooessfUl biotypes, mostly obligate apomiots, whioh we 

. find today. To have survived this time in the faoe of inter-and i;ntra-

generio oompetition and to have lived through the very varied olimatio 

regimes whioh have oocurred sinoe leads us to suppose that these biotypes 

have by virtue of their apomictio properties fixed a very habitat-speoifio 

genotype, whioh might render them very good indioator speoies for phyto-

sooiologioal and phytogeographio studies. Indeed, the Soandinavians 

have frequently used biotypes in this genus with some sucoess in these 

fields. That the biotypes are of a very wide distribution in many oases', 

and very oonstant both in morphologioal oharacteristios, and in eoologi~al 

requirements enoourages us that these speoies are of age and value, and do 
• 

\. 
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npt, as it has been suggested (especially by ~rnkranz 1966) arise anew 

at th~ least provocation. It is clear that to a specialist, a hybrid is 

never recognisable as another biotype. :Most Taraxaoum speoies now seem 

very stable, even in the exceptional circumstanoes desoribed in chapter 8; 

although some hybridisation occurs, the hybrids are not very sucoessful. 

It is worth examining rather more closely the significance of 

facultative agamospermy, both in the history of the genus, and at the 

present day. rfuereas most apomiots evolved an asynaptic meiosis, with total 

restitution, at least in the female meiosis, and thus precluded the 

possibility.of any panmixis for the sake of fixing an advantageous 

genotype, it now seems that in a number of cases triploidy was not accom

panied by such a mutation, and that some reduotional gametes are formed. 

The evolutionary signifioanoe of this is oonsiderable. It means that some 

potential for gene exchange exists, and that the biotypes which possess 

some sexuality are not doomed to extinction after a major environmental 

change. (Actually, I feel that the 'tragedy' of agamospermy has been 

rather overplayed. From present distributions it is clear that most 

agamospermic biotypes must have survived a tremendous variety of environ

mental conditions to be extant at the moment. No doubt the great plasti-

. city which has been part of the genetic requirements which have been fixed 

in m~ sections, particularly the Vulgaria and Epythrosperma, has helped 

these plants to survive many regi~es, as has the great p,ower of the genus 

to spread before the wind in the shape of air-borne dissiminules.) 

Nevertheless, despite the possibilities of somatic mutation, emphasised by 

Gustafsson (1935), the potential for change in a plant and thus the chance 
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tbat the genus will be substantially different in, 'say, 50,000 yeats 

is gr~atly increased by the presence of facultative apomixis. It is of 

the greatest interest to enquire how the facultative plants, which must 

waste a greater proportion of reproductive material than the obligate 

apomicts, manage to survive in competition with the apomiots. It may 

be the phen~menon of heterosis, as I have heard suggested, as there ismme 

evidence that the apomicts are rather heterozygous. There is no evidence 

to su~gest that the obligate apomicts are less vigorous. We do not know 

the answer to this problem, but if I was asked to guess the reason, I 

would suggest that the cause is the very great habitat specificity of the 

species. In most places, it is most unusual to find more than 2-3 species 

occurring within pollinating range of one another, and these are usually 

obligate apomicts. In fact, I suspect that the facultative plants are not 

often in competition with obligate apomicts, although we have seen in 

chapter 9 that this does occur at tim~ with considerable interspecific 

gene-flow resulting. It would be of the greatest interest to investigate 

whether there is a bias for facultative species to grow with facultative 

species rather than obligate ones; or by themselves. It certainly seems 

to be true that hybridisation is an uncommon phenomenon today. In the 

past, perhaps especially in the late-glacial, it may have been very much 

more frequent, before habitat types stabilised. 

If we examine the apomictic sections, we find that they divide into 

three broad categories: 

1,) Those 'possessing a number of primitive characters (those possessed 

by the sexual Asian sections in Table 14), restricted to central Asia, with 
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"a number of sexual species. Examples: !7acrocornuta" J:ashmir.'1,ll~t, r:!.'ibet!1!1a, 

1\~ongo1ia., ::;U-::r,ythrocarpa, SCi:·:.J,·..;.osa (the last two also found in S. ilirope-

apparently a well·-worn mi&,ratory pa.th). 

2) Those with no, or little sexuality recorded, and few primitive 

ohar~cteristics, but with a very widespread, almost circumboroal distributionl 

Example: Ceratophora. (The Laevia, almost certainly an earlier advanoe 

with very individual characteristics, have a very similar biological 

situation to this section). 

'3) Those with little or no sexuality recorded, and few primitive 

characteristics, 'but with a local distribution, often on the ~':estern, or 

Eastern sea-boards of Eurasia. Examples: Vulgaria, S'Oectabilia, Palustria, 

Erythrosperma, Siaensia, Calanthoidia and most of the rest. The most 

advanced, youngest sections. 

It is thought that STOUp 1 evolved, perhaps cOincidentally with 

apomixis, in Asia'during the glaciations, and spread westwards and east-

wards, perhaps during an interglacial, to situations in which they are 

now sometimes found in isolated and apparently relict stations as far apart 

as Poland ~d the Kuriles (both sexual species). Apomixis has evolved 

in all these groups, which clearly were the forerunners for groups 2 and 3, 

which are tod~ much more successful. Perhaps at the same time, one of 

these types, probably the Macrocornuta, gave rise to a very successful 
- , 

group of obligate apomicts adapted to Arotio conditions, which must have 

overrun the Northern Hemisphere during an early interglaoial (but not this 
• 

one?). These are eTOUp 2, the Ceratophora, unsuccessful relicts in 

Eurasia now, but very successful in Arctio America, where no later advance 
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has reached. They may have outcompeted the Laevia, an earlier advance, 

which are now very scarce there. A few Specta.bilia occur in S.'G. Greenland 

in fact, but these are all Icelandic or Scandinavian species, and may be 

there due to long distance dispersal, and, or introduction by ·human agency. 

Group 3 arose, it is suggested, from group 1. Some sections are very 

widespread, the Erythrosperma for instance which occurs from Iceland to 

Persia. Others are very localised, and some of these are undoubtedly of 

a recent origin; the Doreigena for instance, confined to-Scandinavia, may 

be the result of hybridisation between the Vulaaria and S~ect(bilia in situ. 

Others I:lay be much older. The Obove,ta, for example, may indeed have arisen 

from the second Kediterranean advance of the inbreeding sexuals. They are 

now restricted to the v:estern i.~edi terranean - an unique distributional 

type, and m~ be even older than the widespread Erythrosnerma which are 
. , 

clearly a successful off-shot of the Eu-Ery1hrocarpa •. It has already been 

. suggested that the Boreigena have a hybrid origin. Van Soest has suggested 

that other sections may be of hybrid origin. The Spectabllia. and }'ontana, 

for example, which he suggests may be the result of crossing between the 

Vulgaria and the Palustria, and Alpina respectively. In support, it must 

.be said that the latter three sections are muoh more widespread than the 

former two! and thus may be older. But here we enter the realms of pure 

speculation. In the post glaCial melting-pot, many types of hybridisation 

I' 
must have occured between the young speoies, and it is not very profitable 

~ 

to try to trace the evolutionary paths more olosely. 

This becomes even more true with the evolution of speoies. It did 

occur to me to carry. out ~e more simple test on the age and area 
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. hypothesis. In chapter 4, it is related how the numerical taxonomy of 

the larger apomictic sections revealed a relationship in depth, with 

some species showing a much higher mean resemblance to species in the 

same section than others. Those species with a higher mean coefficient 

of similarity are ordinated to the centre of these numerical taxonomies, 

and those with a low mean resemblance gravitate to the outside. Reference 

to diagrams 1 and 2, showing ordinations of species in the Palustria and 

Snectabilia illustrate this pOint. It seemed to me that those speoies 

'with a high mean coefficient of similarity may be closer to ti'e root of 

the section than those with a low mean similarity, I envisage a theoretical 

model which may perhaps be best represented by a tree. A 'core' of speoies 

arise from the ground, and as time goes on radiate from this centre, the 

tree-trunk, adaptively, to form rather dissimilar species on the most 

distant twigs. In the meantime the original species, little changed, 

oontinue to progress up the centre of the tree, giving rise to more .. 
branches as it goes. I thought that the species which had evolved 

furthest from the central trunk, those of low mean Similarity,' might be 

reasonably expected to be those which had become particularly adapted to a 

very specific environmental regime. These species might be the youngest, 

muoh younger than the relatively little unohanged oentral oore, and, 

acoording to the l'lillis hypothesis, with a much more limited area than 

those speoies with a high similarity. In diagrams 1 and 2, the ordinations 

for the Palustria and Spectabilia and also the ordination of the Lrythro-

c arp a, s.1., l'lhich I do not present here for praotica.l rea.sons, I designated 

a scale of 1-11 to indicate the distanoe from the centre of the ordination 
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each species was placed. A reading was then recorded of the mean number 

of countries that all species in each class on the sc~le occurred in these 

three ordinations, and the class on this scale was plotted against the 

mean number of countries in which this class was found. This is shovm 

on graph 5. It will be seen that there is a broad tendency for the number 

of countries in which the class is found to decrease, the further from the 

centre of ~he ordination the class is situated. In other words, the lower 

the mean coefficient of similarity that a biotype possess; the less its 

area of distribution. If we assume that those species which are more 
"c(;,~\,~ L.i •. ",-tt'Ye.. 0\', ~ 

dissimilar ~e of a more »&QiA~ epigift, this result~· agrees with 

Willis's age and area hypothesis. 
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Graph 5. The number of countries in which species of the Spectabilia, 

Palustria and Erythrocarpa s.1 occur, plotted against the distance 

from the centre of'ordinations at which they occur. 
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Appendix 1 

CY'fOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES 

Root-tip squash for mitosis 

In order to find a satisfaotory method of examining somatio chromo

somes in Tara.xacum, the use of a number of different techniques was tried. 

I wished'to achieve the following results: 

good staining of chro~oso~esj 

good spreading of cr~omosomes; 

avoidanoe of overoontraction of metaphase chromosomes; 

well emphasised chromosomal constrictions; 

and a satisfactory number of metaphase plates. 

To stain the chromosome, I tried aceto-orcein, aceto-carmine, with 

a mordant of ferric chloride, and Feulgen's stain. The quality of the 

staining using the first two reagents was very poor, but exoellent results 

were achieved with the use of Feulgen. The preliminary hydrolysis used in 

this technique also enhanced the apreading of the chromosomes. With this 

. technique, the chromosomes were not overcontracted, but chromosomal' contrict

ions were unfortunately not very evident. To attempt to increase the 

clarity of the constriotions, various pretreatment techniques were 

employed. It wa~ also hoped that the use of these techniques would increase 

the number of metaphase plates by damaging the spindle and thus delaying 

the mitotic process at the metaphase stage. The following drugs were 

tried at 20°0 and at 1°0: 



• Colchicine 

a-bromonaphthalene 

"8-hydro:xyquino line 

paradichlorbenzene 
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2 hours, 3 hours and 4 hours at 0.15'{o 

" saturated solution 

2 hours, 4 hours, 6 hours, 0.002 mol. aqueous 
solution. 

2 hours, 3 hours, 4 hours, saturated solution. 

Most of these methods were useless, with few or no metaphase plates 

being f?und, and those that were seen were of an inferior quality, often 

showing highly distorted chromosomes. It was not found possible to avoid 

chromosomal fragmentation when using colchicine. Only the preparations using 

paradic~lorbenzene as a pretreatment showed any real promise. At 2 hours 

at 20°C (no oold treat~e~t samples showed any division at all), the number of 

metaphase plates found was high, perhaps 50% more than in root-tips without 

pretreatment. Furthermore the chromosomal constrictions are very clear when 

paradichlorbenzene is used. Unfortunately, this drug seems to contract 

Taraxacum ohromosomes, and this obscured. all differential length factors· 

(see photographs 37, 38). In oonolusion, a satisfaotory teohnique for the 

study of ohromosome morphology could not be found, and it appears that the 

perusal of many plates, after the manner of Gu~jonsson (Chapter 7) may be 

the only practioal method. 

It was fo~d that root-tips fixed in the field, or from pots in whioh 

the plant had been growing for over a month showed very little mitosis. 

I disoovered that the most convenient manner of obtaining rapidly dividing 

roo~s was to germinate achenes on filter paper and excise the young radicles 

8-16 hours after emergence. Several satisfaotory metaphase plates oould 

then be found in an average preparation, and upwards of 10% of the 



... 

. ' " 

... ' ..... -- '"" .... ,~ .. 

'Photographs 3'7 .~nd ~8. The effect of pretreatment with Pt).:r\:'},dh~hlorben~ehe 

on'rooi.-tip squ&3h preparation; 'l' .undulatul1l t 2n=2/ii T . faerQ()n3 ~' . 2n '''''40 . 

x 3000 x 1)00 
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meristematio oells oould be found in division. The time of day of 

fixation did not. appear to be important. The drawbaoks in this t~chnique 

were: 

ohromosome oounts were obtained from abnormal individuals whioh 

would not reaoh maturity; 

exoising the radiole killed the plant so that the development and 

behaviour of the plant examined oould not be followed. 

In faot chromosomal abnormalities were not found to be very frequent 

(chapter 6)4and the counts obtained by this method were probably fairly 

representative. In breeding experiments it was' often found to be necessary 

to know the karyotype of an individual, and this was achieved by the 

following means: repot the individual in a plastio pot filled with John 

Innes oompost No.3, and maintain a high water level by submerging the 

pot ,in water to a depth just at soil level. Place in a heated and 

lightpd greenhouse and exoise the roots in 14-21 d~s. This teohnique is 

speoially effeotive if the plant had previously bee~ growing outside as a 
• • , I 

small.serni-dormant rosette, as is found in winter or late summer. Good 

numbers of dividing oells oan usually be found. 

A sohedule f'or the oytologioal technique used follows: 

1. Fix in a 3.1 mixture of absolute ethanol and glacial acetio-acid 

for,24 hours. If kept longer than a week, place in a deep' freeze. 

Examine within 2 months. 

2. Hydrolyse in N/10 H01 for 1-8 minutes at 60
0

C. 

3. Stain in Feulgen's stain for 1-2 hours (see below for a reCipe for 

the stain). 
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4. Excise the stained tip of the radicle onto an alcohol-cle~"1ed slide, 

and mount a cover-slip over aoeto-carmine. 

5. Tap the cover-slip to separate cells, squash with thumb under filter

paper" and then tap vigorously over the filter-paper with the handle 

of a dissecting needle. 

6. Examine under a miorosoope, and tap further'if cells not oompletely 

flat1rened. 

7. After examination under the x 100 microscope objective, including 

'counting, drawing and photography of suitable plates, plaoe slide, 

oover-slip uppermost, on solid C02 (proprietry name Cardice). 

8., L~ve slide on the dry ioe for a minimum of 2 minutes, then remove, 

and lever off cover-slip with the edge of a safety razor-blade. 

9. Place slide in 3.1 acetio-aloohol for 5 minutes. 

10. Mount new cover-slip over 'Euparal'. Leave to harden for 48 hours. 

Coordinates, counts, and the referenoe number were attached to the permanent 

slide so created. For results of these preparations, of which ~bout 1000 

were,~de, see appendix 4. 

All microphotographs, inoluding all those in this thesis were made 

with a Leitz 'Orthomat', with automatio attachment, using 'Mioroneg.Pan' 

film, A.S.A. speed 6. All photographs of. ,ohromosomes were taken using 

the :x:100 oil-immersion objeotive. Other photographs in the thes"is were 

taken with an Exacta II. 
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Examinatfon of pollen mother cells for meiosis 

A number of fluids were again tried as possible agents for the 

staining of the meiotic chromosomes of Taraxacum. Some success was obtained 

with aceto-orcein, ~c~to7carmine mordanted with ferric chloride, and with 

Feulgen. The staining was much clearer using Feulgen in the majority of 

cases" and this was generally used. Examination of tetr~development and 

pollen size and contents was made with aceto-carmine, mordanted with ferrio 

chloride~ This is quite adequate for this purpose, and is much quicker 

th~ the Feulgen technique. The sohedule used for male meiotic preparations 

follows:" 

1. Exoise buds when about 5 mm. high. Squeeze bud with fingers to allow 

penetration of the fixative. 

2. Fix in 3.1 acetic-alcohol (as for root-tips, see above). 

3. ~dro1yse in n/10 H01 for 1-8 minutes at 600 C (as for root-tips). 

4. Stain in Feu1gen's ~olution (for method of ~reparation, see above). 

5. ~cise 2-3 florets, and macerate in aceto-carmine. Remove excess 

debris, and squash under cover-slip with filter paper onto alcohol-cleaned 

slide. 

6. Examine under microsoope. If no meiotio stages are present, it is 

unlikely to be profitable to 'continue to investigate that particular bud, 

as all the florets in the bud perform male meiosis simultaneously. 

Embryology 

Two embryological stages were of particular interest to me (see 

Chapter 5). These were female meiosis, and the early stage of enlbryo 

development. Valentine and Maxwell (1966), working in the same department 
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were using a new embryological technique in Primula, which involves soften-

ining of the cell wall by dissolving the caloium pectate of the middle 

lamella,with a pectinase solution, thus allowing the tissues to be readily 

dissected with a mounted needle. The object of this technique is to bypass 

the tedious processes involved in paraffin w'ax sectioning. Furthermore, the 
. 

techntquem~ be superior to sectioning for some purposes, as whole organs 

(such as the embryo and endosperm) can be examined, and accurate cell 

counts made. It seemed that this technique might be' suitable for embryo-

logic,al examination in Taraxacum, and indeed a slightly modified method . 
proved satisfactory for discovering whether embryos had formed precociously 

in the ovule of Taraxacum. The schedule for this technique follows: 

1. Fix heads in 3.1 acetic-alcohol, squeezing the buds to allow 

penetration of the fixative. Female meiosis occurs when the bud is 9-10 mm. 

high. For examination of precocious embryos, fix about 24 hours before 

anthesis. 

2. Digest buds in a saturated solution of pectinase in water, with about 

! volume of N/10 HOI at room temprature for 24 hours. 

3. ·Stain the heads in Feulgen' s solution (see above) for 3-4 hours. 

4. Dissect out ovules with the aid of entomological needles mounted in 

glass, under a dissecting microscope. 

5. Mount under water, and examine under a microscope. Slight pressure on 

the cover-slip ~ often split the ovule to reveal the embryo-sac. 

6. To make the preparation permanent, remove cover-slip, and dry slide on a . . , 

warm surface (a radiator was used) for 24 hours. Pass slide through 3'.1 
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acetic-aloohol (3 minutes) and mount a cover-slip over Euparal. Examples 

of the results of this technique may be found in photographs 5 and· 9· 

I~ was found that earlier embryological stages could only be properly 

examined 'through the use of paraffin wax sections. A rather standard tech

ni~e was used with considerable success, and a rather small amount of 

w~rk'using this technique provided excellent examples of most of the stages 

of embr.yo-sac development, including female meiosis (see photographs 

4, 6, 7, 8). It will be of great value to use this technique muoh 

more in subsequent work (see chapter 5). A schedule follows: 

1. Fix heads as. for the disseotion technique. 

2. Place heads in absolute alcohol (8 hours). 

3. Place heads in 1.1 absolute aloohol/chloroform (2 hours). 

4. Incubate heads at 300 C for 2 days in ohloroform, and incfeasing 

amount of paraffin wax. 

5. Incubate heads for 5 hours at 600c in 2 parts wax to one part 

chloroform. 

6. Immerse heads in melted paraffin. Cool. 

7. Cut w&x.blocks containing heads to rough cubes, and mount on the 

microtome, having exposed the region to be sectioned with a pen-ltnife. 

8. If the sections are unsatisfactor.y, wet blade and wax. 

9. Place sections shi~ side down on a wet slide. 

10. Dr.y the slide on a warm surfaoe for 24 hours. 

11. Run the slide through the following fluids in staining jars: 

xylol (5 minutes); absolute aloohol (2 minutes); 50% ethanol (5 minutes) 

N/10 HCl at 600c (6 minutes); Feulgen's stain (2 hours); water (1 minute 
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45% aoetio aoid (5 minutes) and 3.1 acetio-aloohol (5 minutes). 

Mount in Euparal. 

Preparation of the Feulgen stain 

1. Pour 400 ocs. of boiling distilled water over 2 gms. of basic fuchsin. 

2. 'Filter the solution. 

3. Add 30 ccs of N/10 HCl, 15 gms. of sodium metabisulphate, and a quantity 

of deoolourising carbon to the solution in a stoppered botae. 

4. Shake the mixture vigourously, allowing theS02 to 'esoape. rllien the 

bubbles in the black mixture lose their violet t,inge, filter. 

5. Store the resulting colourless solution of basic fuchsin in 602 water 

in a tightly stoppered bottle in a dark, 0001 room, preferably a 

oold-room. It does not mind being frozen. 

Technique employed in the colohicine induotion of polyoloi&y in Taraxacum 

1. Germinate some achenes, and determine through the root-tip squash 

method (Q.V.) the chromosome number of the seedlings. 

2. If the seedlings prove to be diploid, treat the majority as, below, 

keeping a number as controls. 

3. Transplant the seedlings to soil trays (see Chapter 3). 

4. lihen the cotyledomhave opened out, and the apical bud is just barely 

discernable to the naked eye, apply two drops of a O.~ solution of 

colchicine to the apical bud, allowing the drop of liquid to rest between 

the cotyledons, and to dry in this position. Repeat 3 times at 2 hourly 

intervals on two suooessive days. Do not water in the interim. 

5. The manner by which the surviving seedlings can be examined for 
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tetraploidy is described in chapter 8. 
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Appendix 2 

SPECIES MENTIONED IN THE TEE' 

Genera: Antennaria Gaertn. 

Card-amine L. 

Cicerbita Wallr. 
-

Cichorium L. 

Crepis L. 

Festuca L. 

Hieracium L. 

Lactuca L. 

~ce1ia Casa. 

Poa L. 

Scorzonera L. 

Taraxacum Weber. 

Tragapogon L. 

Wendelboa Rechinger. 

Taraxacum Weber 

Section: Species: 

Alpeatria vS 1966a. graienae vS1961a 

aestivwn vS 1959 

rufocarpum vS 1959 

Species: Agroatia.stolonifera L. 

Festuca ovina L. 

Poterium aanguisorba L. 



Seotion: 

Alpina.Hgl. 1950 

\ 
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Sneoies: 

apenninwn (Ten.) Db em.vS 1959 

oarinthiaoum vS 1959 

helvetioum vS 1959 

kalbfussii HM 1923 

oreophilum Hgl. 1950 

.. panalpinum vS 1959 

parsennense vS 1959 

pseudofontanwn vS 1959 

vernelense vS 1959 

vereinse vS 1959 
Boreigena Hgl.in Hgl. and Lil. 1941 

Calantho~dia Dt. 1926b. 

Ceratophora Dt. 1928 

.. 

ooohleatum Dt et Lindb.in Dt. 1912 

maorocentrum Dt. 1912 

alpicolum Kitam, 1933 

arctogenum ? 

braohyoeras Dt. 1906b 

cornutum Dt. 1906b 

delivioaUln Hgl.? 

ecorniculatum Hgl.? 

gallicum vS 1961a 

hjeltii Dt. 1912 

hultenii Dt. 1926a. 

lacerum Greene 1901 

lactucaceum Dt. 1928 

maoilentum Dt. 1906a 

mal teanum Dt. Hgl. 1943 

krattlii vS 1959 

norvegicum Dt. 1906a 

perlatescena Dt. 1926& 

platyceras Dt. 1926a 



Seotion: 

Ceratophora Dt. (con.) 

. Coron~ta liM 1907 

Cuoul~ata vS 1959 
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Speoies: 

pseudonorvegioum Dt. in Hgl. 1943 

russeolum Dt. in Hgl. 1943 

shikotananse Kitam. 1933 

simulum Brenn. 1907, em. ~. 1930 

tornense Fries 1908 

umbrinum Dt. in Hgl. 1943 

cucullatum Dt. 1907a 

tiriolense Dt. 1907a 
~issecta vS 1966a 

~hrosperma Dt.em.Lindb. 1946 

agaurum vS 1956a 

argutum Dt. 1929b 

austriacum vS 1966b 

braonyglossum Dt. 1921b 

disseminatum Hgl. 1947 

dissimile Dt. 1911 

dunense vS ,1956a 

falcatum Brenn. 1907 

friesii Dt. 1921b 

fulviforme Dt. 1923b 

fulvum Raunk. 1906 

isophyllum Hgl. 19380 

isthmioola Lindb. 1908 

laoistophyllum Dt. in Raunk. 1906 

oxoniense Dt. 1923b 

parnassicum Dt. 1929a 
proximiforme vS in vS and Lamb. 1962 

pseudolaoiBtophyllum 1926b 

ruberulum Dt. and Borgv. 1932 

rubicundum Dt. in Raunk. 1906 

silesiaoum Dt. in Hgl. 19380 



.' 

Section: 

Erytbrosperma (con.) 
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Species: 

simile Raunk. 1906 

sqamulosum vS 1957a 

stenospermum Sennen 1925 (vS 1954a) 

taeniatum Hgl. 1942. 

tanylobum Dt. 1933 

tenuilobum Dt. 1909 

tortilobum Florstr. 1914 

EU-Er,throoarpa Dt. 1929 amborum Hgl. 1932 

Fontana vS 1959 

Glaoialia liM 1907 

Kashmirana vS 1963 

breviscapum AJR.n.sp. 

fedtschenkoi HM 1907 

pieninioum Pawl. 1924 

pseudooalocephalum vS 1960 

spinulosum vS 1960 

aurantellum vS 1959 

corBicum vS 1959 

fontanioolum vS 1959 
fontanoBquameum vS 1959 

fontanum Hl4 1907 

peralatum vS 1959 

silvioolum vS 1959 

viride AJR,n.ap. 

dentisquameum AJR.n.sp. 

fulvobrunneum vS 1963 

go.lmargenBe vS 1963 

vulpinum vS 1963 

Laevia (liM) SchiBohk.em.AJR andinum Dt. 1907d 

(inc.Antarotioa HM 1907, arcticum (Trtv.) Dt. 1905 

Paohera vS 1954, Glabra Dt.1928) dovrense Dt. 1928 

glabrum DC 1838 

handelii MI1rr 1904-

nevadense Lindb. 1932 



Section: 

Laevia (con.) 

Leptocephala vS 1954c 

Leucantha vS 1963 

M&crocornut& vS 1960 

Mongolica Dt. 1926b 

Obliqua Dt. 1921b 

Obovat& vS 1954a 

Oligantha vS 1963 

Orient&lia lIM 1923 

p&lustri& Dt. 1928 
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~pecies: 

litanderi vS 1951a 

pacheri Schultz 1838 

phymatocarpum Vahle in Hornem. 1840 

pumilum Dt. 1905b 

reichenbachii Huter in MUrr 1901 

rupeatre Greene 1901 

scopulorum Rydb. 1901 

bessarabicum (Hornem) HI4: 1901 

leucanthum Ledeb. 1844 

bicome Dt. 1905b 
brevicorniculatum V. Korol. 1940 (aee Kom. 1964} 

kok-saghyz Rodin 1933 (aee Krotov. 1945) 

microapermum Schischk 1931 (aee Kom. 1964) 

monochlamydemeum EM 1901 em. Hgl. 1938b 

multiacaposum Schiachk. 1937 (aee Kom. 1964) 

neolobulatum vS 1960 

walichii DC 1838 

mongolicum lIM 1901 

platycarpum Dt. 1907a 

obliquum (Fried) Dt. 1905 

obovatum DC 1838 

oliganthum liM 1901 
atevenii (Sprengel 1826) DO 1838 em. aM 1901 

albanicum vS 1965& 

alsaticum vS 1965a 

apiculatum vB 1965& 

auatriniforme AJR n.ap. 

austrinum Hgl. 1946& 

bal t icum Dt. 1905 

bavaricum vS 1965& 

br&C~qu&IDeum vS 1965& 

oarniolicum vB 1965& 



Section: 

P~lU8tria (con) 
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Species: 

ciliare vS 1965a 

orassiceps Hgl. in vS 1965a 

crocodes ~. 1907 

decolorans Dt. 1925 

delanghii vS 1965a 
divulsifolium vS 1965& 

dolomitioum vS 1965a 

egregrium Markl. 1938 

friaioum vS 1956a 

fuornenae vS 1965a 

gelricum vS 1965a 

germanioum vS 1965a 
heleonastes Hgl. 1950 

hoedioense vS 1965a 

hollandicum vS 1942 

huterianum vS 1965a 

illyrioum vS 1965a 

limnanthea Hgl. 1946a 

lividum Petermann 1849 

marbeok1anum Hgl. 1939 

neo-allenii vS 1965& 

olivaoeum vS 1965a 

polliohii vS 1965a 

auecicum Hgl. 1942 

tenuifolium (Hoppe) Kooh 1840 

turfosum (Schultz-Bip.) vS 1961a 

veatrogothicum Dt. 1910b 
Parvula vS 1963 

Porpbyrantha (Sohiaohk.) AJR 

porphyranthum Boiaa. 1875 
Rhodooarpa vS 19540 (rhodooarpum Dt. 1907a. 8ohroeterianum) 

sohroeterianum liM 1905 
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Section: Species: 

Rhodotricha HM 1907 kotschyi vS 1966a 

Scariosa HM 1907 em.Dt. 1929& 

Serot ina vS 1954a 

Sinenaia vS 1963 

Spuria DC 1838 

.Tibetana vS 1963 

aleppicum Dt. 1929& 

.apollonis Dt. 1929a 

bithynicum DC 1839 

cyprium Lindb. 1946 

delphicum Dt. 1929a 

graecum Dt. 1929a 

hellenicum Dt. 1929a 

~bernum Stevens 1856 

megalorrhizon (Forsk) HM 1907 

merinoi vS 1954b 
minimum Guss. em. Dt. 1929a 

scolopendrinum Dt. 1929a 

hsusskneohtii Ueohtr. in HSU8Sk., 1895 

pyropappum Boiss. et Reuter 1842 

serotinum Poiret in Lamarok, 1816 

bicolQr(Turoz.)Do 1838 

vepallidum Hgl.? 

montanum (Meyer) DC 1838 

syria.ouiD liM 1906 

mitalii vS 1963 

sikkime:nae HM 1907 
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Section Spectabilia Dt. 1930a 

(incl. sub-sections Orocea (M.P.Oh) AJR, Naevosa (M.P.Oh) AJR, Eu
Spectabilia (M.P.Oh) AJR and Norstedtia AJR) 

acidodontum Dt. 1928 polium Dt. 1911 

adpressum Dt. 1912 

akransense M.P, Oh. 1942 

atroplumbeum Dt. 1923a. 

britannicum Dt. 19260 

caledonicum AJR n.sp. 

calanthUm Dt. 1930 

oimbricum Dt. in Raunk. 1934 

craspedotum Dt. 1923& 

croceum Dt 1905a 
cymbifolium Lindb. in Dt. 1930b 

euryp~llum Dt. 1918 

eximium Dt. 1912 
taeroense Dt. 1923& 

firmum Dt. 1912 

fulvicarpum Dt. 1927 

hibernicum Hgl, 1935a 

hilare Dt. 1923a 

hygrophilum vS 1956a 

kolaense Lindb. 1926 

landmarkii Dt. 1923& 

larssonii Dt. 1912 

leptolepis M.P.Oh. 1942 

leyroi vS 1954b 

.maculigerum Lindb. 1908 

medioximum Dt. 1912 

naevositorme Dt. 1912 

naevosum Dt 1908 

norstedtii Dt. 1911 

,obtua&tum Dt. 1912 

praestans Lindb. 1908 

pseud~rstedtii AJR n.sp. 

purpuridens Dt. 1912 

pycnostictum M.P.Oh. 1942 

repletum Dt. 1912 . 
rhodolepis Dt. 1911 

rhodoneuron Dt. 1912 

rub'iginosum Dt. 1912 

sagittitolium Dt. 1912 

scotolepis Dt. 1912 

selenophorum M.P.Ch. 1942 

serratilobum Dt. 1927 

shetlandicum Dt. 1921 

spectabile Dt. 1905a 

striotophyllum Dt. 1912 

unguilobiforme Dt. 1933b 

unguilobum Dt. 1912 
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, Section Vulgaria (inc. section Subvulgaria M.P.Ch. 1942) Dt. 1918 

, 

acutangulum Markl. 1925 

bracteatum nt. 1925 

cordatum Palmgren 1910b 

crispulum Hgl. 1934 

croceiflorum nt. 1910a . 
cyanolepis nt. 1911b 

dahlstedtii Lindb. 1908 

dentilobum vS 1954b 

duplidentifrons nt. 1929b 

duplidens Lindb. 1908 

ekmanii Dt. 1911 

fasoiatum nt 1906b 

flavescens Hagl. 1943a 

'haematopus Lindb. 1908 

hamiferum nt. 1928b 

helianthum vS 1963 

hamatum Raunk 1906 

involuoratum nt. 1910 

klingstedtii Sonck. 1964 

laoiniosifrons nt. 1935 

latissimum Palmgren 1910b 

lit orale Raunk. 1906 

interruptum nt. 
laeticolor nt. 1906b 

longisquameum Lindb. 1908 

melanthoides nt. 1935 

microoarpum Lindb. 1932 

mimulum Dt. in Lindb. 1908 

multifidum Hgl. 1934 

obtusilobum Dt. in Hgl. 1935 

oreinicolum vS 1966b 

parvuliceps Lindb. 1909 

patens Dt. 1905a 

pectinatiforme Lindb. 1908 

plicatum Dt. 1933 

polyodon Dt. 1910a 

pseudohamatum nt. 1931 

retroflexum Lindb. 1909 

rhaeticum vS 1959 

sellandii nt. 1923a 

semiprivum Dt. 1928b 

speciosum Raunk 1906 
subcyanolepis M.P.Ch. inRaunk. 1934 . 

sublaeticolor nt. 1925 

stenoschistum nt. 1910a 

Inoertae sedis: 

laevigatum (Willd) DC 1813 

lanceolatum ? 

mexicanum DC 1838 

nigricans Reichenbach, 1830 

officinale Roth. 1793 

palustre nt. 1905 

robustum ? 

samuelssonni nt.? 

scaturginosum ? 

I also possess a full list of Taraxacum-species'with theirreferences. The 

bu~ and subsequent cost of publishing this seemed to off-set the need for 

such a list in this'thesis (there are over 2000 names listed). Such a 

document is of great value however, and I hope it can be publiehed at a 

tuture stage. 
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Appendix 3 

P~\.SO:~AL Cr:W::OSO:;~ COU:;?S 1:1 TA.~AXAcu:,r 

~he numbers quoted in brackets after the,species names are my 

reference numbers, ~~d are included for my own convenience; 

The date of oollection of achenes, the locality in which they were 

collected, the nature of the locality, and the collector are given as far 

as is possible; 

vfuere material was collected as a living plant, this is indicated 

by the words 'as root'. All other material was obtained as seed, germin

ated as described in ohapter 2, and the ohromosomes counted as'described 

in appendix 2; 

Numbers followed by 5, refers to the number of chromosomes bearing 

satellites observed; numbers followed by B, likewise refers to the number 

of supernumerary chromosomes observed. 

Altogether 168 counts in 93 species belonging to 19 sections ~e 

recorded. The 100 or so chromosome counts from Durham populations, the 

results of which are outlined in chapter 6 are not included, as most of. 

:he plants have not yet flowered. 

Chromosome counts have only been recorded where the material has been 

grown to flowering in the greenhouses at Durham and the herbarium material 

made from these plants has been verified by Prof. van Soest of the Hague. 

All vouoher specimens have been deposited in the herbarium of Oxford 

University. 

A standard requirement of all counts is that at least 2 readily 
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analysable metaphase plates from at least 2 seedlings shall have been 

.Gl:wnined for ench recorded count. 

~ ... S ... sc ... t_i-.O.-ll...;n;.;,;..J;;;.;lO;.,,;d_o.;;.t r;:;.;l::.;· c;.:.h;;:;.& 

Section Oligantha 

T.oliganthum (549) 2n-16 + 0 

. Sect ion Orient alia 
T.stevenii (91) 

Section Serotina 

2n-16 + 0 

T.serotinum ~107) 2n-16+ 0 
145) 2n-16 + 0 

, 189) 2n-16 + 0 

(438) 2n-16 + 0 

T.haussknechtii (545) 
2n .. 16+ 0 

Section Leptocephala 

T.bessarabicum (92) 2n-16,n-8 

(437)2n ... 16 + 0 
n.8 

T.nigricornis (516) 2n-24 + )5, 

Section Leucantha 

T.leucanthum (616 2n- 16 + 0 

Shibilake, Ajerbuijan, Iran, 
R.H.S. 1966 (P.F.9086) 

Elburz ~~ts., Iran, R.H.S. 1966 
(p.r. 9054) 

Ex. Botanical gardens, ?~oscow, 1965 

Source unknown 1965 
Ex.Roumania 1964 
Ex. Jasi Bot~ioal G~den, Rouma.nia., 

1965· 
Ex. Bucharest Botanica.l Garden, 

Roumania 1965 

North of Ezerum, Iran, R.H.S. 1966 
(P.F. 9161) 

Ex Botanical Garden, St. Andrews, 1964 
(8.8 'r.bicornet:) 

Somenesi, Roumania (ex. Bot. Garden, 
Cluj) 1965 

2S Amongst irrigated poplars, Bamian, 
Afghanistan, R.H.S. 1966. (no ref.) 

Wet slopes 5ak. Eof Agri., E. 
Turkey ~1500m), (T.501) P.Crisp, 
1-9-1966. 



Section Spuria 

T.montanum (546) 2n=40 + 0 

(547) 2n=40 + 0 

T.syriacum (617) 2n=48 + 0 

Section Scariosa 
M""\II\> I \~', 

T. l;.j, "t h,yni()UHi (621) 2n-1 6 + 0 

Section ;,:acrocornuta 

T.kok-saghyz (90) 

1

93) 
104) 
125) 

2n-32 
2n ... 24 
2n .. 24 
2n .. 25 

T.succulenteum (186)2n-32 + 0 

T.neo-lobulatum (510) 2n~24 + 2S 

T.monochlamydemeum (512)2n-24+1B 

T.wallichii (515) 2n-16 + 0 

Section Kashmirana 

Ab Ali Elburz, Iran, n.H.S. 1966 
(P.F. 9017) 

Kapi Dagi lIlt s., I.:a.rmora I Turkey, 
R.H.S. 1966 (P.F. 8874) 

Erzincon-Pulumer pass, E-C. Turkey I 
6000'. P. Crisp, 2-9-196~ (T.226a; 

25I.r;~.rl. Skopje, Yugoslavia, P.Crisp, 
17-966 (T.240). 

Ex. i.:oscow, 1965 (:3otallical Garden) 
Ex. 'Switzerland' 1965 
Ex. Bucharest Botanical Garden, 1965 
Ex. Berlin Botanical Garden 1965 

Alrout, I.Lorocco, sandy fie Ids, A. P. 
Hamilton 4-4-1965 

Haj~gac Pass, Koh-i-3aba, Afghanistan 
R.H.S. 1966 (8491) 

Kishm, Ba.dakst an, At' ghanist an, 3000 ' 
R.H.S. 1966. 

Bord-i-Amer, Hinu Kush, Afghanistan, 
R.H.S. 1966 (PIF. 8416) 

T.dentisquameum (508) 2n-32 + 2S Hajigac Pass, Koh-i-Baba~ Afghanistan 
. R.H.S. 1966 (P.F. 8533) 

. T.gulmargense (539) 2n-24 + 2S, 1B Kashmir, J.L. van Soest, 21-7-1964 

Seotion Eu-Erythrocarpa 

T.breviscapum (511) 2n-24 + 1B Paghman, 15M N.W. Kabul, Afghanistan, 
. 8200', R.H.S. 1966 . 
T.pseudocalocephalum (514) 2n=32+9S Hajigao Pass, Koh-i-Baba, 

. Afghanistan, R.H.S. 1966 
T.fedtschenkoi (517) 2n-24+ 0-1S Paghman, 15M NW Kabul, Afghanistan, 

8000', R.H. S. 1966 



,< 

.. 

,'Of "i -4 .. 0. , ~ 

Pho'togrf):ph 39 . A root-tip sqll;~sh of an Asian diploid species, T. \vD.llichii, 

2n=16. Notice the two large chromosomes shared by mfmy of the primitive 

sections, possibly due to a translocation. 



Section Ceratophora 

T.comutum (428) 

(599) 

T.bicorne (534) 

Section Fontana 

T.fontanum (89) 
T.viride (136) 

T.viride (137) 

Section Palustria 
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2n ... 24 + 3S 

2n=24 + 0-15 

2n .. 24 + 2S 

2n=24 
2n-16 

T.austriniforme (Wicken 1)2n-32 

T.~rinum (483). 2n=23 + 1B 

T.balticum (597) 2n-32 + 0 

T.crocodes (433) 2n=40 + 0 

T.egregrium (430) 2n-32 + 4S 

(595) 2n=32 + 0 
T.limnanthes (602) 2na40 + 0 
T.murbeckianum (518) 2n-32 + 25 

Section Speotabilia 

T.akranesense (551) 2n-32 + 0,25; 
0, 1B . 

T.oaledonicum (500,1) 2n-40 + OS 

T.euryphyllum (193) .2n-32 

(452) 2n-32 + 1S 

(~90) 2n-32 + 1S 

Opdal, Norway, Ex. Bot. Gard. Uppsala, 
Sweden, 1965 

'Ex Uppsala' (definitely not from 
Gotland as stated) 1966 

Ex Bot. Gard~ Leiden (J.L.vanSoest 
misit), 1966, Origin unknown 

Ex. Bot. Gard. Il'Ioscow, 1964 
Below the Jun'gfrau, 
~~s. S. Dunbar, 5-6-1965 

" 

Wick:en Fen, Cambs., as root. S.l,!. 
lial t ers , 1966 

Ciouta Fen, S. Guernsey, C.1.23-4-66 
A.J.R. 

Uppsala, Sweden (ex Bot. Gard. Uppsala 
1966) 

Lyl, Sweden (ex Bot. Gard. Uppsala 
, 1966) 
gland, Sweden (ex Uppsala Bot. Gard. 

1966) . 
Gotland, Sweden " 
It" " 

Hajigao Pass, Koh-i-Baba, Afghanistan 
R.H.S. 1966 

20M from U.S. base, Keflavik, 
Ioeland Commander 1I.Stocken, 1966 

Head of Glen Doll on 1". side, Clova, 
Angus, wet mioa-sohist oliff. 
6-1965, A.J.R. (as root) 2300' 

l'!eadows by Lawers village, Killin, 
Perth, 300', 12-6-1965, A.J.R. 

Roadside, 3M. N. of 1nvergordon, Ii. 
Ross, 3-6-1965, A.J.R. 

Meadow, Staffin, Skye, 50', 4-6-1965 
A.J.R. 
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Sectio~ Spectabilia (con.) 

T.faeroense (195) 2n"40 + 0 • 

~197~ 2n=40 + 0 
407 2n-40 

(408) 2n=40 + 0 
T.firmum (410) 2n-32 

T.fulvicarpum (524) 2n-32 + 4S 

T.hibernicum (403) 2n .. 24 

~404~ 2n-24 
T.larssonii 411 2n-32 

T.leptolepis (529) 2n-40 + 0 

T.maculigerum (401) 2n-32 

(412) 2n .. 32 + 0 

(455) 2n-32 

(528) 2n .. 32 + 0 

T.naevosum (458) 2n-24 + 0 

(583) 2n:it24 + 0 

(584) 2n-24 + 0 

(585) 2n-24+2-3S 

. T.norstedtH (454) 2n-48 + 0 

(465) 2n-48 + 0 

T. praestans (406) 2n-32 + 0 

Flush, vlynch Bridge, Upper 'l'eesdale, 
N.Yorks. 14-5-1965, A.J.R. 

" 
Base-rich flush, Sunbiggin Tarn, 

Crosby Ravensworth, rlestmorland. 
18-6-1965, A.J.R. 

" 
Base-rich river-bank, Langdon Beck, 

Upper Teesdale, Durham, 16-6-65, A.J 
R. . 

Edge of a damp pine-wood, Braemar, 
Angus. 3-7-1966, A.J.R. 

Carex rostrata fen with Black-Headed 
Gull colony, 4111. N.Kirriemuir 
Angus. 8-6-1965, A.J.R. 

" 
Base-rich river bank, Langdon Beck, 

Upper Teesdale, Durham 10-6-65 
A.J.R. 

Wet roadside, Killieorankie Pass, 
Perth, 29-6-1966, A.J.R. 

Limestone cliffs above the Traligi1 
Inchnadamph, Sutherland, 800' 
31-5-65, A.J.R. 

Base-rich river bank, Langdon Beck, 
Upper Teesdale, Durham, 1~·6-65 
A.J.R. 

Roadside, 3M, N. of Invergordon, 
W.Ross, 3=6=66, A.J.R. . 

Roadside, Rannoch Station, Perth, 
29-6-1966, A.J.R. 

Roadside, 4M, N. of Blairgowrie, 
Angus, 8-6-65, A.J .R. 

Base-rich grassland, lvia.lham, W. York, 
5-1966, A.J.R. 

Montane grassland, Harbottle, Northum
berland, 1200', 6-1966, A.J.R. 

Limestone clints, under Fraxinus, 
Colt Park Woor,' Ribblesdale, rl. 
Yorks, 5-1966, A.J.R. 

Roadside, Invergordon, W. Ross, 
3-6-65, A.J.R. 

RoadSide, Aviemore, Aberdeen, 21-5-65 
A.J.R. 

Base-rich flushes, Sunbiggin, Crosby 
Ravensworth, Westmorland, 18-6-1965 
A.J .R. . 
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Section Spectabilia (con.) 

T.pseudonorstedtii (200) 2n-32 Base-rich flushes, Sandsyke, Upper 
Teesdale, Co. Durham, 16-6-1965 
A.J.R. 

T.pYcnostictum (498) 2n=32 + 4S Mica-schist cliffs, Caenloch~n Glen, 
Angus, 3100', 6-1965 (as root) 
A.J.R. 

(499) 2n=32 + 0 
(50,3) 2n-32 + 0 

(505) 2n-32 + 0 
(MNT 1) 2n-32 

T.renletum (Lawers 1) 2n=32 + 0 
(as root-tip and 
tapetal mitosis) 

T.shetlandicum (519) 2n .. 24 + 1B 

" 
Mica-schist cliffs, Glen Doll, Angus, 

2450', 6-1965 (as root) A.J.R. ' 
" 

?lIica-schist cliffs, Meall nan Tarmachan 
Killin, Perth, 2200' (as root) , 
6-1965 A.J .R. 

I>Iica-schist oliffs, Ben Lawers, ' 
Killin, Perth, 3200', 6-1965 (as 
root) A.J.R. 
Stackpole Warren, Tenby Pembs, 14-6-

1966, D.W. Shimwell. 
T.solenophorum (491) 2n:a24+ 0-25, 

0.1B Wet grassland, 5taffin, Skye, 3-6-65, 

T • speot abil e 

T.un~ilobum 

(190) 2n-40 

(191) 2n=40 
(199) 2n=40 

(431 ) 2n-40 + 0 

(409) 2n-32 

(442) 2n-32 

(443) 2n=32 + 0 

(450) 2n:=32 + 2B 

~451~ 2n=32 
453 2n-32 

(487) 2n-32+1 -45 

(487) 2n-32 + 0 

A.J.R. 
Roadside, Lawers Village, Killin, 

Perth, 12-6-1965, A.J.R. 
" 

Base-rioh flush, Sandsyke, Upper 
Teesdale, Durham 16-6-1965, A.J.R. 

Meraker, Norway, ex. Uppsala, Sweden 
1966, A.J.R. 

Grassy path Strat htumme1 , Perth, 10-6-
1965, A.J.R. 

Dune slaoks, Holy Island, Northumber
land, 22-6-1965, A.J.R. 

Roadside, Loch Ness, Inverness, 
3-6-1965, A.J.R. 

Maohair, Achmelvioh, Lochinver, 
Sutherland, 30-5-1965, A.J.R. 

n 

Roadside, Invergordon, W.Ross, 
3-6-1965, -A.J.R. . 

Roadside, 5pean Bridge, Inverness, 
5-6-1965, A..J.R. 

Hill Pasture, Alwinton, Northumberland 
1100', ~1966, A.J.R. 
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Section Erythrosperma 

T.argutum (445) 2n~24 + 0 

T.austriacum (183) 2n.16 

(185) 2n-17 

T.brac~yglossum (158) 2n-24 

T. disserninatum 

T.dissimile 

T. iso;e~llum 

1~l 168 
169 
171 
172) 
128) 

(496) 

(146) 

1
1471 148 
154 
149 

(151) 
152 
153 
194 
440 
131 

2n~28 
2n=24 
2n=24 
2n=24 
2n~24 
2n ... 24 + 0 

2n~24 + 35 

2n ... 16 + 25 

2n=16 + OS 
2n=16 + OS 
2n=16 
2n ... 24 
2n-24 
2n=24 
2n=24 
2n-24 
2n=16, 22 
2n=24 

T.lacistop~yllum (Sherburn Hill 
16) 2n-24 

T.oxoniense (111) 2n-32 

Long grass in shade, Strathtummel, 
Perth, 10-6-1965, A.'J .R. 

Clinker path, Haverton Hill, Co. 
Durham, 20-6-1965, M. Hartley. 

Dry limestone grassland, Hlohovec, 
C.S.S.R., 4-5-1965, Prof. D.H. 
Valentine ' 

Dry maritime turf, Greatham Creek 
Seaton Carew, Co. Durham, 4-5-1965, 
A.J.R. 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" Ex. Bot. Gard. Berlin, origin 

unknown, 1965. , 
Grey dunes~ Ynyslas, Cardigan, 8-1965 

(as root), Prof. D.H. Valentine 
Dry limestone grassland, Kovacover 

Kopoe, 
C.S.S.R. 4-5-1965, Prof. D.H.Valentine 

" 
" (Hlohovec) 
" " (Hlohovec) 
" 
" (Hlohovec) 
" (S.Slovakia) 
n 

Ex. Bot. Gard. Jasi, Roumania, 
Origin unknown, 1965. 

Dry limestone grassland, Sherburn 
Hill, Co. Durham, 6-1966, A.J.R. 

Grey dunes, tiarkworth, Northumber
land, 21-5-1965, A.J.R. 

T.proximiforme (178) 2n-24 

T.pseudolacisto;ehyllum (45) 

Wood margin on limestone, Shadforth 
Dene, Sherburn, Co. Durham, 
20-5-1965, Prof. D.H. Valentine 

2n-32 Grey dunes, Drigg point, Ravenglass, 
Cumberland, 22-8-1964, A.J.R. 

T.rubicundum 

T.silesiacum 

(411) 2n-24 

(446) 2n-23 , 
24 + 0-3S 

Millhaven, Pembroke; 8-1965, PrOf. 
D.H. Valentine. 

Grassy path, 'Strathtummel, Perth, 
10-6-1965, A.J.R. 
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Sect ion Er,ythrost'erma (con.) 

T.simile (494) 2n=32 +,4S 

T. ta.eniatum (586) . 2n=24 + 0 

T.tanylobum (Brat,' 1~3)' 2n=24 , 26 

T.tortilobum (553) 2n=24 + 1B, 2-3S 

(594) 2n=25 + 25 
Section Boreigena 

Grey dunes, YIl3slas, Cardiga.n, 
8-1965, Prof. D.H. Valentine. 
(as root). 

Roadside, Tomphubil, Perth, 6-1965, 
A.J.R. 

Dry grassland, Bratislava, C.S.S.R., 
5-1965, D. H. Valentine (root) 

Roadside, N.W. Auvergne, France, 
22-8-1966, A.J.R. 

Baleo, Spain, 6-1966, D.H. John. 

T.cochleatum (435) 2n=24 + 25 Sodankyla, Finland, ex. Bot. Gardn. 

Section Vulgaria 

Uppsala, 1965. 
(605) 2n=24 + 1-2S ex. Uppsala, ~ot. Gard. Sweden 1966; 

origin unknown. 

T.acutangulum (554) 2n=24 + 2S 

T.bractaetum (8) 2n=24 

Roadside. N. ~1~ Auvergne, France, 
22-8-1966, A.J.R. 

Garden, Science Labs, Durham, 6-10-1964 
A.J.R. 

T.cordatum 

T.crispulum 

T.cyanolepis 

T.dahlstedtii 

T.dentilobum 

(459) 

(460) 
(480) 

. (167) 

(604) 

(119) 

(456) 

(593) 

2n=23 , 24+O-2S Roadside, Blairgowrie, Angus~ 
8-6-1965, A.J.R. 

2n=24+O-1S 
2n=24 + 0 

2n .. 24 

2n-24 + 0 

2n=27 

2n=24 + 0 

2n=24 + 0, 

" 
Garden, Philadelphia City, U.S.A. 

(Alien), 4-1966; Dr. J.L.Crosby • 
. Long grass by road, Greatham Creek, 

Seaton Carew, Co. Durham, 4-5-65, 
A.J.R. 

Uppsala, Sweden, ex. Uppsala Bot. 
Gard. 1966. 

Sandy path near sea, Seaton Carew,' 
Co. Durham, 7-5~65, A.J.R. 

Roadside, Bonar Bridge, H. Ross; 
3-6-1965, A.J.R. 

35 Garden, Les Saintes-J.:aries de la 
Her, La Camargue, Provence, France, 
8-1966, A.J.R. 

T.duplidentifrons (135) 2n=16,24 
(siblings) 

(414) 2n .. 24 

Limestone grassland~ Hlohovec, C.S.S.R. 
1964, Prof. D.H. Valentine. 

Alder Carr, Newham Bog, 5eahouses, 
Northumberland 21-5-65, A.J.R. 

2n .. 24 " 
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Section Vulgaria (con.) 

T.hamatum· (13) 
(3) 

2n=24 
2n=24 

1
15) 2n=24 
16) . 2n=24' 
117) 2n=24. 

(463) 2n=24+O-1S 

(482) 2n=24+1-2S, 

T.hamiferum (520) 2n=24 + 2S 

. (489) 2n::024 + 2B 

T.klingstedtii (421) 2n=24+O-1S 

(448) 2n::024+3S 

(449) 2n=22 , 24, 
0-2S 

T.litorale (142) 2n=24 

(143) 2n..,25 
T.microcarpum (622) 2n=24+O 

(625) 2n=24 + 0 

T.multifidum (28) 2n=26 

T.oreinicolum (623) 2n::024+2-3S 
T.polyodon (81) 2n=25 

( 114) 2n= 16, 17 

(140) 2n-24 

(155) 2n=24 
(162) 2n-24 

(163) 2n .. 26 
T.pseudohamatum (588) 2n-24 + 0 

T.sellandii (492) 2n=28 

T.alatum (493) 2n-24+O-3S 

Garden, Durham City, 4-10-1964, A.J.R. 
Garden, Scienoe Labs. Durham City, 

6-10-1964, A.J.R. 
" 
" 

Roadside, lVittonGilbert, Co. Durham 
, 7-5-1965, A.J .R. 
Roadside, 4H.E. Dunkeld, Perth, 

10-6-1965, A.J.R. 
2B Water meadows, S. Guernsey, C.I. 

23-4-1966, A.J.R. 
Worm's Head, Gower, Glamorgan; 

17-6-1966, D.W. Shimwell • 
Roadside nr. Pitloohry, Perth, 10-6-

1965, A.J.R. 
Ex. Bot. Gard. Zakopane, Poland as 

T.nigricans, origin unknown, 1965, 
Meadow at 3800', Zakopane, Poland, 

7-1965, A.J.R. 
25 + " 

Zealand, Denmark, 10-6-1965, Mrs. 
S. Dunbar. 

" 
Skopje, Yugoslavia, 17-9-1966, P. 

Crisp. 
50K. N. of Skopje, Yugoslavia, 

17-9-1966, P. Crisp. 
Plymouth Harbour, Devon, ?date; 

? souroe. 
Arona, Italy; 20-9-1966, P. Crisp. 
Garden, Reading, Berkshire, 8-1964. 

A.J.R. 
Roadside, Sherburn, Co. Durham; 

7-5-1965, A.J.R. 
Zealand, Denmark, 10-6-1965, 

Yu-s. S. Dunbar. 
" ' 

Long grass near sea, Greatham Creek, 
Co. Durham, 4-5-1965, A.J.R. 

" 
Garden, Glanton, Alnwiok, Northum

berland, 8-1965, A.J.R. 
Roadside, 2M.VI. of Staindrop, Co. 

Durham, 5-1965, A.J.R. 
Roadside, 2M, E. of Staindrop, Co. 

Durham, 5-1965, A.J.R. 



Section Vulgaria (oon.) 

T.speoiosum (141) 2n=24 
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. Sand-dune , Zealand, Denmark, 10-6-65, 
llIrs. S. Dunbar. 

All hybrid counts which r have made are listed in appendix 4. As none 

of these plants were found wild, but are the result of experimental crosses, 

they do not hav~ a place in this appendix. 
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Appendix 4 

A SUMMARY OF ALL KNOWN CHROMOSOME COUNTS IN TARAXACIDi 

Section Rhodotricha 

T.kotschyi 2n-16 + 0 Richards 

Section Oli~antha 
T.oliganthum 2n-16 + 0 Richards 

Section Leucantha 

T.leucanthum 2n-16 + 0 P. Crisp (verb. com.) 
Richards 

T.albidum 2n-40 Gustafsson 1933 

Section Orientalia 

T.stevenii 2n-16 + 0 Richards 

Section Leptocephala 

T.bessarabicum 2n-16 + 0 Gustafsson 1935b 
Poddubnaja-Arnoldi 1939 
Richards 

T.nigricornis 2n-24 + 0 Richards 

Section Serotina 

T.serotinum 2n-16 + 0 Gustafsson 1933 
Poddubnaja-Arnoldi 1939 
Ma3:ecka 1964 
Richards 

T.haussknechtii 2n-16 + 0 Richards 

Section Porpa~rantha 

T.por;eS.l:ranthum 2n-24 Gustafsson 1935b, 1933 

Section Spuria 

T.montanum 2n-40 + 0 Poddubnaja-Arnoldi and Dianova; 1934 
Richards 

T.syriacum 2n-48 + 0 Richards 

Section lIIacrocornuta 

T.multiscaoosum 2n-16 poddubnaja-Arnoldi and Dianova. 1934 

T.monochl!mldemeum 2n-16 " " " 
I T.wallichii 2n-16,24 Hoy-Liu 1963 

16 + 0 Richards 



Seotion Maorocornuata con. 

T.kok-saghyz 

T.microsperrnum 

T.succulenteum 

T.neo-lobulatum 

Seotion Sinensia 

T.bicolor 

T.vepallidum 

Seotion Kashmirana 

T.elegans 

T.fulvo-brunneum 

T.vulpinum 
T.gulmargense . 

T.dentisguameum 

Seotion Tibetana 

T.heybroekii 

T.mitalii 

T.sikkimense 

Seotion Mongolica 

T.platyoarpum 

T. mongolioum 

Seotion Scariosa 
T.minimum 

T. bit h.yni cum 

T • h.ybernum 

T.cyprium 

T.megalorrhizon 

Section Rhodocarpa 

T.schroeterianum 
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2n=16 Poddubnaja-Arnoldi and Dianova 1934 

2n-24,25 Richards (Agrioult. material-autoploids?) 

·2n .. 24 Poddubnaja-Arnoldi and Dianova 1934 

2n-32 + 0 Richards 

2n-24 + 25 Riohards 

2n-24 
2n-40 

Erlandsson 1939 

" 

Hoy-Liu, 1963 

" 
" 

2n-24+2S, 1» Richards 

2n-32 + 0 Riohards 

2n-16 

2n-24 

2n-40 

2n-16 
2n.16, 

2n-32 

Hoy-Liu, 1963 

" 
Erlandsson, 1939 

Gustafsson 1933 
18 Takemoto 1954 

Gustafsson 1933 

2nm 16 Gustafsson, 1933 

2n-16 + 0 Richards 

2n-32 Poddubnaja-Arnoldi and Dianova 1934 

2n-32 Haran 1952 
2n-32 Anzalone 1948 

Gustafs80n 1933 
Hoy-Liu 1963 



Section Eu-Erythrocarpa 

T.amborum 

T.nieninicum 

T.pseudocalocephalum 

T.fedtschenkoi 

T.breviscapum 

Section Erythrosperma 

T.agaurum 

T.dunense 

T. taeniatum 

T. tort ilobum 

T.fulvum 

T.ruberulum 

T.tenuilobum 
c 

T.dissimile 

T.parnassicum 

T.lacistophyllum 

T.oxoniense 

T.disseminatum 

T. austriacum 

T. isoph.yllum 
T.brachyglossum 

T.proximiforme 

-- 17.3-

2n=24 

2n-16 

2n=24 +1B 

2n-24 + 0 

2n-24 + 1B 

2n-24 , 32 

2n-24 

2n-24 
2n-24 + 0 

2n-24 
2n-24 + 1B, 

2n-32 

2n-24 

2n-24 

2n-24 

2n.24 

2n-24 
2na 24 + 0-2S 

2n-32 

Gustafsson 1935b 

Marecka 1961 

Richards 

Richards 

Richards 

Hoy-Liu 1963 

" 
" 

Richards 

Hoy-Liu 1963 
2-3S Richards 

Gustafsson 1935B 

" 
" 

Gustafsson 1935B, Richards 

" 
" 

Richards 

Richards 

Richards 

2n-16, 17 + 2S " 

2n=16,17,22,23,24,+2S " 
2n-24,25,26,27,28,+O-3S Richards 

2n-24 Richards 

T.pseudolacistophyllum_ 2n-32 " 
T.argutum 2n-24 + OS " 
T.silesiacum 

T.simile 

T.friesii 

T.tanylobum 

Section Obligua 

T.obliquum 

2na23,24. +1,2,3S " 

2n-32 + OS " 

2n-32 + OS Riohards 

2n-24 , 25, 26 " 

Hoy-Liu 1963 
Gustafsson 1933 



Seotion Laevia 

T.pumilum 

T\ tundrioolum 

T.arotioum 

T.ph.ymatooarpum 

Seotion Ceratophora 

T.alpioola 

T.maoilentum 

T.arotogenum 

T.laoerum 

T.eoornioulatum 

T.delioiosum 

T .laotuoaoeum 

T.simulum 

T.braohyoeras 

T.oornutum 

T.bicorne 

Section Alpina 
T. I alpinum t 

Section Fontana

T.fontanum 

T.viride 

Section Palustria 

T. balticum 

T. soaturginOBUm 

T·.lanoeolatum 
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2n-16 
2n-16 
2n-16, 32 

2n=36 
2n==40· 
2n-40 
2n-40 

2n-24 
2n=24 

(2n-40) 

2n-24 

2n-24 

2n-32 
2n-32 

2n-40 

2n-32 

2n-24 

2n-32 

2n-32 

2n-32 

2n-24 
2n-24 + 3S 

2n-24 

Holmen 1952 
(I 

Jorgensson and Sorensen 1957 
Mosquin and Hayley 1966 

Takemoto 1960 

Flovik 1940 
Holmen 1952 
Erlandsson 1939 

Holmen 1952 
Mosquin and Hayley 1966 
Erlandsson 1939 (-arotioum?) 

Takemoto 1954 

" 1960 
Holmen 1952 
Mosquin and Hayley 1966 

Jorgensson and Sorensen 1957 

GUstafs80n 1935B 
rt 

" 1935A 
1.1 

" 1933 

" 
Riohards 

" 

Gustafsson 1935B 

GU8tafs8on 1935B 
Riohards 

2n-16, 18 + 0-2S " 

2n-32 
2n-32 + 0 

2n-24 

2n-32 

Gustafsson 1935B 
Rioh8.rda 

Guatafsson 1935B 

" 



Seotion Palustria (con.) 

T.egregrium 

T.orocodes 

T.limnanthes 

T.austrinum 

T.austriniforme 

T.murbeokia.num 

Section Soeotabilia 

T.no~stedtii 

T.pseudonorstedtii 

, T. oaledonioum 

T.maculigerum 

T. prae st ans 

T • euryph.Y llum 

T.hibernicum 

T.naevosum 

T.naevosiforme 

T.unguilobum 

T.shetla.ndioum 

T.oimbrioum 

T.fulvioarpum 

T.faeroense 

T.soectabile 

T .lept 0 lepis 

T.firmum 

T.larssonii 

T.solenophorwo. 

T.repletum 

T.pycnosohistum 

T.akranesense 
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2n-32 + 4S 

2n-40 + 0 

2n-40 + 0 

2n",23 + 1B 

2n-32 +'0 

2n-32 + 2S 

2n-48 
2n-48 
2n-48 + 0 

2n-32 + 0 

2n-40 + 0 

2n=24 
2n-32 +'OS 

2n-32 + OS 

2n-32 + OS 

Riohards 

Richards 

" 
" 
" 
" 

Gustafsson 1935B 
Hoy-Liu 1963 
Riohards 

" 
" 

Gustafsson 1935B 
Riohards 

" 
" 

2n-24 + os " 
2n-24 + OS, 32+0 " 

2n-32 

2n-32 + 1-4S 

2n-24 + 1B 

2n-25 

2n-32 + 4S 

2n0a40 
2n=-40 + 0 

2n=40 + 0 

2n=40 + 0 

2n=32 

2n-32 

Gustafsson 1933 

Richards 

" 
" 
" 

Harvey and Hawkes 1963 
Richards 

" 
" 
" 
" 

2n-24 + 0-1B, 0-2S " 

2n-32 

2n-32 + 0 
" 
" 

2n-32 + 0-2S, 0-1B " 



·' 

, Sect ion Spectabi lia (con.) 

T.croceum 

Section Obovata 

T.obovatum 

. Section Boreigena 

T.macrocentrum 

T.cochleatum 

Section Vulgaria 

T.reflexum 

T.duplidens 

T.helianthum 

T.rhaeticum 

T.obtusilobum 

T.melanthoides 

T.1itorale 

T.sublaeticolor 

T.laeticolor 

T.ekmannii 

'T.retroflexum 

T.haematopus 

T. interruptum 

T • parvuliceps 

T.mimulum 

T. ambl.ycentrum 

T.fasciatum 

T.crispulum 

T.multifidum 

T.longisguameum 

T.patens 

T.stenoschistum 
; 

T.pectinatiforme 
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2n-32 Gustafsson 1935B 

2n-48 + 0 Richards 

2n-24 Gustafsson 1933 

2n-24 + 1-25 Richards 

2n-24 Poddubnaja-Arnoldi andDianova 1934 

2n-24 Hoy-Liu 1963 
2n-24 Gustafsson 1933 

2n .. 24 Hoy-Liu 1963 

2n-24 " 
2n=16 Gustafsson 1937 
2n-16 Sorensen and Gudjonsson 1946 

2n-24 Gustafsson 1935B 

2n-24 " 
2n-24 Riohards 

2n-24 Gustafsson 1935B 

2n-24 " 
2n-24 tt 

2n-24 " 
2n-24 " 
2n-24 Gustaffson 1933 

2n-24 tt 

2n-24 " 
2n-24 " 
2n-24 " 
2n-24 Riohards 

2n-26 " 
2n-24 Gustafeeon 1933 

2n-24 " 
2n-24 " 
2n-c.20 " 



'Section Vulgaria (con.) 

T. invo lucratum 

T.latiss:imum 

T.crooeiflorum 

T.lacinioeifrone 
T.polyodon 

T.cordatum 

T.hamatum 

T.subcyanolepls 

T.speciosum 

T.bracteatum 

T.hamiferum 

T.alatum 

T.cyanolepis 

T.dentilobum 

• T.pseudohamatum 

T.microcarpum 

T.oreinicolum 

T. acutangulum 

T.duplidentifrons 

T. se 11 and ii 

T.klingstedtii 
T.dahlstedtii 

Species Incertae Sedie 

T.nutans 

T.robustum 

T.samuelesonii 

T.confertum 

T.nigricans 
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2n",,24 

2n-24 

2n-c.20 

Gustafsson 1933 
It 

" 
~ / 2n.19,20,22,23,24,48 Sorensen and Gudjonsson 1946 

2n-21 ,22,23,24,44,45, (and Sorenson 1958) 
46,47,48 

2n-16,24,11,18,26,21,28,28,33 Richards 
2n.23 ,24 
2n-24 

2n-24 

Sorensen and Gudjonsson 1946 
Richards 

II '" Sorensen and Gudjonsson 1946 

2n.16,18,20,24,25,26,27,28,29 Richards 

2n-24 Richards 

2n-23,24,25 + 0-18 " 
2n-24 + 2B Richards 

2n-24 +0, 2, 3S 

2n-24 + 0 
" 
." 

2n-24 + 0, 3S 

2n-24 + OS 

2n-24 + OS 

2n-24 + 2-36 

2n-24 + 26 

2n-24, 16 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 2n-28 

2n-22,24,25 

2n-27,24 
+ 1~3S " 

2n-24 

2n-32 

2n-16 

2n-32 
2n-32 + 0 

" 

Poddubnaja-Arnoldi and Dianova 
1934 

" 
GUstafs80n 1935B 

" 1933 
Mabcka 1962 
Riohards 
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Hybrids (~emale first) 

* T.cordatum x T.obtusilobum 

* T.cordatum x T.polyodon 

" 2n-17,18,23,30,31 Sorensen 1958 

.* T.polyodon x T.hamatum 

* T.polyodon x T.bracteatum 

2n.16,17,18,23 

2na 22,23,24,25,31,33 

2n=22,23,24,25,31 ,39 

" 
tt 

" 
*T.polyodon x T.chloroleucum 2n ... 22,23,24,25,31,39" 

* T.laciniosifrons x T.cyanolepsis 2n-22,23,24,25,31,39 " 
T.viride x T.fontanum 2na16,17,18 + 0 Richards 

T.isonhyllum x T.fontanum 2n-17, 18, 19 + 0 " 
T. polyodon x T.li torde 2na21,23 + OS, 2S " 
T.isonhyllum x T.succulenteum 2n-16,18,19 + 0-2S " 
T.viride x T.succulenteum 2n-18, + 1S, 20+0 " 
T.viride x T.nolyodon 2n-17, 18 + 0 -15 " 
T~isophyllum x T.cimbricum 2n-16,18,21 + 0-15 It. 

T.viride x T.brachyslossum 2n-17 , 18,20 + 0-1S " 

Netes: 
All my oounts are listed more ful~, with looalities, in appendix 3 

of this thesis. 

A number followed by S, indioates the number of satellited chromosomes 

observed. Similarly, B shows the number of supernumerary Chromosomes 

that were seen. 

" / 6 * In the counts given for the papers Sorensen and GUQQonsson 194 J and 

Sorensen 1958, it should be noted that very few actual counts are given, 

and these counts are inferred from the text in some oases. They may not 

all be correct. Some oounts are registered in both papers, not just in 

the one indioated. Similar~, some of the GustatsBon oounts are published 

in more than one paper. 

~o oounts whioh have not been speoified acourate~ by an acknowledged 
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Taraxaoum expert are inoluded. Thus all Furnkranzts work, and most of 

Maleckats has not been included. An exception is T.alpinum, this being the 

only known count in the section, and possibly belonging to a genuine 

tu~. 

There are 172 species in the genus with c~omosome oounts. These 
, 

belong to 29 of the 35 sections. I have counted 93 species in 19 sections. 

Of these 93, counts, 74 have been new. 
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